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ABSTRACT 

 

Global Investigation of Pseudomonas aeruginosa Genomes :  

Implications for treatment of  

antibiotic resistance and chronic infection 
 

Wontae Hwang 
 
 

Department of Medical Science 
The Graduate School, Yonsei University  

 
 

(Directed by Professor Sang Sun Yoon) 
 

 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is commonly found in various places, such 

as soil, water and skin flora, but it is also found in immunocompromised 

patients as an opportunistic pathogen. P. aeruginosa can cause not only acute 

syndromes like pneumonia and bloodstream infection, but also chronic airway 

infections in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients. CF is a well-known genetic disorder 

caused by a mutated CFTR (cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance 

regulator) protein. CFTR disruption alters the lung condition such that the 

increasingly dehydrated viscous mucus layer provides a favorable habitat to 

several pathogens, such as P. aeruginosa, over an extended period of time. 

Various antibiotics have been used to get rid of this pathogen, but it can escape 
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this stress because P. aeruginosa displays intrinsic resistance to many 

antibiotics and is known to acquire genetic mutations or gene fragment for 

further higher resistance. 

This study investigated into some of the major problems associated 

with P. aeruginosa using sequence-based analyses. In the first chapter, the 

antibiotic resistance mechanisms of P. aeruginosa clinical isolates are examined. 

The second chapter details the implications of P. aeruginosa genomic 

alterations in their adaptation to the cystic fibrosis environment. 

  In chapter 1, we attempted to analyze the genomic and transcriptomic 

landscapes of P. aeruginosa clinical isolates that are highly resistant to multiple 

antibiotics to understand antibiotic resistance mechanism. we also aimed to 

reveal a mode of antibiotic resistance by elucidating transcriptional response of 

genes conferring antibiotic resistance. To this end, we sequenced the whole 

genomes and profiled genome-wide RNA transcripts of three different 

multi-drug resistant (MDR) clinical isolates. Multi-layered genome 

comparisons with genomes of antibiotic-susceptible P. aeruginosa strains and 

70 other antibiotic-resistance strains revealed both well-characterized conserved 

gene mutations and distinct distribution of antibiotic-resistant genes (ARGs) 

among strains. Transcriptions of genes involved in quorum sensing and type VI 

secretion systems were invariably downregulated in the MDR strains. 

Virulence-associated phenotypes were further examined and results indicate that 

our MDR strains are clearly avirulent. Transcriptions of 64 genes, logically 
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selected, logically selected to be related with antibiotic resistance in MDR 

strains, were active under normal growth conditions and remained unchanged 

during antibiotic treatment. These results propose that antibiotic resistance is 

achieved by a “constitutive” response scheme, where ARGs are actively 

expressed even in the absence of antibiotic stress, rather than a “reactive” 

response. Bacterial responses explored at the transcriptomic level in conjunction 

with their genome repertoires provided novel insights into (i) the 

virulence-associated phenotypes and (ii) a mode of antibiotic resistance in 

MDR P. aeruginosa strains. 

  In chapter 2, large scale genome analysis was performed opposite to 

small scale study of first chapter to understand adaptation of P. aeruginosa in 

chronic lung environment of CF patients. Although many sequenced genomes 

are available, a comprehensive comparison between genomes of CF versus 

non-CF P. aeruginosa isolates remains yet to be conducted. In order to gain a 

deeper understanding into the P. aeruginosa adaptation in the CF airway, we 

performed a Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS) using a total of 1,001 P. 

aeruginosa genomes. Genetic variations uniquely identified among CF isolates 

were categorized into (i) alterations in protein-coding regions either large- or 

small- scale and (ii) polymorphic variations in intergenic regions. We 

introduced each CF-specific genetic alteration into the genome of PAO1, a 

prototype P. aeruginosa strain and experimentally validated their outcomes. 

Loci readily mutated among CF isolates include genes encoding a probable 
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sulphatase and a probable TonB-dependent receptor (PA2332~PA2336), 

L-cystine transporter (YecS, PA0313) and a probable transcriptional regulator 

(PA5438). A promoter region of heme/hemoglobin uptake outer membrane 

receptor (PhuR, PA4710) was similarly identified as meaningfully different 

between the CF and non-CF isolate groups. Our analysis, the first of its kind, 

highlights how P. aeruginosa evolves its genome to persist and survive within 

the context of chronic CF infection. 

Implication of our findings from the aforementioned studies provide 

novel insights that will be helpful for overcoming P. aeruginosa-associated 

antibiotic resistance and chronic infection. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Key words : Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Antibiotic resistance, Chronic infection, 
Genome, Trascriptome, gwas (genome-wide association study) 
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Chapter I. Virulence Characteristics and an Action Mode of 

Antibiotic Resistance in Multidrug-Resistant Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Antibiotic-resistant infections are now a serious problem worldwide. In 

2017, a strain of Klebsiella pneumoniae that became resistant to all available 

antibiotics caused a fatal infection in the US1. Globally, more than 0.7 million 

people die each year from resistant infections and it was estimated that 10 

million people will die from antimicrobial-resistant (AMR) infections in 20502. 

There is a famous collection called ESKAPE (Enterococcus faecium, 
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Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella pneumonia, Acinetobacter baumannii, 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Enterobacter species) composed of troublemaker 

pathogens that easily acquire antibiotic resistance3. In the US, the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention reported that 51,000 patients became infected 

with P. aeruginosa annually and 13 % among those are infected by 

multidrug-resistant (MDR) strains4.  

P. aeruginosa strains contain genomes of approximately 5 to 7 Mbp, and 

significant numbers of their conserved genes produce regulatory proteins. This 

implicates that P. aeruginosa can respond and adapt well to various stresses and 

environments5. In addition, P. aeruginosa has intrinsic antibiotic resistance due 

to the presence of resistance-nodulation-division efflux pumps that physically 

sequester incoming antibiotics6. Moreover, biofilms act as protective barrier 

against antibiotic penetration7. Genetically, P. aeruginosa can also acquire 

antibiotic resistance through mutations or horizontal transfer of responsible 

genes8.  

A variety of antibiotics has been discovered and developed from the 1950s 

through the 1960s following the commercialization of penicillin9. Thereafter, 

antibiotic-resistant pathogens were increased by indiscriminate use of 

antibiotics in humans and animals, but development of novel antibiotics for 

treating AMR infections has not been actively pursued10,11. Such present 

situation calls for efforts on various levels in order to better manage AMR 

infections. 
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Previous studies aimed at elucidating antibiotic resistance mechanisms have had 

the following limitations. First, many studies have been based mainly on 

comparative genomic analysis to find causes of antibiotic resistance12,13. Second, 

transcriptome- and proteome-level responses have been explored using 

antibiotic-susceptible laboratory P. aeruginosa strains14-17. Therefore, 

physiological characteristics of antibiotic-resistant clinical isolates have been 

less considered. In the present study, we sequenced the whole genomes of three 

MDR P. aeruginosa clinical isolates and profiled their genome-wide RNA 

transcripts as well. Function-level categorization of differentially expressed 

genes provided initial insights into their virulence potentials, which were 

validated later experimentally. RNA-level analysis further enabled us to 

understand how MDR strains respond to antibiotic attacks. Our results expand 

our current understanding of antibiotic-resistant P. aeruginosa from genome 

level to physiology level.  
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Bacterial strains and growth conditions 

Four clinical isolates (Y31, Y71, Y82, and Y89) were derived from the 

sputa of four different pneumonia patients, and PAO1 was used as a reference 

strain. Bacterial cultures were grown in Mueller Hinton (MH) broth (Difco) and 

LB medium (1 % [w/v] tryptone, 0.5 % [w/v] yeast extract, and 1 % [w/v] 

sodium chloride) at 37 °C. All bacterial single colonies on LB or MH plates 

were picked and inoculated in LB or MH broth for precultures and grown 

overnight. Precultures were diluted 100-fold in fresh LB or MH broth for 

subculture and incubated at 37 °C and 230 rpm. The incubation time was 

dependent on the experimental procedures. 

 

B. Antibiotic susceptibility test (MIC test). 

The antibiotic susceptibility test was performed by the broth dilution 

method18, and ticarcillin (Sigma), tobramycin (Sigma), imipenem (Sigma), 

ciprofloxacin (Fluka), piperacillin (Sigma), and tazobactam (Sigma) for 

adjuvant of peperacillin were used. PAO1 and the four isolates were precultured 

and subcultured in MH broth depending on the bacterial strains and growth 

conditions presented above. Subcultures were incubated at 37 °C and 220 rpm 

for 3 hr to reach the exponential phase. The bacterial medium was adjusted to 

optical density (OD) 0.1 (the OD 0.1 of all bacteria is approximately 1 × 108 

colony-forming units [CFU]) using fresh MH broth, and this medium was 
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diluted 100-fold and adjusted to a final density of 1 × 106 CFU. All antibiotics 

were diluted in MH broth to make 2× concentrations. The final bacterial 

medium (1 ml) and antibiotic-dissolved media (1 ml) were mixed, and these 

mixtures were incubated overnight at 37 °C and 230 rpm. The MIC results were 

determined using the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) 

guidelines. 

 

C. Genome sequencing and analysis of four isolates 

 Clinical isolates were precultured and subcultured in LB medium 

depending on the bacterial strains and growth conditions presented, and these 

subcultures were incubated for 3 hr. To extract high quality bacterial DNA, a 

genomic DNA extraction kit (Intron) was used following the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Whole genome sequencing of isolates was performed using PacBio 

RS ll single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing technology. De novo 

assembly was conducted using the hierarchical genome-assembly process 

pipeline of the SMRT Analysis v2.3.0. Protein-coding genes were predicted by 

Prodigal v.2.6.1, and BLAST searches were performed against the UniProt, 

Pfam, and COG databases19-21 to annotate predicted genes functionally. 

Ribosomal RNA and transfer RNA were predicted using Rfam v12.022. 

Prophage regions were identified using the PHAST web-based program23. 

Whole genome alignment of PAO1 and the four isolates was performed using 

Mauve24. ARGs were found by blastp with the ResFinder database25 and 
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Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database(CARD)26. Identity means the 

best matching percentage between an antibiotic resistance gene and the 

corresponding sequence of input genome. Query is the length of the antibiotic 

resistance gene in the database, and HSP is the length of the corresponding 

sequence of input genome. Sequences of gyrA, oprD, nalD, and lasR were 

analyzed by CLUSTALW27. The similarities of promoter regions and ORFs of 

QS-related genes were compared with PAO1 on nucleotide and amino acid 

levels. 

 

D. RNASeq analysis 

 PAO1 and clinical isolates were precultured and subcultured in LB 

medium depending on the bacterial strains and growth conditions presented. 

Subcultures were grown to the exponential phase, diluted to a final OD of 0.07, 

and incubated for 1 hr. In the antibiotic-treated group, an AC composed of 

imipenem, tobramycin, and ciprofloxacin was administered at a final OD of 

0.07 for Y71, Y82, and Y89 for 1 hr. A combination of imipenem (1 μg/ml), 

tobramycin (16 μg/ml), and ciprofloxacin (0.5 μg/ml) was used for stimulation 

on Y71 and Y89, but a 2-fold lower AC was used with Y82. Aliquots of each 

culture (n = 3) were pooled together in single tubes for RNA extraction. To 

extract high quality bacterial RNA, an RNeasy Protect kit (Qiagen) was used 

with an RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s protocol. The 

isolated RNA was stored at -80 ℃ until use. The Ribo-Zero rRNA removal kit 
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(Epicentre, USA) was used for ribosomal RNA depletion according to 

manufacturer instructions. Libraries for Illumina sequencing were made with 

the TruSeq Stranded mRNA sample prep kit (Illumina, USA) following the 

manufacturer’s protocol. RNA sequencing was performed on the Illumina 

HiSeq 2500 platform using single-end 50bp sequencing (Chunlab, Seoul, 

Korea). The raw data from RNA sequencing was aligned to the PAO1 (National 

Center for Biotechnology [NCBI] Information Bio-Project accession number 

PRJNA331) and Y82 whole genome sequence by Bowtie 2 version 2.2.628. 

Differential expression analysis was performed using edgeR, and normalization 

between the samples was accomplished with the trimmed mean of M values 

(TMM) method29,30. Genes with FDR < 0.05 and fold change > 2 were 

identified as differentially expressed and these genes were converted to log2. 

After subtracting the average expression levels from those of each strain, 

clustering was performed, and heat maps were created. Network analyses were 

performed with 2-fold low expressed genes in the MDR strains compared to 

PAO1 and Y31 using STRING31. 

 

E. Elastase, pyocyanin, and swarming assays 

 Production of elastase and pyocyanin and swarming assays were 

performed following procedures described elsewhere32-34. 

 

F. Bacterial competition assay 
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PAO1, clinical isolates, and Vibrio cholerae V52 to be used as prey 

were incubated overnight in LB medium. The bacterial cultures were washed 

with fresh LB medium and adjusted to 1 ml of OD 1. The bacterial supernatant 

was removed by spin down and suspended with 100 μl of fresh LB medium. As 

negative control, 10 μl of V52 were inoculated individually on LB agar plates. 

As competitive groups, each strain of P. aeruginosa was mixed 1:1 with V52 

(10 μl + 10 μl), and then 20 μl were inoculated on LB agar plates, and all plates 

containing only V52 were incubated at 37 °C for 5 hr. Bacteria grown on LB 

agar plates were scraped with a sterile scraper and serially diluted with PBS. 

The serially diluted media of V52 alone and the co-cultured bacteria were 

spread on thiosulfate citrate bile salts sucrose (TCBS) agar, a medium for 

selective growth of V. cholerae, and incubated overnight at 37 °C. 

 

G. Chrome azurol sulphonate assay 

The CAS assay was performed in the same way as in a previous 

study35. PAO1 and clinical isolates were precultured and subcultured in LB 

medium depending on the bacterial strains and growth conditions presented. 

Subcultures were grown overnight and spun down to obtain supernatant. The 

overnight supernatant was diluted 10-fold and reacted with CAS solution for 2 

hr. The OD of this resultant solution was measured at 630 nm. 

 

H. Quantification of 3-oxo-C12-HSL (PAI-1) 
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 To monitor the 3-oxo-C12-HSL, Escherichia coli DH5α harboring a 

reporter plasmid pKDT1736 was used. The PAO1 and clinical isolates were 

precultured and subcultured in LB medium depending on the bacterial strains 

and growth conditions presented. Subcultures were grown overnight. The 

supernatant was obtained and filtered with a syringe filter with a 0.2 μm-pore 

hole. E. coli pKDT17 was grown overnight in LB medium containing 100 

μg/ml ampicillin (Sigma) at 37 °C, washed with fresh LB medium, and adjusted 

to an OD at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.15. One milliliter of supernatant of E. coli 

pKDT17 of OD600 0.15 was removed, and E. coli pellets were suspended in 

each supernatant of P. aeruginosa and incubated at 37 °C for 1 hr. Cultured E. 

coli was used for β-galactosidase assays to detect an exogenous source of 

3-oxo-C12-HSL36. 

 

I. Sorting antibiotic-resistant genes (ARGs) and transcriptional analysis 

In total, 169 genes that satisfied both conditions related to expression 

level (PAO1 < 3, Y31 < 3, Y71 > 10, Y82 > 10, Y89 > 10) were selected by 

RNASeq results aligned with the Y82 whole genome. All protein sequences of 

PA14 and VRFPA07 that were known antibiotic susceptible strains (NCBI 

Bio-Project accession numbers: PRJNA386 and PRJNA230365) were 

downloaded from the pseudomonas.com website37. The 169 genes and all 

protein genes of PA14 and VRFPA07 were clustered in both conditions of 

similarity 95 % with length 95 % (S95L95) and similarity 50 % with length 
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50 % (S50L50) by blastclust38. Genes that clustered only among the MDR 

strains under both conditions were selected as MDR-specific genes (116 genes). 

The prophage regions found using the PHAST website and genes annotated 

with transposase that seemed unrelated to antibiotic resistance were excluded, 

and finally, 64 ARGs that were possibly related with antibiotic resistance were 

selected. The fold changes of 64 genes between the AC- treated and untreated 

groups were calculated by dividing their expression levels by the average 

expression level of each gene.  

 

J. Distribution of 64 ARGs in 70 antibiotic-resistant P. aeruginosa clinical 

isolates 

The 70 genome sequences of MDR P. aeruginosa clinical isolates were 

selected from the PATRIC website (64 strains)39 and individual studies (6 

strains)12,13,40-43. The 64 ARGs and all protein sequences of the 70 MDR isolates 

were clustered in four conditions by blastclust (similarity 95 % and length 95 %, 

similarity 90 % and length 90 %, similarity 80 % and length 80 %, similarity 

70 % and length 70 %). Each threshold was coded with a different color, and a 

heat map was made by covering the highest color clustered with ARG. 

 

K. In vivo mouse airway infection 

Eight-week-old male BALB/C mice were infected with the bacteria. 

Each strain was precultured in LB medium overnight, diluted 100 times with 
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fresh LB medium, and incubated to the exponential phase state. Bacterial cells 

were washed with PBS, and mice were infected with 2.5 × 107 CFU bacteria by 

nasal injection after being anesthetized intraperitoneally with a mixture of 

zoletil and rompun. Six mice per group were infected with the bacteria, and five 

mice were used for the PBS (negative control) group. Mouse lung was removed 

after the animal’s death or 42 hours of infection. These lungs were fixed in 10 % 

formalin and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. To confirm the colonized 

bacteria in the mouse lungs, each removed lung was soaked in PBS and 

homogenized. These homogenized lungs were serially diluted and spotted on 

Pseudomonas Isolation Agar plates to confirm CFU. 

 

L. Statistical Analysis 

The data are expressed as the means ± standard deviations. Unpaired 

Student’s t-tests (two-tailed, unequal variance) were used to analyze the 

differences between experimental groups. P-values less than 0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. All experiments were repeated for 

reproducibility. 
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3. RESULTS 

A. Comparative genomic analysis of clinically isolated MDR P. aeruginosa 

strains 

Bacterial adaptations resulting in antibiotic resistance are caused by 

DNA-level changes44. To elucidate those modifications uniquely observed in 

MDR strains, we sequenced the whole genomes of three MDR strains (Y71, 

Y82, and Y89) isolated from independent pneumonia patients. As a negative 

control, we also sequenced the genome of an antibiotic-susceptible isolate 

(Y31) recovered from a patient also diagnosed with pneumonia. Minimum 

inhibitory concentration (MIC) values of five different antibiotics against the 

strains were determined as shown in Table. 1.1. PAO1, a standard laboratory P. 

aeruginosa strain, was used as a control in the MIC test, and its genome was 

used as a reference in subsequent sequencing analyses. The four clinical isolates 

originated from different patients and were confirmed to be phylogenetically 

distant from one another based on the random amplified polymorphic DNA 

assay45.  

Assembled genomes were constructed and aligned with the PAO1 

genome (Fig. 1.1). Inversion of a large region was invariably observed in the 

middle of every genome. The overall information for all genomes is 

summarized in Table. 1.2. While the PAO1 genome is about 6.26 Mbp and 

harbors 5,572 predicted open reading frames (ORFs)46, all clinical isolates were 

found to have larger genomes and more ORFs. The presence of a plasmid was 
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only identified in the Y89 strain, as shown by a red arrow (Fig. 1.1).  

Next, we sought to examine whether MDR strains possess genes 

responsible for antibiotic-resistant phenotypes. To this end, we performed blastp 

analysis using genome-deduced proteins against the ResFinder and 

Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD) databases25,26. MDR 

strains, but not antibiotic-susceptible strains, contain well-characterized 

antibiotic-resistant genes (ARGs). Table. 1.3 shows that the blaOXA-1 gene, 

encoding an enzyme for hydrolysis of β-lactam antibiotics47, is present in all 

three MDR strains. The aadB48, aac(6’)-3149, and aph(3’)-VIa50 genes, 

conferring aminoglycoside resistance, were found in Y71 and Y89, whereas the 

Y82 strain harbored the aadB and aac(6’)-31 genes. The presence of these 

additional genes was reflected in their tobramycin resistance, with the MICs of 

tobramycin being increased more than 512-fold compared to those of PAO1 and 

Y31 (Table. 1.1). All MDR strains possessed the sul1 gene encoding a 

sulphonamide-resistant dihydropteroate synthase51. The cmx gene, whose 

product confers chloramphenicol resistance52, was identified in the Y71 and 

Y89 genomes. Protein sequences encoded by these resistant genes are almost 

identical to those retrieved in the ResFinder and CARD databases (Table. 1.3), 

further validating that these proteins perform their known functions. 

In addition, a conserved mutation was observed in the MDR strains 

that results in amino acid replacement T83I in topoisomerase, the product of the 

gyrA gene (Table. 1.4). This particular mutation has been reported to be 
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responsible for quinolone resistance53-56, and our MIC test further confirmed 

that all three MDR strains were highly resistant to ciprofloxacin treatment 

(Table. 1.1). Moreover, mutations of the oprD gene, which encodes a porin 

through which imipenem can pass53, were also identified in the three MDR 

strains. Premature termination of translation ensued due to the mutations (Table. 

1.4). Together, genome-wide examinations revealed a wide range of common 

mutations that contributed to the antibiotic resistance.  
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Figure 1.1. Alignment of PAO1, Y31, Y71, Y82, and Y89 whole genomes 

with the Mauve program. Strain names are indicated on the left in different 

colors. The Y89 strain harbors a plasmid, and its sequence is shown at the end 

(red arrow). The PAO1 genome is displayed as a collection of squared regions 

above the center line. Regions with homologous sequences are shown with the 

same-colored squares. Squares that lie above the center line are aligned in the 

same orientation, while squares below the line are aligned in the inverse 

orientation, relative to the corresponding regions of the PAO1 genome. Each 

squared region consists of a collection of vertical lines, and the height of each 

line is drawn proportional to the similarity between the sequences. Thus, a white 

region inside squared regions represents a sequence that is exclusively present 

on a given genome. 
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Table 1.1. Strains used in this study and their resistance against five 

different antibiotics 

MIC range (µg/ml)a 
TIC TOB IMI CIP PIP/TZP 
32 0.25 4 0.0625 8(4) 
128 0.25 4 0.5 8(4) 
1024 128 16 16 128(4) 
1024 256 16 16 64(4) 
1024 128 16 16 128(4) 

aMinimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) was determined by the broth dilution 

method at 37 °C for 24 hours. TIC: ticarcillin; TOB: tobramycin; IMI: 

imipenem; CIP: ciprofloxacin; PIP: piperacillin; TZP: tazobactam 
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Table 1.2. General genome information for the five strains used in the study 

 Genome 
Size (bp) 

DNA  
GC (%) 

Total 
genes 

Protein-coding 
genes 

Pseudo  
genes 

rRNA  
genes 

tRNA 
genes 

Prophage 
regions 

PAO1 6,264,404 66.60% 5,697 5,572 19 13 63 2 
Y31 6,831,076 66.15% 6,313 6,190 42 12 65 6 
Y71 6,940,949 65.97% 6,477 6,335 61 12 65 7 
Y82 7,106,857 65.75% 6,504 6,383 44 12 63 4 
Y89 6,868,832 65.98% 6,462 6,329 56 12 63 5 

DNA GC: proportion of DNA that is guanine or cytosine; rRNA: ribosomal 

RNA; tRNA: transfer RNA. 
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Table 1.3. Presence of genetic markers for antibiotic resistance in each 

MDR strain 

Strain Resistance  
genea Gene_ID  Identity (%)b Query/ 

HSPc Phenotype 

Y71 

aadB Y71_4780 100 534/534 Aminoglycoside resistance 

blaOXA-1 Y71_4781 100 831/831 β-lactam resistance 

aac(6')-31 Y71_4782 98.65 519/519 Aminoglycoside resistance 

aph(3')-VIa Y71_4787 98.97 780/780 Aminoglycoside resistance 

sul1 Y71_4790 100 852/852 Sulphonamide resistance 

cmx Y71_4792 99.83 1176/1176 Phenicol resistance 

Y82 

sul1 Y82_4660 100 852/852 Sulphonamide resistance 

aac(6')-31 Y82_4665 98.65 519/519 Aminoglycoside resistance 

blaOXA-1 Y82_4666 100 831/831 β-lactam resistance 

aadB Y82_4667 100 534/534 Aminoglycoside resistance 

Y89 

aadB Y89_4691 100 534/534 Aminoglycoside resistance 

blaOXA-1 Y89_4692 100 831/831 β-lactam resistance 

aac(6')-31 Y89_4693 98.65 519/519 Aminoglycoside resistance 

aph(3')-VIa Y89_4698 98.97 780/780 Aminoglycoside resistance 

sul1 Y89_4701 100 852/852 Sulfonamide resistance 

cmx Y89_4703 99.83 1176/1176 Phenicol resistance 

aThese antibiotic-resistant genes were taken from the ResFinder database and 

the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD). bIdentity is the 

best matching percentage between the antibiotic-resistant gene presented in 

ResFinder or CARD and the corresponding gene of the input genome. cQuery is 

the gene length based on the database, and HSP is the gene length of the 

corresponding gene of the input genome. 
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Table 1.4. Presence of mutations for antibiotic resistance in each MDR 

strain 

Strain Phenotype Resistant mechanism 
Y71 Fluoroquinolone 

resistance 
Target 

mutation 

gyrA T83I 
Y82 gyrA T83I 
Y89 gyrA T83I 
Y71 Carbapenem 

resistance 
Deletion  
on oprD 

297a.a/443a.a 
Y82 338a.a/443a.a 
Y89 297a.a/443a.a 
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B. Transcriptomic landscapes of MDR P. aeruginosa strains 

Previous studies using antibiotic-resistant P. aeruginosa isolates have 

focused on identifying DNA-level variations and their effects. To understand 

better the physiological characteristics of MDR strains, we also conducted RNA 

sequencing (RNASeq) analysis. Differentially expressed genes with greater than 

2-fold increases (or decreases) and a false discovery rate (FDR) less than 0.05 

were extracted from both groups (MDR and antibiotic-susceptible [AS]) and 

used for the construction of a heat map (Fig. 1.2A). Overall, a larger number of 

genes exhibited decreased transcriptions in MDR vs. AS strains. Of 78 genes 

that showed meaningful differences between groups, 64 exhibited decreased 

expression (more than 2-fold) in the MDR strains. We then constructed a 

functional gene network using those 64 genes. As shown in Fig. 1.2B, two 

distinct clusters stand out in the network. The first cluster (boxed in with a solid 

line) consists of genes (rhlI, rhlR, rhlA, pqsA, pqsB, pqsC, pqsD, pqsE, pqsL, 

phnA, hcnA, hcnB, and hcnC) related to quorum sensing (QS), a cell 

density-dependent regulatory mechanism of P. aeruginosa virulence57. The 

second cluster (boxed in with a dashed line) contains genes encoding 

components of the type VI secretion system (T6SS) that kills host cells58 and 

competing bacteria59. This particular RNASeq analysis was performed using 

genes that are commonly present in both PAO1 and MDR strains. Therefore, 

transcriptional responses specific to the MDR strains could not be observed. 

Nevertheless, our results led us to hypothesize that MDR strains may be less 
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virulent than their AS counterparts. 
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Figure 1.2. Transcriptome comparison between MDR versus 

antibiotic-susceptible strains. (A) Seventy-eight genes that satisfied two 

conditions (fold change > 2, FDR < 0.05) were selected among the 

antibiotic-susceptible (PAO1, Y31) and MDR strains (Y71, Y82, Y89) by the 

edgeR tool. These genes were lined up next to the heat map. TMM-normalized 

read counts of samples were converted to log2. After each gene was averaged 

from five samples, the average was subtracted from the read count of each gene. 

If the last calculated value was high, it was displayed in the heat map in red; 

when it was low, it was displayed in blue, as shown in the Color Key (top left). 

Hierarchical clustering was performed on the basis of genes and samples. (B) 64 

genes that exhibited decreased expression (>2-fold) in the MDR strains were 

used for a functional gene network using STRING. The box drawn with the 

solid line was the group related to quorum sensing, and box drawn with the 

dashed line was the group related to the type VI secretion system. 
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C. RNASeq analysis revealed a unique feature of an MDR strain 

The MexAB-OprM efflux pump is the major efflux pump contributing 

to the non-specific spatial exclusion of incoming antibiotics in P. aeruginosa. 

Expression of the MexAB-OprM operon is controlled by NalC and NalD60. Our 

RNASeq analysis indicated that transcript levels of mexA, mexB, and oprM 

were not always upregulated in all MDR strains. Among the three MDR strains, 

Y82 displayed levels of transcription comparable with those of PAO1 and Y31, 

two antibiotic-sensitive control strains, while the Y71 and Y89 strains exhibited 

upregulated expression (Fig. 1.3A). Of note, transcription of the nalC gene, 

encoding a negative regulator of MexAB-OprM expression, was found to occur 

actively in Y82 (Fig. 1.3B). Inactive nalC expression was detected in the Y71 

and Y89 strains, and these findings are consistent with previous results using 

other antibiotic-resistant P. aeruginosa strains60,61. In addition, an amino acid 

substitution mutation (W48R) in NalD protein, another negative regulator of 

MexAB-OprM expression62, was only detected in the Y71 and Y89 strains (Fig. 

1.3C). These results demonstrate that the Y82 strain has developed antibiotic 

resistance mechanisms that are independent of the MexAB-OprM system. 
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Figure 1.3. Elevated expressions of mexAB-oprM genes in Y71 and Y89. 

TMM-normalized read counts of the mexAB-oprM operon (A) and nalC gene 

(B) in RNASeq results with bacteria of the exponential phase. RNA extractions 

and sequence analysis were performed as described in Experimental Procedures. 

(C) NalD protein sequences of PAO1, Y31, Y71, Y82, and Y89 were compared 

with CLUSTALW. 
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D. MDR strains were significantly less virulent than the two 

antibiotic-sensitive strains 

(i) QS-mediated virulence 

With the availability of the genome sequences, we compared the 

promoter sequences of 45 genes selected to be related to QS (Table. 1.5). We 

also compared the protein sequences of these 45 genes with the corresponding 

proteins in PAO1. Among the three MDR strains, Y82 was found to exhibit 

considerable variations in the lasI, phzM, hcnABC, and aprA promoter regions, 

with a complete deletion of the hcnABC gene cluster (Table. 1.5), suggesting 

that mutations in QS-related genes occurred extensively in the Y82 strain. Table. 

1.6 shows the transcript levels of the 45 genes in each strain. As was expected 

from the mutation of the lasI gene promoter, Y82 produced significantly lower 

levels of lasI transcript, while active lasI gene transcriptions were detected in 

the two other MDR strains (Table. 1.6, green box). Consistent with this mRNA 

analysis, Y82 produced the smallest amount of C12-HSL, an autoinducer 

produced by the LasI protein (Fig. 1.4A). When culture supernatants were 

assessed for elastase activity, however, all three MDR strains produced 

markedly decreased elastase activities (Fig. 1.4B). This indicates that some 

other mutations are responsible for the defective elastase production in the Y71 

and Y89 strains. Of note, these two MDR strains were found to produce LasR 

with a point mutation of A189T (Fig. 1.4C). The 189 amino acid residue, 

conserved in LasR, SdiA, and TraR, three different LuxR homologues63, falls in 
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the DNA binding domain of the protein. Therefore, the protein with this 

particular amino acid polymorphism is predicted to be inactive in DNA binding. 

Pyocyanin production, another important event controlled by QS in P. 

aeruginosa, was also abrogated specifically in the MDR strains, but not in the 

PAO1 and Y31 strains (Fig. 1.4D). Because elastase and pyocyanin are two 

major QS-mediated virulence determinants, our results strongly suggest that 

overall QS capability is significantly impaired in MDR strains. Consistent with 

these in vitro results, mice infected with each of the MDR strains exhibited 

significantly better survival than did the PAO1- or Y31-infected groups (Fig. 

1.4E). Not a single mouse perished by infection with Y82 or Y89, while all six 

mice were killed by PAO1 at the same infection dose (~2.5 × 107 cells). 

Moreover, the numbers of bacterial cells recovered from the mouse lungs were 

markedly decreased in mice infected with Y71, Y82, or Y89 (Fig. 1.4F), 

indicating that these MDR strains were cleared by host airway immunity. The 

mice lung histology results further corroborate that the three MDR strains had 

attenuated virulence, since the elevated infiltration of immune cells observed in 

PAO1- and Y31-infected lung tissues indicated that these bacterial strains were 

more virulent (Fig. 1.5). These results further confirm that the virulence 

potentials of our MDR strains were significantly lower than those of the two AS 

strains. 
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Table 1.5. Results of blastn for promoter region and blastp for open reading 

frame (ORF) compared with PAO1 

PA 
numbers gene 

QS and QS-dependent virulence gene 
Y31 Y71 Y82 Y89 

promoter ORF promoter ORF promoter ORF promoter ORF 
PA1430 lasR 0.997 1 0.9966 0.997 0.9933 0.997 0.9933 0.997 
PA1432 lasI 0.988 1 0.9878 1 0.17 1 1 1 
PA3476 rhlI 0.944 0.993 0.9441 0.993 0.9441 0.993 0.9385 0.993 
PA3477 rhlR 0.992 1 0.9919 1 0.9919 1 0.9919 1 
PA0996 PqsA 

0.997 

0.997 

0.9966 

1 

0.9966 

1 

0.9966 

1 
PA0997 PqsB 0.999 1 1 1 
PA0998 PqsC 1 0.998 1 0.998 
PA0999 PqsD 0.995 1 0.998 1 
PA1000 PqsE 1 1 1 1 
PA1001 PhnA 0.991 0.989 0.9914 0.993 0.9829 0.996 0.9829 0.993 
PA1002 PhnB 1 1 1 1 
PA1003 MvfR 0.993 1 0.9966 0.998 0.9966 1 0.9966 0.998 
PA2587 PqsH 0.993 1 0.9866 0.995 0.9933 1 0.9866 0.995 
PA2302 AmbE 

0.989 

0.99 

0.9894 

0.993 

0.9894 

0.994 

0.9894 

0.993 
PA2303 AmbD 1 0.998 0.997 0.998 
PA2304 AmbC 0.996 0.994 0.996 0.994 
PA2305 AmbB 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.996 
PA2306 AmbA 1 0.997 0.997 0.997 
PA1871 lasA 0.996 0.99 0.9964 0.99 0.9964 0.995 0.9964 0.99 
PA3724 lasB 0.997 0.998 0.965 0.996 0.965 0.998 0.9615 0.996 
PA3478 rhlB 0.993 1 0.9866 0.998 0.9866 0.998 0.9866 0.998 
PA3479 rhlA 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.996 
PA0051 phzH 0.963 0.998 0.9466 0.998 0.9533 0.998 95 0.998 
PA1899 phzA2 

0.987 

0.997 

0.9833 

0.997 

0.9833 

0.997 

0.98 

0.997 
PA1900 phzB2 1 1 1 1 
PA1901 phzC2 1 1 1 1 
PA1902 phzD2 1 1 1 1 
PA1903 phzE2 0.998 1 0.998 1 
PA1904 phzF2 1 1 1 1 
PA1905 phzG2 1 1 1 1 
PA4209 phzM 0.990 0.996 0.99 1 0.24 1 0.99 1 
PA4210 phzA1 

0.993 

1 

0.9966 

0.994 

0.9933 

1 

0.9966 

0.994 
PA4211 phzB1 0.991 0.997 0.997 0.997 
PA4212 phzC1 1 1 1 1 
PA4213 phzD1 1 1 1 1 
PA4214 phzE1 0.998 1 0.998 1 
PA4215 phzF1 1 1 1 1 
PA4216 phzG1 1 1 1 1 
PA4217 phzS 0.975 0.994 0.9957 0.999 0.9957 0.997 0.9957 0.999 
PA1148 toxA 0.976 1 0.9558 0.996 0.7269 0.99 0.9558 0.996 
PA2193 hcnA 

0.990 
1 

0.9898 
1 

0 
0 

0.9898 
1 

PA2194 hcnB 0.998 0.998 0 0.998 
PA2195 hcnC 1 0.995 0 0.995 
PA1249 aprA 0.987 0.999 0.9933 1 0.17 1 0.9933 1 
PA2570 LecA 0.973 1 0.9566 1 0.9766 1 0.9533 1 

This table presented 45 genes associated with quorum sensing. Same length of 

promoter region of Y31, Y71, Y82, and Y89 was compared with PAO1’s by 
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blastn. ORF of each strain also was compared with PAO1’s by blastp. The 

closer the number is to 1, the closer to that of PAO1. Red box was marked 

because it differs significantly from that of PAO1. 
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Table 1.6. RNA sequencing results of quorum sensing related genes 

PA 
number gene Expression levels of QS and QS-dependent virulence gene 

PAO1 Y31 Y71 Y82 Y89 
PA1430 lasR 580.2706 745.7507 577.4304 403.0809 645.7129 
PA1432 lasI 970.7832 642.1861 680.6175 65.68094 820.1077 
PA3476 rhlI 296.5531 483.8374 53.91151 13.68676 57.01128 
PA3477 rhlR 171.2617 219.8335 84.06021 43.73559 84.68706 
PA0996 pqsA 348.22 1447.974 7.276212 10.15844 7.178276 
PA0997 pqsB 138.091 616.0806 2.885924 4.071132 3.194955 
PA0998 pqsC 113.0327 509.6213 5.802549 5.932221 5.767517 
PA0999 pqsD 186.9817 833.1802 8.565668 9.189127 8.547543 
PA1000 pqsE 160.9139 796.8897 10.65336 8.995264 8.423064 
PA1001 phnA 181.6455 798.1763 23.54791 16.47839 22.32319 
PA1002 phnB 70.12714 175.0198 119.5509 14.07449 102.4875 
PA1003 mvfR 159.9404 264.4327 100.5468 41.95205 98.5457 
PA2587 pqsH 107.8047 158.2415 48.72299 14.11326 54.06528 
PA2302 ambE 159.2553 416.4025 51.54751 22.9922 48.04881 
PA2303 ambD 20.44323 38.54189 10.19284 1.977407 9.792331 
PA2304 ambC 21.30856 36.23688 11.11388 3.60586 10.99563 
PA2305 ambB 117.1069 182.5245 66.77537 25.9777 73.06904 
PA2306 ambA 24.44535 39.61399 30.05659 28.14897 37.09468 
PA1871 lasA 31.25976 41.16853 26.18822 23.37993 28.92057 
PA3724 lasB 42.58106 66.95246 49.52123 55.13476 47.17746 
PA3478 rhlB 37.49729 25.83754 25.5435 22.25552 22.77962 
PA3479 rhlA 27.11343 38.48828 6.416575 4.846586 6.09946 
PA0051 phzH 13.88121 27.82092 11.23668 18.18439 10.91264 
PA1899 phzA2 1.478259 2.573033 0.491221 0.852999 0.871351 
PA1900 phzB2 3.893949 5.038856 2.394703 2.830406 2.945998 
PA1901 phzC2 39.11977 7.129445 3.530652 3.567087 3.319434 
PA1902 phzD2 3.930004 3.001872 1.135949 1.512135 1.327774 
PA1903 phzE2 15.50369 15.81343 8.043745 8.64631 6.680361 
PA1904 phzF2 5.372208 6.432582 2.394703 2.752861 2.157632 
PA1905 phzG2 10.70836 7.18305 5.526237 4.61395 5.601545 
PA4209 phzM 21.05617 19.19054 12.40333 11.47672 11.78399 
PA4210 phzA1 3.208903 6.110953 0.644728 1.046863 0.456422 
PA4211 phzB1 6.489916 9.220035 0.890338 1.395817 0.954337 
PA4212 phzC1 40.02115 8.630381 3.991171 4.536405 3.360927 
PA4213 phzD1 3.641564 3.484315 1.412261 1.667226 1.410759 
PA4214 phzE1 15.72002 14.41971 7.552524 8.336128 8.174106 
PA4215 phzF1 5.155877 5.038856 2.824521 2.636543 2.448083 
PA4216 phzG1 10.34781 8.469567 5.986757 4.458859 5.560052 
PA4217 phzS 26.78893 15.27738 16.79362 13.95817 24.35635 
PA1148 toxA 32.41352 29.16104 17.62256 25.90016 17.84196 
PA2193 hcnA 28.51957 145.8052 3.530652 0 3.775856 
PA2194 hcnB 98.46644 385.3653 16.57871 0.077545 15.39388 
PA2195 hcnC 100.7019 373.9474 14.58313 0.077545 14.60551 
PA1249 aprA 35.87481 70.86561 14.64453 15.43153 24.39784 
PA2570 lecA 22.7147 16.72471 24.37685 37.57074 31.03671 

Raw data of RNA seq was aligned with PAO1 genome and normalization with 

each sample was performed with TMM method. Read count of 45 genes 
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associated with quorum sensing was presented. Red box means that expression 

levels of these genes were down-regulated significantly in MDR and Green box 

represented the expression level of lasI gene. 
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Figure 1.4. Decreased QS-mediated virulence and in vivo infectivity in 

MDR strains. (A) Qualitative analysis of 3-oxo-C12-HSL production. An E. 

coli reporter strain harboring the pKDT17 plasmid was incubated with 

overnight-grown supernatants of each bacterial strain (indicated at the bottom) 

for one hour and then subjected to β-galactosidase assays. Overnight-grown 

culture supernatants of each strain were used for elastase (B) and pyocyanin (D) 

assays. (C) LasR protein sequences of PAO1, Y31, Y71, Y82, and Y89 were 

compared with CLUSTALW. (E) Eight-week-old BALB/C mice (n=6) were 

infected with approximately 2.5 × 107 bacterial cells of indicated strains. Mouse 

survival rates were monitored following infection. (F) After the death of mouse 

or 42 hours of infection, mouse lung was homogenized in PBS and serially 

diluted for enumerating bacterial cells. Diluted lung homogenates were spotted 

on Pseudomonas Isolation Agar. ***p<0.001 vs. the CFU of the PAO1-infected 

samples. 
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Figure 1.5. Histological hematoxylin/eosin (H&E) staining of mouse lung 

after mouse death or 42 hours of infection. Eight-week-old BALB/C male 

mouse was infected with 2.5 × 107 CFU bacteria. Mouse lung of PAO1 and Y31 

was extracted as soon as mouse died while that of Y71, Y82, and Y89 was 

extracted after 42 hours of infection. This mouse lung was fixed in 10% 

formalin and H&E staining was performed.  
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(ii) Type VI secretion system (T6SS) 

P. aeruginosa has three T6SSs composed of H1-, H2-, and H3-T6SS. 

H1-T6SS plays a role in anti-prokaryotic activity, whereas the H2- and 

H3-T6SSs  target both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells64. The various effector 

proteins of T6SS pass through Hcp tubes with spikes consisting of VgrG protein 

at the end and are transferred to target cells65,66. Transcriptions of 

H2-T6SS-related genes (PA1656, PA1657, PA1658, PA1659, PA1660, PA1661, 

PA1662, PA1663, and PA1665) of the MDR strains were significantly 

downregulated compared with those of AS strains (Fig. 1.2). To assess the 

T6SS-mediated anti-prokaryotic activities of MDR vs. AS strains, we performed 

a bacterial competition assay using Vibrio cholerae V52 strain as prey. The 

choice of V52 strain, a T6SS-positive strain, was based on a previous report 

showing that P. aeruginosa T6SS is induced by T6SS-mediated counterattack67. 

All five P. aeruginosa strains were capable of killing the prey strain, although 

the degree of killing varied among the strains (Fig. 1.6A). Of note, all three 

MDR strains were less capable of killing the prey strain than were the two AS 

strains (Fig. 1.6A). After 5 hr of incubation with each of three MDR strains, 

~108 viable V. cholerae cells were invariably recovered, while ~1.5 × 109 cells 

were detected when incubated for 5 hr in the absence of a P. aeruginosa 

predator strain. In contrast, ~107 and ~1 × 105 prey cells remained viable after 

the incubations with PAO1 and Y31, respectively (Fig. 1.6A). It is unclear why 

the Y31 strain exhibited exceptionally robust killing activity. These results 
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indicate that the predictions proposed from the RNASeq analysis are well 

validated in our bacterial competition assays. 
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Figrue 1.6. Decreased Type VI secretion system and iron acquisition 

activities in MDR strains. (A) Bacterial competition assays with Vibrio 

cholerae V52 and P. aeruginosa. V. cholerae V52 as prey of P. aeruginosa 

strains, PAO1 and clinical isolates were incubated overnight in LB. V52 alone 

and mixtures of P. aeruginosa and V52 in a 1:1 ratio were grown on LB agar for 

5 hr. Bacteria grown on LB agar plates were scraped, serially diluted, spread on 

TCBS agar for selection of V52, and incubated overnight at 37 °C for 

enumeration. NC is CFU of V52 alone for 5 hr. ***p<0.001 vs. V52 CFUs after 

incubation with PAO1 or Y31. (B) CAS assay for iron acquisition activity. The 

10-fold diluted supernatants from overnight cultures were reacted with CAS 

solution for 2 hr, and the OD of the resulting solution was measured at 630 nm. 

*p<0.05 vs. iron acquisition activity of PAO1 and Y31. 
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(iii) Swarming motility 

Bacterial swarming motility is highly associated with P. aeruginosa 

virulence. A mutant defective in swarming motility exhibited attenuated in vivo 

virulence68. Rhamnolipid production, which is regulated by QS, was found to be 

required for the motility69, and virulence-associated genes were actively 

expressed in swarming bacteria70. When bacterial strains were allowed to swarm 

on 0.5 % agar plates, the PAO1 and Y31 strains exhibited robust swarming, 

while the three MDR strains were less active in their swarming motilities (Fig. 

1.7). 
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Figure 1.7. Swarming assay. Overnight cultured P. aeruginosa in LB was 

inoculated on 0.5% agar plate composed of the 0.8% nutrient broth and 0.5% 

glucose and incubated overnight at 30℃. 
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(iv) Iron acquisition capability 

Iron acquisition is also important for bacterial survival and virulence. P. 

aeruginosa produces siderophores for iron uptake, such as pyoverdine and 

pyochelin, which show high affinities to ferric iron71. Fig. 1.8 shows the 

arrangement of genes involved in the synthesis of pyoverdine and its receptor 

FpvA in PAO1 and the three MDR strains. Of note, the pyoverdine gene cluster 

found in PAO1 was not present in the three MDR strains (Table. 1.7). Instead, 

they commonly possessed a gene cluster, which was predicted to play a similar 

function (Fig. 1.8, Table. 1.7). Due to the differences in gene arrangements 

among strains, it was thought that examining the transcript levels of component 

genes would not be meaningful. Therefore, we performed a chrome azurol 

sulphonate (CAS) assay to detect the siderophore activity in bacterial culture 

supernatants. The three MDR strains exhibited iron acquisition activities 

substantially lower than those of PAO1 and Y31 (Fig. 1.6B). Because no major 

differences in the gene clusters for pyochelin and putative nicotianamine 

siderophores71 were observed between strains (data not shown), the overall 

reduction in the iron acquisition activities is likely attributed to the defective 

pyoverdine activities of the MDR strains. 
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Figure 1.8. Arrangement of genes associated with iron acquisition. Green 

cluster from PAO1 genome and red cluster from MDR strains were presented. 

Among the MDR strains, the genes of Y82 strain which had the largest genome 

was selected as representative genes. Y71 and Y89 also had the same 

arrangement as the Y82 genes shown above. 
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Table 1.7. Expression levels of pyoverdine related genes from PAO1 and 

MDR strains  

Gene PAO1 Y31 Y71 Y82 Y89 Annotation information 

PA2397 29.46462 1.851362 0.028754 0 0.038979 PvdE 
PA2398 54.97334 0 0 0 0 FpvA 
PA2399 90.64463 0.200147 1.265157 2.08585 0.896521 PvdD 
PA2400 71.44488 8.105962 1.380172 0.878253 1.520188 PvdJ 

Y82_2931 0.035764 0 28.91005 28.83069 27.71609 siderophore-interacting protein 

Y82_2932 1.037148 3.092064 220.3721 229.0254 217.0824 Pyoverdine sidechain non-ribosomal 
peptide synthetase PvdI 

Y82_2933 0.85833 0.838526 37.61287 49.3767 23.75665 
Pyoverdine sidechain non-ribosomal 

peptide synthetase PvdJ 

Y82_2934 3.075681 4.507077 214.7093 218.7892 215.1431 Pyoverdine sidechain non-ribosomal 
peptide synthetase PvdD 

Y82_2935 0.107291 0.209631 106.997 197.0281 120.1973 FpvAlll 
Y82_2936 0.107291 0.052408 65.53939 64.65733 69.57304 pyoverdine biosynthesis protein PvdE 

MDR strains had little expression of PAO1-derived pyoverdine-related genes 

while PAO1 had little expression of MDR strain-derived pyoverdine-related 

genes (red box). The reason for using Y82 as the representative gene name of 

MDR strains is that the Y82 genome is the largest. 
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E. Transcriptional responses of MDR strains to antibiotic stresses 

Our results shown in Table. 1.3 demonstrate the presence of ARGs 

(antibiotic-resistant genes) in the MDR strains. In addition to these 

well-characterized ARGs, our comparative genomic analysis also revealed that 

certain genes were uniquely and commonly present in all three MDR strains. To 

better understand the roles of these MDR-specific genes in mounting antibiotic 

resistance, we analyzed how actively and instantly the transcriptions of such 

genes occur upon antibiotic stresses. To this end, we treated MDR strains with a 

mixture of three different antibiotics (imipenem, tobramycin, and ciprofloxacin) 

at sub-MIC concentrations and extracted RNA for RNASeq analysis.  

For this purpose, we sorted out a list of MDR-unique genes through 

several steps (Fig. 1.9). First, 169 genes were selected that (i) were invariably 

present in all three MDR strains and (ii) exhibited active transcriptions as 

measured by RNASeq analysis. Among the 169 genes, 53 were excluded 

because they were found to be present in other AS P. aeruginosa strains, such as 

PA1472 and VRFPA0740. Exclusion of these genes was based on clustering 

under both conditions (>95% sequence similarity with >95% gene length 

coverage (S95L95) and >50% sequence similarity with >50% gene length 

coverage (S50L50)) by the Blast-2.2.26 algorithm38. Genes that cluster only 

among MDR strains under both conditions were selected as MDR 

strain-specific genes. Then, 52 additional genes that are present in prophage 

clusters and encode transposases were removed from the list, because they were 
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not presumed to be related to antibiotic resistance. Through this process, we 

selected 64 genes that are specifically present in our MDR strains and predicted 

to be involved in antibiotic resistance (Fig. 1.9). Of note is that 55 of these 64 

genes were also found to be present in other antibiotic-resistant P. aeruginosa 

strains (n = 70) reported elsewhere (Table. 1.8)12,13,39-43. When the 64 genes were 

examined for presence in the genomes of these 70 strains, 55 were identified to 

be present in more than one strain (Fig. 1.10). At high threshold conditions 

(>95 % sequence similarity with >95 % gene length coverage), Y82_0292 and 

Y82_0304, encoding excinuclease ABC subunit A and glyoxalase (Table. 1.9), 

were invariably found in the same 25 strains among the 70 reference strains. 

These two are the most abundantly identified genes. When the threshold was 

lowered to >70 % sequence similarity and >70 % gene length coverage, the 

Y82_5575 gene was found in 44 strains. Y82_4666, which codes for OXA-1 

family class D β-lactamase, on the other hand, was present only in strain 63, P. 

aeruginosa AR_0108 (Fig. 1.10). It is of particular interest that 10 genomes of 

strains 5, 14, 15, 16, 17, 25, 27, 28, 31, and 52 contain a common group of 

genes (gene group 1, blue font), while another distinct group of genomes 

(strains 10, 22, 24, 30, 32, 43, 58, 66, 67, 68, and 69) harbors a different subset 

of genes (gene group 2, red font) (Fig. 1.10). None of the strains, however, 

possess these two gene groups together. This result strongly suggests that our 

MDR strains (Y71, Y82, and Y89) are unique in genome repertoire among 

antibiotic-resistant P. aeruginosa strains. 
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We next calculated the ratios of transcriptions of these 64 genes after 

vs. before antibiotic cocktail treatment and presented the ratios with color-coded 

squares (Fig. 1.11A). Among 64 genes, those encoding aac(6’)-31 (Y82_4665), 

OXA-1 β-lactamase (Y82_4666), and aadB (Y82_4667), which are 

well-characterized ARGs, were ranked highest based on mRNA reads even 

without antibiotic cocktail (AC) treatment (yellow box, Table. 1.9). Following 

AC treatment, expression of these three genes was slightly decreased (green box, 

Table. 1.9). Reflecting these results, color-coded squares are shown as black for 

Y82_4665 and Y82_4667 and blue for Y82_4666 (Fig. 1.11A). Similar to these 

genes, no significant increases in AC-induced transcription were detected in the 

majority of the 64 genes (Fig. 1.11A). Only four genes, Y82_5602, Y82_5603, 

Y82_6120, and Y82_6122, showed elevated transcriptions following AC 

treatment. Together, these results suggest that transcription of MDR-specific 

genes does not increase immediately when antibiotic stresses are encountered. 

Instead, ARGs are proactively transcribed, albeit in varying degrees, even in the 

absence of antibiotic stress, rendering MDR P. aeruginosa strains resistant to 

future antibiotic attacks. 
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Figure 1.9. Sorting the antibiotic resistant genes (ARGs). 169 genes satisfied 

these conditions related to expression level (PAO1 < 3, Y31 < 3, Y71 > 10, Y82 

> 10, Y89 > 10) were selected by RNA seq result aligned with Y82 whole 

genome. The 169 genes and all protein genes of antibiotic susceptible PA14 and 

VRFPA07 were clustered in terms of similarity 95 % with length 95 % and 
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similarity 50 % with length 50 % by blastclust. The genes that were found only 

in the MDR strains and met both conditions were selected (116 genes). The 

genes not likely related to antibiotic resistance like prophage regions and 

transposase were excluded and finally 64 ARGs were selected. 64 ARGs had 

more than 90 % homology between MDR strains. 
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Table 1.8. Information about 70 different multidrug resistant P. aeruginosa 

Strain number Strain name 
1 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE12145 
2 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE12149 
3 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE12413 
4 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE12415 
5 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE13756 
6 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE13757 
7 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE13850 
8 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE13853 
9 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE13858 

10 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE13860 
11 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE13872 
12 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE13877 
13 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE13880 
14 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14381 
15 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14442 
16 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14453 
17 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14463 
18 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14687 
19 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14688 
20 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14689 
21 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14692 
22 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14694 
23 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14700 
24 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14706 
25 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14707 
26 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14712 
27 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14713 
28 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14714 
29 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14716 
30 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14720 
31 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14729 
32 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14730 
33 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14731 
34 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14811 
35 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14819 
36 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14821 
37 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14822 
38 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14834 
39 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14852 
40 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14853 
41 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14865 
42 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14870 
43 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14887 
44 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14912 
45 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14922 
46 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14923 
47 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14929 
48 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14951 
49 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14958 
50 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14959 
51 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE14984 
52 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE15002 
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53 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE15029 
54 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE15047 
55 Pseudomonas aeruginosa AZPAE15065 
56 Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain AR_0054 
57 Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain AR_0090 
58 Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain AR_0092 
59 Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain AR_0094 
60 Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain AR_0100 
61 Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain AR_0103 
62 Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain AR_0105 
63 Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain AR_0108 
64 Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain MRSN12121 strain MRSN 20176 
65 Pseudomonas aeruginosa CCBH4851 
66 Pseudomonas aeruginosa DHS29 
67 Pseudomonas aeruginosa NCMG1179 
68 Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA21_ST175 
69 Pseudomonas aeruginosa VRFPA02 
70 Pseudomonas aeruginosa VRFPA06 

64 P. aeruginosa isolates (1~64) which is resistant to 3 different types of 

antibiotics was downloaded in PATRIC website. Multidrug resistant 6 isolates 

(65~70) were selected by individual studies.   
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Figure 1.10. Distribution of 64 ARGs in the genomes of 70 different MDR P. 

aeruginosa strains. All protein sequences deduced from each of 70 different 

MDR P. aeruginosa genomes (top line) and proteins encoded by 64 

antibiotic-resistant genes (ARGs) (far left column) were clustered by several 

thresholds of similarity (S) and length coverage (L): (S > 95 % and L > 95 %, S 

> 90 % and L > 90 %, S > 80 % and L > 80 %, S > 70 % and L > 70 %). Strain 

names are listed in Table. 1.8. Each threshold was assigned a different color. 

When clustered with each of the 64 ARGs in the 70 strains, the heat map was 

made by applying the color that satisfied the highest threshold. The blue color 

genes and red color genes were designated as gene group 1 (GG1) and gene 

group 2 (GG2), respectively. 
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Table 1.9. Expression levels treated with antibiotic cocktail (AC) and not, 

fold changes calculated with average of AC (Y71, Y82, Y89) and non-AC 

(Y71AC, Y82AC, Y89AC) group, and annotation information about 64 

ARGs 

Gene Y71 Y82 Y89 Y71AC Y82AC Y89AC Fold change Annotation 

Y82_0287 37.65271 46.00312 41.87533 72.79787 49.48585 64.84136 1.490666 NADH:flavin oxidoreductase 
Y82_0288 36.61011 46.18713 42.56181 60.64997 46.38183 47.8878 1.235807 Alcohol dehydrogenase 
Y82_0289 22.19246 31.94457 24.67293 19.40083 29.1492 24.42599 0.925975 hypothetical protein 
Y82_0292 106.2557 168.4082 109.5139 135.1193 130.7968 74.4832 0.886046 Excinuclease ABC subunit A 

Y82_0296 144.8616 104.0407 159.0213 104.854 99.64958 126.1474 0.810571 5,10-methylenetetrahydromethanopterin 
reductase 

Y82_0299 33.89935 102.4949 38.64483 27.07161 88.33955 48.73146 0.937748 LysR family transcriptional regulator 
Y82_0300 54.42365 42.43328 64.16577 47.15893 36.60597 65.24311 0.925385 Short-chain dehydrogenase 
Y82_0304 178.8801 59.84086 182.4828 94.91481 61.79487 185.5652 0.812611 glyoxalase 
Y82_0308 77.33103 94.65602 92.63454 87.24402 112.3511 124.2994 1.223991 antibiotic biosynthesis monooxygenase 
Y82_0310 115.3412 137.3101 137.7807 112.5546 155.9857 174.0754 1.133656 LysR family transcriptional regulator 
Y82_0311 121.7159 169.3283 130.2295 84.73684 170.8279 114.8182 0.879198 Alcohol dehydrogenase 
Y82_1091 209.5325 53.76844 211.8399 255.0761 46.77429 231.4443 1.122393 LysR family transcriptional regulator 
Y82_1092 145.6361 88.95163 149.774 198.3063 73.6044 121.9693 1.024764 Phosphonate dehydrogenase 

Y82_1093 103.7535 79.05176 106.8487 117.4795 68.35969 93.7267 0.965172 Phosphonate ABC transporter permease 
protein phnE 

Y82_1094 83.05043 72.94254 90.65586 95.72069 77.52902 93.36514 1.080949 Phosphonate ABC transporter 
phosphate-binding periplasmic component 

Y82_1095 55.10879 38.12738 55.68571 105.0928 44.84766 69.9435 1.476505 phosphonate ABC transporter ATP-binding 
protein 

Y82_2011 659.6671 623.1398 765.7492 201.7387 931.2045 533.0731 0.813264 NAD-dependent epimerase/dehydratase 
Y82_2012 678.3147 660.2736 785.9802 228.7507 954.3597 484.7033 0.785013 aminotransferase DegT 
Y82_2013 613.8225 583.0251 702.593 199.53 897.7382 406.0419 0.791449 UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 2-epimerase 
Y82_2014 644.5345 595.6852 721.7337 229.5565 925.9241 434.0836 0.810195 N-acetylneuraminate synthase 
Y82_2015 516.8311 466.1036 600.7919 178.0399 756.6661 376.112 0.82768 acetyltransferase 
Y82_2016 595.5621 508.7945 695.8493 138.7905 776.0037 395.7573 0.728001 alcohol dehydrogenase 
Y82_2017 681.3829 585.3437 827.0075 97.21306 915.5774 385.9949 0.668082 Oxidoreductase 
Y82_2018 714.4184 624.4279 875.4246 92.76579 867.7327 405.359 0.616843 N-Acetylneuraminate cytidylyltransferase 
Y82_2019 453.0538 402.1409 568.4869 37.6973 506.8107 217.5842 0.535297 Flagellin modification protein A 
Y82_2020 261.6327 248.2696 328.8243 22.20648 345.1879 124.8216 0.586861 hypothetical protein 
Y82_2021 203.0684 187.6927 246.4063 18.14723 250.8544 88.14247 0.560518 O antigen flippase 
Y82_2022 303.6345 255.6669 351.5186 45.15915 398.7054 162.465 0.665696 hypothetical protein 
Y82_2023 354.8112 284.9249 386.2868 84.34882 405.5556 275.154 0.745654 LPS biosynthesis protein WbpG 

Y82_2024 199.4342 156.9258 228.0328 50.80032 255.0287 142.4983 0.767168 Imidazole glycerol phosphate synthase 
subunit HisH 

Y82_2025 473.5483 398.9022 570.4252 108.9133 626.5829 339.8346 0.745269 Imidazole glycerol phosphate synthase 
subunit HisF 

Y82_2027 714.2694 588.3983 859.0299 145.8345 917.611 489.2028 0.718254 capsular biosynthesis protein 
Y82_2029 590.4683 474.7522 704.9755 123.5982 623.8 356.2258 0.623447 Glycosyltransferase 
Y82_2935 106.9408 196.9301 120.1342 93.81045 223.9172 85.45079 0.950881 FpvAlll 
Y82_4462 644.892 828.1297 716.6053 294.9522 649.1673 811.6018 0.801836 hypothetical protein 
Y82_4478 280.1016 252.2075 675.1741 199.9479 281.1453 559.6685 0.861926 hypothetical protein 
Y82_4507 40.81029 98.40987 100.1051 26.59405 138.3249 85.33027 1.045645 hypothetical protein 
Y82_4508 13.37505 39.7835 34.88938 9.312396 50.84162 32.98312 1.0578 hypothetical protein 
Y82_4659 1052.757 967.5008 1001.697 744.544 1036.634 1002.591 0.921182 acetyltransferase 
Y82_4661 115.937 90.90216 114.6019 186.6359 140.7867 195.7695 1.627646 molecular chaperone GroEL 
Y82_4665 1157.88 945.1985 1197.626 318.86 794.1997 590.5224 0.516127 aac(6')-31 
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Y82_4666 1507.598 1133.958 1754.524 215.379 1176.136 780.7479 0.494136 OXA-1 family class D beta-lactamase 
Y82_4667 1521.956 1168.111 1583.469 526.0608 1242.926 1425.425 0.747487 aadB 
Y82_4705 988.5325 680.8093 1009.773 229.7356 707.5013 529.6182 0.547515 hypothetical protein 
Y82_4706 172.5352 142.0576 172.024 60.59027 136.4339 112.2471 0.635554 hypothetical protein 

Y82_4707 695.3537 644.8901 714.7073 410.6409 732.2621 598.2359 0.84729 DNA-dependent ATPase, SNF2 family 
protein 

Y82_4708 236.4912 237.3025 240.4702 374.9732 362.813 422.6741 1.624694 hypothetical protein 
Y82_4710 778.2254 822.6094 801.0828 1001.351 889.3538 1458.408 1.39435 ATPase 
Y82_4711 1471.047 1394.741 1499.718 1140.649 1453.714 1239.217 0.878152 hypothetical protein 
Y82_5265 41.19754 103.3046 114.1981 23.34069 138.7887 97.021 1.00174 hypothetical protein 
Y82_5266 16.59221 34.18952 43.81363 12.35683 39.3532 41.09834 0.981109 hypothetical protein 
Y82_5575 16.29433 18.87968 15.82944 27.93719 19.97987 16.2706 1.258496 hypothetical protein 
Y82_5584 179.744 221.183 188.2169 62.11249 192.663 133.7403 0.659458 hypothetical protein 
Y82_5602 180.5483 198.9911 180.6656 575.6076 293.8824 407.7694 2.279986 Toxin YhaV 
Y82_5603 73.72662 77.43245 73.93803 321.4568 121.5561 242.8136 3.046803 Antitoxin PrlF 
Y82_6113 66.87526 45.15666 62.06595 80.61789 37.10547 49.53495 0.960714 hypothetical protein 
Y82_6114 89.39539 52.14913 94.16902 129.8661 56.9783 83.4019 1.146503 phage capsid protein 
Y82_6116 23.02654 20.42538 25.31903 40.08509 22.97685 22.73867 1.247629 hypothetical protein 
Y82_6117 72.41592 45.56149 68.97114 182.0991 61.75919 59.21696 1.62117 RNA helicase 
Y82_6118 25.37983 15.01542 24.14797 76.64819 21.19293 24.38582 1.893722 hypothetical protein 
Y82_6120 26.21391 19.2477 26.65161 135.8356 30.4693 27.63994 2.689449 AlpA family transcriptional regulator 
Y82_6122 52.87465 44.2366 53.46475 196.0677 56.37177 65.52433 2.11165 hypothetical protein 
Y82_6123 31.84394 31.17171 30.28592 60.26195 33.39492 33.06347 1.35818 hypothetical protein 
Y82_6124 145.0404 148.3877 147.8761 217.8563 157.4128 215.7361 1.339225 hypothetical protein 

Expression levels of 64 ARGs in AC treated and not treated group were 

presented. Three already known antibiotic resistant genes (Y82_4665, 

Y82_4666, Y82_4667) were highlighted with red color in expression column. 

Fold changes were calculated with dividing the average between AC treated and 

not treated group. Fold change which is decreased than 0.5 or increased than 2 

was marked blue or red color.  
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Figure 1.11. Transcriptional responses of 64 ARGs to the treatment with 

antibiotic cocktail (AC) and proactive function of the ARGs to endure 

antibiotic stresses. (A) The mRNA transcript of each of the 64 genes was 

calculated before and after AC treatment in each MDR strain and the ratio of 

their average values is represented as a color-coded square. Red and blue 

squares indicate >2-fold increase or >2-fold decrease in expression upon AC 

treatment, respectively. The genes with fold changes between 0.5 and 2 are 

shown in black squares. The names of the representative genes were taken from 

the strain Y82 that has the largest genome among the MDR strains. Among the 

MDR strains (Y71, Y82, and Y89), 64 ARGs presented homology of more than 

90 %. (B) Potential working modes by which ARGs respond to antibiotic 

stresses. Pacman shapes represent the expressions of ARGs, and fan shapes 
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represent various antibiotics. The thick cell wall means that the ARG-expressing 

bacterial cell is ready to withstand antibiotic stresses. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

A hallmark of P. aeruginosa infections is the emergence of 

antibiotic-resistant variants. Healthcare authorities in many countries have 

already classified P. aeruginosa as a dangerous pathogen, especially for patients 

in critical care, and make strenuous efforts to monitor its infections carefully. 

Here, we provide deeper insights into the physiological features of MDR P. 

aeruginosa clinical isolates and the mechanisms by which they regulate the 

expression of ARGs. To date, studies to elucidate antibiotic resistance 

mechanisms have been performed primarily at the genomic level. Our findings, 

whose initial clues became available by delineating MDR-specific 

transcriptomic landscapes, add another layer of understanding as to how MDR P. 

aeruginosa strains regulate their virulence and respond to antibiotic stresses.  

Previous studies have reported conflicting results regarding the 

relationship between antibiotic resistance and virulence of P. aeruginosa 

clinical isolates. A group of antibiotic-resistant P. aeruginosa isolates exhibited 

reduced QS-related virulence and attenuated capabilities to disrupt intestinal 

epithelial cell barrier73,74. Similar to our results, Gómez-Zorrilla and colleagues 

showed that mice infected with drug-resistant strains survived better than those 

infected with antibiotic-sensitive control strains75. This trend was evident not 

only in the analysis of naturally isolated strains, but was also observed with 

artificially produced mutant strains. A P. aeruginosa mutant of the mexR gene 

that overexpressed the MexAB-OprM efflux pump produced lower amounts of 
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phenazines and proteases76. Moreover, an oprD deletion mutant with a 

phenotype of decreased carbapenem uptake displayed lower virulence in vivo 

than the wild type PAO177, but not in PA14 background78. Likewise, 

antibiotic-resistant variants of Acinetobacter baumannii, another Gram-negative 

bacterial species of clinical importance, harbor a plasmid containing ARGs and 

a gene encoding a negative regulator of T6SS as well79.  

On the other hand, there are a number of studies claiming that 

antibiotic-resistant P. aeruginosa strains are more virulent. ExoU, an effector 

delivered by a type III secretion system, is a major virulence determinant that 

causes alveolar epithelial injury80. A molecular epidemiological study 

demonstrated that the exoU gene is present more frequently in MDR isolates 

than in non-MDR isolates81,82. Agnello and colleagues also revealed that a 

positive correlation exists between the prevalence of the exoU gene and 

fluoroquinolone resistance83. Patients infected with exoU-positive MDR isolates 

displayed very severe clinical symptoms including lower healing rates84. 

Moreover, a higher cytotoxicity toward cultured epithelial cells was observed in 

exoU-positive MDR isolates than exoS-positive MDR isolates74. Taken together, 

these results suggest that the exoU gene could be an important marker for 

predicting the virulence of MDR P. aeruginosa strains. The MDR strains 

explored in the present study, however, do not possess the exoU gene (data not 

shown). Bacterial evolution occurs in the presence of various selective pressures 

and proceeds in a direction to increase survival fitness. In this regard, it will be 
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important to ask how DNA mutations resulting in antibiotic resistance affect 

bacterial virulence, and vice versa. 

Our sequence analyses at genome and transcriptome levels were 

complimentary to each other and helped us to identify a novel mutation leading 

to antibiotic resistance. A MexAB-OprM efflux pump that spatially excludes 

incoming antibiotics plays an important role in conferring antibiotic resistance 

in P. aeruginosa85. In Y71 and Y89, the transcript levels of genes coding for the 

MexAB-OprM system were increased, as measured by our RNASeq analysis 

(Fig. 1.3). The MexAB-OprM operon is negatively regulated by global 

regulator nalC, which also negatively regulates expression of the PA3719 gene. 

If the nalC gene is deleted, expression of PA3719 increases, and this product 

binds to MexR, resulting in inhibition of MexR function as a suppressor of 

MexAB-OprM expression86. In Y71 and Y89, however, despite the nalC gene 

deletion, PA3719 gene transcripts are similar or slightly less than those in 

PAO1 and Y31 (data not shown). Thus, the increased expression levels of 

MexAB-OprM genes in Y71 and Y89 were not attributed to the elevated 

production of PA3719 resulting from the deletion of nalC. This eventually led 

us to examine the DNA sequences and mRNA levels of the nalD gene 

(PA3574) encoding another repressor of the MexAB-OprM system87,88. In these 

two strains, the nalD gene was found to have a previously undescribed mutation 

causing a single amino acid substitution (W48R) (Fig. 1.3C). Because the 48th 

tryptophan residue is a conserved amino acid in a putative DNA-binding motif 
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of the protein88, the mutant protein may be incapable of binding to the 

MexAB-OprM promoter. Through the process described so far, we successfully 

identified a novel mutation associated with the acquisition of antibiotic 

resistance, and this was made possible because both genomes and 

transcriptomes were analyzed together. 

We postulated that antibiotic resistance in MDR strains would be 

activated via two different routes, which we termed “reactive” vs. “proactive” 

responses, depending on the temporal regulation of ARG expression. In the 

reactive response model, expression of ARGs was activated when antibiotic 

stresses were imposed, whereas ARGs were constitutively expressed in the 

proactive response model (Fig. 1.11B). The reactive response model was 

proposed based on an idea that activating antibiotic resistance mechanisms is 

likely an energy-intensive process. Our results strongly support that antibiotic 

resistance is mediated mainly by a proactive response for the following reasons. 

First, the 64 genes were actively transcribed even when grown in plain 

Luria-Bertani (LB) medium without antibiotics. Second, no additional increases 

in transcription took place in 60 genes except for that of four genetic elements 

(Y82_5602/Y82_5603 operon, Y82_6120, and Y82_6122). Long-term exposure 

to high concentrations of antibiotics results in acquisition of antibiotic 

resistance. During this process, ARGs must have evolved in such a way that 

their expression was controlled by promoters with constitutive activity. With 

regard to this, it will be important to address (i) how constant transcription of 
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ARGs affects bacterial fitness under normal conditions and (ii) whether reduced 

virulence detected in MDR strains is associated with persistent expressions of 

ARGs. 

In this study, we expanded our understanding of the 64 genes 

considered to be involved in antibiotic resistance. Of these 64 genes, 55 were 

found in 67 of 70 antibiotic-resistant P. aeruginosa strains reported in other 

studies (Fig. 1.10). These results demonstrate that the 64 genes that we sorted 

may indeed be closely related with antibiotic resistance in P. aeruginosa. 

Through the genome-wide comparisons against the genomes of 70 

antibiotic-resistant clinical isolates, we identified two major gene groups (GG1 

and GG2) that are prevalently present in the genomes of antibiotic-resistant P. 

aeruginosa isolates. Interestingly, most of the 70 reference strains carry either 

GG1 or GG2, but not both (GGs), while the two GGs co-exist in our MDR 

strains (Y71, Y82, and Y89). Although it is not possible to compare antibiotic 

resistance phenotypes directly between these 70 strains and our MDR strains, 

the 70 strains were determined to be resistant to three different classes of 

antibiotics12,13,39-43. As shown in Table. 1.1, on the other hand, the MDR strains 

explored in the current study are resistant to at least five different antibiotics. 

Therefore, one important question is whether stronger resistance to wider ranges 

of antibiotics is achieved in the presence of both GGs. Addressing this question 

may provide a novel genetic trait that could potentially be used as a marker to 

predict the resistance of a P. aeruginosa clinical isolate. 
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In conclusion, we extended the understanding of the physiological 

characteristics of MDR P. aeruginosa. The MDR strains analyzed in this study 

exhibit not only a conserved set of genetic variations responsible for antibiotic 

resistance, but also a distinct pattern of ARG distribution, which can potentially 

be used as a marker for MDR prediction. Furthermore, RNASeq analysis 

provided novel insights into their virulence characteristics and transcriptional 

responses to antibiotic stresses. We hope that the results provided in the present 

study will stimulate future investigations to devise new strategies to diagnose 

and treat MDR P. aeruginosa infections. 
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Chapter II. A robust Genome-Wide Association Study  

Uncovers Signature Genetic Alterations among Pseudomonas  

aeruginosa Cystic Fibrosis Isolates 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) is a gram-negative bacterium 

commonly found in various places, such as soil and water, but it is also found in 

immunocompromised patients as an opportunistic pathogen89. PA can not only 

cause acute syndromes like pneumonia and bloodstream infections but also 

chronic airway infections in patients with cystic fibrosis (CF). CF is a 

well-known genetic disorder caused by a mutated cystic fibrosis transmembrane 

conductance regulator (CFTR) protein. CFTR disruption alters the condition of 

the lung such that the increasingly dehydrated viscous mucus layer provides a 

favorable habitat for several pathogens, such as PA, over an extended period of 

time90. 

The evolutionary versatility of PA due to its large genome containing 

numerous regulatory genes gives the bacterium an advantage in adapting to 

prolonged infections91. For this reason, many studies have aspired to understand 

how PA adjusts and responds to the harsh CF lung environment. To gain 

insights on a genetic level, a small-scale mutation tracking analysis of PA 

isolates from one CF patient was performed by whole-genome sequencing92. At 
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a transcriptomic level, PA grown exclusively in CF sputum as the sole energy 

source presented an altered expression of genes encoding amino acid 

biosynthesis and degradation, and quinolone signaling93,94. It was reported that 

mutations in the lasR gene, which encodes an important quorum-sensing 

regulator, are frequently detected among CF isolates95,96, however, the 

significance of this mutation is debatable. Not surprisingly, mutations leading to 

increased antibiotic tolerance have been revealed in PA inhabiting the CF 

airway97-99. Furthermore, PA clone types vary across different CF patients, 

depending on the sputum composition100-103 and even within an individual 

patient over time104,105. Together, these findings suggest that PA is an adaptable 

organism that responds flexibly to changing environments.  

Most of the genetic level studies conducted so far focus mainly on CF 

isolates, but not non-CF isolates. For this reason, it cannot be ascertained 

whether or not genetic variations found in such studies are responsible for PA 

changes induced specifically by the CF environment. In the present study, we 

compared 1,001 PA genomes derived either from CF or non-CF clinical isolates. 

Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have been useful in uncovering 

causal relationships between genetic variations and disease phenotypes in 

human populations106. According to the GWAS catalog107, >4,000 human 

GWASs have been conducted. In contrast to human genomes, bacterial genomes 

are variable even within the same species in terms of size, gene repertoire, and 

gene arrangement108. Due to this inherent feature of bacterial genomic plasticity, 
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GWASs of bacterial populations have been studied less frequently than 

humans109,110. In this study, we selected the genomes of PA isolates of known 

origins and performed a GWAS based on k-mer counting110-112, a modified 

method that permits association mapping inside the intergenic regions and 

outside the PAO1 genome. Results provided here expand our current 

understanding of how gene-level changes correlate with mechanisms of PA 

adaptation to the CF lung environment. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Bioinformatic analysis 

Overall, 2,187 PA genomes were downloaded from the Pseudomonas 

Genome Database113, and 1,001 genomes with information on the host disease 

were selected. A phylogenetic tree was drawn with RapidNJ using 

Snippy-generated alignment of the core genome as input114,115, and the tree was 

visualized with Microreact116. Based on the initial tree, the selection of genomes 

was trimmed down with Treemmer117 to include 636 isolates while maintaining 

99.8 % of the original diversity (Supplementary data. 2.1, Supplementary data 

2.2). The prediction of protein-coding genes in the 636 genomes was performed 

using Prokka118. K-mers of length 31 base pairs (31-mer) were counted in the 

636 individual genomes with Fsm-lite119. A similarity matrix was constructed 

with Snp-sim120 using a core alignment of 636 genomes generated by Snippy115. 

Pyseer121, which uses a mixed model (FaST-LMM), was run using the counted 

k-mers and the similarity matrix as input, and lrt p-values were assigned to each 

31-mer. To determine the 31-mers that were significantly different between CF 

and non-CF groups, 31-mers with poor chi values (indicative of invalid 𝜒2 test) 

or lrt p-values above 2.8e-08 (cutoff value in this analysis) were removed. As a 

result, 41,685 31-mers were detected to have significant associations with either 

disease status (CF or non-CF). Distribution of these 31-mers aligned to the 

PAO1 whole genome was visualized with Phandango122. Subsequently, de novo 

assembly of these 31-mers was completed using Trinity123. Overall, 494 contigs 
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were constructed, and these contigs mapped to 29 intergenic regions, six 

untranslated regions, and 109 translated genes of the PAO1 genome with Blastn. 

Individual contigs that aligned to either protein-coding regions or intergenic 

regions were blasted against 635 genomes (the PAO1 genome was excluded)124. 

The top hit from each pairwise alignment with a blast e-value smaller than 0.01 

was chosen as a homolog of the candidate sequence in each isolate.  

In 109 contigs mapping to protein-coding regions, homologs were 

clustered under several conditions of similarity and gene length coverage 

(S95L95: 95 % similarity and 95 % length coverage; S70L95: 70 % similarity 

and 95 % length coverage) using Blastclust124. Homologs that clustered with the 

reference PAO1 protein were assigned as ‘1’ and those that did not were 

assigned ‘0’. We then used the clustering matrix as input for Pyseer. Clusters 

with either poor chi values or lrt p-values larger than 3.22E-05 were removed. 

In this manner, we were able to determine the significant large-scale mutations. 

 In the case of contigs that aligned to protein-coding regions and were 

not large-scale mutations and of contigs that mapped to intergenic regions, 

multiple alignment of the candidate sequence and its homologs was performed 

using Mafft125 to check the nucleotide (in case of intergenic region candidates) 

or amino acid sequence (in case of protein-coding genes) at each locus for 

detecting small-scale mutations. If the residue of a homolog was identical to 

that of the reference PAO1 intergenic region or protein, it was assigned a value 

of ‘1’ at that locus, and if not, a value of ‘0’ was assigned. In this fashion, a 
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locus matrix was obtained. We used the locus matrix as input for Pyseer and loci 

with either poor chi values or lrt p-values larger than 4.01E-06 were removed.  

Finally, k-mers that failed to align to the PAO1 genome were also 

analyzed. However, the PAO1 reference gene in these cases was replaced with 

the reference gene detected in alternative isolate genomes. As such, we were 

able to investigate the presence of insertion mutations. For KEGG functional 

annotation and pathway analysis, BlastKoala126 was used with large-scale 

mutations. Sequence comparison was performed by Clustalw27 and multiple 

alignment was visualized with Jalview127. SUPERFAMILY 2128 search was 

performed to investigate the domains of the PA5438 gene. Transmembrane 

domain prediction of the AU17965_3981_04951 protein was carried out using 

Phobius129. 
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B. Bacterial strains and growth conditions 

All bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are shown in the 

Table. 2.1. PAO1 was used as a reference strain. Bacterial cultures were grown 

in LB medium (1 % [w/v] tryptone, 0.5 % [w/v] yeast extract, and 1 % [w/v] 

sodium chloride) at 37 °C and SCFM. The recipe for SCFM is described in a 

study by Palmer et al.130. Single bacterial colonies on LB plates were picked and 

inoculated in fresh LB or SCFM broths for precultures and grown overnight. 

Precultures were diluted 100-fold in fresh LB broth to subculture and incubated 

at 37 °C with shaking at 230 rpm. In the case of SCFM cultures, bacterial 

preculture was diluted and inoculated to the starting OD600nm 0.025 in fresh 

SCFM broth for subculture. All SCFM cultures were incubated under the same 

conditions as LB cultures, except for the incubation time, which was dependent 

on specific experimental procedures. 
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Table 2.1. Strains and plasmids used in this study 

Bacterial strains  
and plasmids Genotype or description Reference 

/source 
E. coli strains   

DH5αλpir fhuA2 lac(del)U169 phoA glnV44 Φ80′ lacZ(del)M15 
gyrA96 recA1 relA1 endA1 thi-1 hsdR17 λpir   

SM10λpir thi thr leu tonA lacY supE recA::RP4-2-Tc::Mu Kmr λpir  

P. aeruginosa strains     
PAO1 WT, laboratory strain of P. aeruginosa This study 

△pch△pvd Pyochelin and pyoverdine synthesis-defective PAO1 
mutant Ref. 162 

YecSΩSLI WT with SLI amino acids insertion in 162nd residue of 
YecS This study 

YecSΩSLI::△SLI YecSΩSLI with SLI amino acids deletion from 162nd to 
164th residues of YecS This study 

PA5438△SLR WT with SLR amino acids deletion from 272nd to 274th 
residues of PA5438 This study 

PA5438△SLR::SLR PA5438△SLR with SLR amino acids insertion in 272nd 
residue of PA5438  This study 

con::lacZ WT with puc18-mini-Tn7t-Gm-lacZ This study 

phuR::lacZ WT with puc18-mini-Tn7t-Gm-lacZ containing the 
intergenic region between phuR and phuS in front of lacZ This study 

phuRC117T::lacZ 
WT with puc18-mini-Tn7t-Gm-lacZ containing the 
intergenic region between phuR and phuS with snp from 
cytosine to thymine at 117th residue in front of lacZ    

This study 

Plasmids    

pCVD442 Ampr, Gmr suicide vector containing sacB for screening 
recombinant This study 

puc18-mini-Tn7t-Gm-lacZ Ampr, Gmr, site-specific chromosomal insertion plasmid 
harboring promoterless lacZ Ref. 132 

pTNS2 Helper plasmid containing site-specific recombinase for 
chromosomal insertion Ref. 132 
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C. In-frame mutant construction 

All in-frame mutants including an SLI insertion in the YecS protein 

and SLR deletion in the PA5438 protein were constructed from the PAO1 strain. 

In-frame insertions and deletions were performed to construct mutants with 

amino acid level changes. In the case of the in-frame deletions, the 5′ and 3′ 

flanking regions in both directions of SLR were designed to overlap. For the 

in-frame insertion, nucleotide sequences corresponding to amino acid sequence 

‘SLI’ were inserted into the middle of the 5′ flanking region. An overlap was 

constructed by using each 5′ primer of 5′ flanking region and 3′ primer of 3′ 

flanking region. For both deletion and insertion mutations, an overlapping 

product was inserted into modified pCVD442, a suicide vector, containing 

gentamicin and ampicillin resistance markers. PAO1, grown on LB agar, was 

conjugated with E. coli SM10 λpir, harboring pCVD442 with the overlapping 

product inserted, grown on LB agar with 50 μg/ml ampicillin and 30 μg/ml 

gentamicin. Conjugates were spread onto LB agar with 50 μg/ml gentamicin 

and 20 μg/ml irgasan to select single crossover recombinants. The single 

crossover recombinant was incubated on LB agar without NaCl but containing 

8 % sucrose for the selection of the desired mutant. Sequence verification was 

performed by PCR. Primers used in constructing these mutants are listed in the 

Table. 2.2.  
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Table 2.2. Primer information used in this study 

Primers Sequence (5′–3′) Description 

yecS#1 TATTCCCGGGAAGTGGTTCG
GCCTGGACGT 

Left-flanking forward primer of yecS containing XmaI 
restriction enzyme site 

yecS#2 ATCAGGCTGTTCGACAGGCT
CGGCACCG 

Left-flanking reverse primer of yecS containing 
reverse complementary sequence of CAGCCTGAT 

(SLI) 

yecS#3 GATCAGGCTGATCAGGCTGT
TCGACAGGC 

Left-flanking reverse primer of yecS containing 
overlapping site to yecS#4 

yecS#4 CAGCCTGATCAGCCTGATCA
GCCTGATCA 

Right-flanking forward primer of yecS containing 
CAGCCTGAT (SLI) sequence 

yecS#5 GCCTGTCGAACAGCCTGATC
AGCCTGATC 

Right-flanking forward primer of yecS containing 
overlapping site to yecS#2 

yecS#6 TATTGAGCTCTTCGACCTGCT
CTCGCGCT 

Right-flanking reverse primer of yecS containing SacI 
restriction enzyme site 

PA5438#1 TATTCCCGGGAAGCTGAAGC
TGGCGCAGAG 

Left-flanking forward primer of SLR of PA5438 at 
272nd containing XmaI restriction enzyme site 

PA5438#2 GGCGCAGGCTGCGCTTGACG
CTCTTGAGGT 

Left-flanking reverse primer of SLR of PA5438 at 
272nd containing overlapping site to PA5438#3 

PA5438#3 CGTCAAGCGCAGCCTGCGCC
TGTCGCC 

Right-flanking forward primer of SLR of PA5438 at 
272nd containing overlapping site to PA5438#2 

PA5438#4 TATTGAGCTCGAGATCGCCT
CGCTGGAGT 

Right-flanking reverse primer of SLR of PA5438 at 
272nd containing SacI restriction enzyme site 

phuR_phuS#1 TATTCTCGAGCGACGGTTCC
TCGGGCATAT 

Forward primer of intergenic region between phuR 
and phuS containing XhoI restriction enzyme site 

phuR_phuS#2 TATTAAGCTTGTGGGACTCCT
TGGGTCGG 

Reverse primer of intergenic region between phuR and 
phuS containing HindIII restriction enzyme site 

aceA_RT#1 GACCTGCTCTGGATCGAAAC aceA forward primer for qPCR 
aceA_RT#2 TCAGGGTCCAGTTGAAGGAC  aceA reverse primer for qPCR 
glcB_RT#1 ACATCCTGACCATTCCGCTG glcB forward primer for qPCR 
glcB_RT#2 GGACGACATAGCCGAGGATG glcB reverse primer for qPCR 
aceE_RT#1 CCAAGACCATCAAGGGCTAC aceE forward primer for qPCR 
aceE_RT#2 ACCGGGATGTCGAACTTGTC aceE reverse primer for qPCR 
16srDNA#1 CTTACGGCCAGGGCTACACA 16S rRNA forward primer for qPCR 
16srDNA#2 GTACAAGGCCCGGGAACGTA 16S rRNA reverse primer for qPCR 
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D. Complementation 

Identical primers were used in constructing the aforementioned 

mutants (Table. 2.2; PA5438#1, PA5438#4, yecS#1, and yecS#6), and were 

used to amplify the yecS and PA5438 sequences of wildtype PAO1. The 

amplified wildtype sequences were each inserted into pCVD442, and identical 

steps of mutant construction were followed to generate the complementation 

strains of the YecSΩSLI and PA5438ΔSLR mutants. 
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E. Promoter assay 

 To perform the phuR gene promoter assay, intergenic regions (180 bp) 

between phuS and phuR from the PAO1 genome and AU2342_3932131 with 

only the 117th locus changed from cytosine to thymine were amplified with 

primers listed in Table. 2.2. These PCR-products were each cloned into the 

upstream region of the β-galactosidase gene of puc18-mini-Tn7t-Gm-LacZ132 

for chromosomal insertion. The constructed plasmid was transformed into E. 

coli DH5α λpir. After verification by DNA sequencing, the plasmid with the 

helper plasmid pTNS2 that encodes TnsABC+D genes, which allow Tn7 

transposition, were electroporated into PAO1. Empty 

puc18-mini-Tn7t-Gm-LacZ plasmid with no insert was used as a control to 

measure the baseline expression of lacZ. The potential clones were selected on 

LB agar with 50 μg/ml gentamicin and sequence verification was performed to 

select the final candidates whose transposon was inserted properly into the 

region following the glmS gene. β -galactosidase activities of the three clones 

(con::lacZ, phuR::lacZ, and phuRC117T::lacZ), summarized in the Table. 2.1, 

were grown in LB and measured at the exponential phase (OD600nm ~0.25).  
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F. Growth curves 

Wildtype PAO1, the PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the complementation 

strain were precultured overnight in LB broth. Precultures were diluted 100-fold 

in fresh LB and incubated at 37 °C with shaking at 230 rpm. Growth in LB was 

observed over 12 hours and the OD600nm was measured. Growth in SCFM was 

detected in the same manner over a period of 8 hours. Growth recovery tests of 

the PA5438ΔSLR mutant were performed using LB medium and LB 

supplemented with 10 mM sodium acetate (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 10 mM 

sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), and 10 mM sodium citrate 

(Sigma-Aldrich, USA), and OD600nm were measured at regular time intervals. To 

examine the functional capacity of the L-cystine transporter, overnight 

precultures of PAO1, the YecSΩSLI mutant, and the complementation strain 

were washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and diluted to OD600nm ~ 

0.025 in fresh M9 minimal media supplemented with 22.2 mM glucose and 

L-cystine (0.25 mM) as the sole sulfur source (2 mM MgCl2 instead of MgSO4). 

OD600nm was measured over 30 hours. Growth was also measured over 21 hours 

under identical conditions, except for the inclusion of 2 mM MgSO4 (instead of 

MgCl2) in M9 minimal media.  
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G. Antibiotic susceptibility test 

For antibiotic susceptibility tests, ciprofloxacin (Duchefa, The 

Netherlands) and tobramycin (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) were used. Wildtype PAO1, 

the PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the complementation strain were precultured 

overnight in LB broth. Bacterial preculture was diluted in LB containing the 

relevant antibiotics (ciprofloxacin or tobramycin) and the starting OD600nm was 

equally adjusted to 0.005. For static cultures, the antibiotic concentrations used 

were 0.125 μg/ml ciprofloxacin and 1 μg/ml tobramycin. OD600nm was measured 

after 20 and 26 hours of static incubation with ciprofloxacin and tobramycin, 

respectively. An antibiotic susceptibility test with 10 mM sodium acetate 

supplementation was conducted under the same conditions. 
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H. Reverse Transcription and Quantitative Real Time PCR 

PAO1, the PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the complementation strain were 

precultured and subcultured in LB. After incubating the subcultures to OD600nm 

~1.0, RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen, Netherland) and on-column DNase1 digestion 

were used to extract RNA following the manufacturer’s protocol. 1 μg of RNA 

was reverse-transcribed to synthesize complementary DNA by using reverse 

transcriptase (Takara Bio, Japan) and random hexamer primers. To check for 

DNA contamination, the same cDNA synthesis was performed in the absence of 

reverse transcriptase. SYBR green-based qPCR was performed using an ABI 

48-well StepOneTM real-time system. The primers used are listed in the Table. 

2.2. CT values were normalized by 16S rRNA CT values. SCFM cultures 

(OD600nm ~0.9) followed identical RNA extraction and qRT-PCR procedures. 
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I. Elastase and Pyocyanin test 

Precultures of PAO1, the PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the 

complementation strain for elastase and pyocyanin tests in SCFM were 

prepared in the manner described above. Bacterial supernatant was harvested 

from bacterial subcultures incubated for 8 hours in SCFM, and assays were 

performed following the experimental procedures described previously133,134. 

Elastase and pyocyanin values were normalized using OD600nm. 

 

J. Pyochelin measurement 

Precultures of PAO1, the YecSΩSLI mutant, and the complementation 

strain in SCFM were prepared in the manner described above. Bacterial 

supernatant was harvested from bacterial subcultures incubated for 6 hours in 

SCFM, and fluorescence was measured using Varioskan Flash 3001 (Thermo 

Scientific, USA) at excitation wavelength 355 nm and emission wavelength 440 

nm 135. Pyochelin values were normalized using OD600nm. 
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K. Biofilm assay  

Precultures of PAO1, PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the complementation 

strain in SCFM were prepared in the same manner as described above. Bacterial 

precultures were diluted in SCFM or SCFM containing the holo-transferrin 

(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in a 96-well plate, and the starting OD600nm was equally 

adjusted to 0.025. For static cultures, the holo-transferrin concentration used 

were 1.25 μM. After 32 hours of static incubation, biofilm assay was performed 

following the experimental procedure described previously136.  

 

L. Statistical Analysis 

Data shown are expressed as means ± standard deviation. Unpaired 

Student’s t-test (one-tailed, unequal variance) was performed to analyse the 

differences between experimental groups. P-values smaller than 0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. All experiments were repeated for 

reproducibility. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. GWAS of PA isolated from CF and non-CF patients 

(i) Genome selection and phylogenetic tree construction 

Several genetic level studies aimed at better understanding chronic PA 

infection in CF patients have targeted isolates from varying numbers of 

patients102,104. While such analyses have contributed useful insights, they have 

focused only on CF isolates, and isolates from non-CF individuals have been 

excluded from the analysis. Thus, it is unclear whether genetic variations 

highlighted in these studies are important in the context of CF-associated 

adaptation. In this study, we downloaded 2,167 PA genomes from the 

Pseudomonas Genome Database113. This selection contained genomes of 

isolates from both CF and non-CF individuals, and downstream analyses were 

performed to find genetic variants significantly found in either CF or non-CF 

isolates. After removing genomes of unknown origins, a phylogenetic tree was 

constructed with 1,001 genomes of known origins (Fig. 2.1A). The tree 

constructed from 1,001 genomes was effectively trimmed down to remove 

clonal expansion, therefore keeping 636 genomes, which maintained 99.8% 

diversity of original selection and the overall structure of the phylogenetic tree. 

In Fig. 2.1, black and red leaves of the phylogenetic tree indicate non-CF and 

CF isolates, respectively. As already established by a previous study by Ozer et 

al.137, most of the CF isolates belong to the main group that includes the 

majority of genomes, and we refer to the other genome group as the sub-group.  
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Figure 2.1. Phylogenetic tree constructed with CF and non-CF genomes. 

Upper phylogenetic tree was constructed with 1,001 genomes containing host 

disease information, and the tree below was drawn using 636 genomes and 

maintaining 99.8% diversity of the upper tree. Black and red leaves each 

indicate non-CF and CF isolates, and the numbers of CF and non-CF genomes 

for constructing each phylogenetic tree are placed inside brackets. Most of the 

CF isolates are located in the main group (blue dotted line) which includes the 

majority of genomes, and the smaller group is referred to as the sub-group (red 

dotted line).
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(ii) Pyseer results based on 31-mer counting  

In total, 636 genomes consisting of 206 genomes from CF and 430 

genomes from non-CF were used to perform Pyseer121, a bioinformatic tool 

used for GWAS, to find specific variants that may be important for PA 

adaptation in CF airways. In our study, k-mer based GWAS was implemented 

because this method provides more information on intergenic regions. We 

selected k-mers with a length of 31 base pairs (31-mer), a measure that is not 

too sensitive or too specific. Significantly different 31-mers between CF and 

non-CF from Pyseer results were aligned to the PAO1 genome, the 

representative genome of the non-CF group, and the results were visualized by 

Phandango122 (Fig. 2.2A). In Fig. 2.2A, several candidate 31-mers aligned to 

ribosomal DNA (rDNA) sequences (regions indicated by asterisks) and four 

peaks represent the four identical copies of rDNA sequences in the PAO1 

genome. A greater number of CF isolates did not seem to have 16S and 23S 

rDNA sequences compared with the non-CF group. However, genome 

sequencing of several CF isolates identified that there are rDNA sequences 

normally (data not shown). Despite the occurrence of such errors in rDNA 

sequence recognition in computer-based analysis, we included these genomes in 

the input database, because the number of annotated genes of the genomes as 

predicted by Prokka118 were not significantly different from the rest of the 

genomes. While a lot of 31-mers from Pyseer analysis were distributed across 

diverse regions of the PAO1 genome, one spot had a prominent number of 
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31-mers aligned (Fig. 2.2A), and we refer to this region as the hot spot (hs).  
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Figure 2.2. Visualization of significantly different regions and proteins with 

large-scale mutation. (A) Significantly different 31-mers between CF and 

non-CF groups were aligned to the whole PAO1 genome and visualized by 

Phandango. Regions marked by asterisks are ribosomal DNA sequences and 

“hs” marks the hotspot region where a large number of candidate 31-mers align. 

The higher up a spot representing a 31-mer is located, the more significant the 

lrt p-value. (B) Proteins with large-scale mutation from the PAO1 genome are 

presented. Lrt p-values calculated for clustering performed under two 

conditions (S95L95: 95 % similarity and 95 % length coverage; S70L95: 70 % 

similarity and 95 % length coverage) are described in the first and second 

columns as per the color index beneath the heatmap. “hs” indicates candidate 

proteins located within the hotspot region in Fig. 2.1A. 
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(iii) Amino acid level examination of significant variants 

Among the de novo assembled contigs of significant 31-mers, we 

selected 109 contigs that aligned to PAO1 genes and focused on these candidate 

genes. Next, we obtained homolog amino acid sequences of each gene from all 

isolate genomes. We clustered these homologs using the PAO1 sequence as a 

reference and two conditions (S95L95: 95 % similarity and 95 % gene length 

coverage, S70L95: 70 % similarity and 95 % gene length coverage). 

Likelihood-ratio test (lrt) p-values under the two conditions were calculated by 

Pyseer using these clusters, and the results are depicted in the first and second 

columns (Fig. 2.2B). Proteins listed in Fig. 2.2B are CF-associated candidates 

with large-scale mutations as demonstrated by the uniformly low lrt p-values 

(below cutoff) regardless of the clustering conditions used (S95L95 and 

S70L95). Deeper red colors in the boxes in these two columns indicate more 

significant associations of large-scale mutation with the CF isolates. Detailed 

information about clustering is provided in Supplementary data. 2.3.   

Clustering results of MucA (PA0763) homologs (at S95L95 and 

S70L95) presented significant lrt p-values, suggesting that large-scale mutations 

in MucA are significantly found in CF isolate genomes (Fig. 2.2B). Large 

variants of MucA served as a positive control, as it is well-known that mutations 

in MucA are frequently found in CF isolates and that they contribute to the 

mucoid phenotype of the isolates by increasing alginate production (Fig. 2.14) 

138-141. 
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B. Large-scale alterations in protein-coding regions: PA2332 ~ PA2336 

In the large-scale mutation group, most candidate proteins are included 

in the hs region (Fig. 2.2B). Among prominent genes with significantly small lrt 

p-values (from PA2332 to PA2336), PA2335, a probable TonB-dependent 

receptor, was found to have the smallest lrt p-value (Supplementary data. 2.3). 

Total amino acid residues of PA2335 are represented in Fig. 2.3A and 

each amino acid locus is represented by individual squares. The colors of the 

squares indicate the lrt p-value assigned to that amino acid residue. Based on 

the lrt p-values of the clustering analysis performed with Pyseer, correlations of 

PA2335 alteration with disease status (CF or non-CF) were significantly 

different (Fig. 2.3B). Unlike the lrt p-values, which are adjusted for population 

structure, filter p-values calculated for the entire genomes are large, as they are 

unadjusted for the population structure (Fig. 2.3B). These two types of p-value 

initially seem to suggest opposite conclusions about the importance of PA2335 

alteration in PA adaptation to the CF airway. The importance of considering the 

population structure is portrayed in Fig. 2.3C. The phylogenetic tree is drawn 

using the genomes of PA isolates, and the three rows below describe the 

associated condition (CF or non-CF), and whether the homolog of the isolate 

clustered with PA2335 at given clustering options (S95L95; S70L95), in that 

order. Ideally, to support the notion that PA2335 alteration is critical in CF 

adaptation, three red lines would align at high frequency across the entire 

selection of genomes. Our results show that this is true, except for region a (Fig. 
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2.3C). This region corresponds to the entire sub-group in the unrooted 

phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2.1B, red-dotted line). PA2335 alteration is very frequent 

in region a and does not seem to have any correlation with the CF isolates of 

that region. But CF isolates from outside region a show significantly high 

correlation with PA2335 alteration, as reflected in the small lrt p-values. 

PA2333, PA2334, and PA2336 present identical patterns as PA2335, whereas 

PA2332 presented both significantly small lrt p-value and filter p-values. 

PA2332 alteration seems to be meaningfully associated with CF condition, 

across the entire population of isolates (Supplementary data. 2.3). 

In a study by Ozer et al.137, lineage marker genes were found between 

the main group and sub-group (Fig. 2.1) with a distribution that was skewed 

toward either group. For instance, exoS was found mainly in the main group 

whereas exoU was found mainly in the sub-group137. Similarly, 

PA2333~PA2336 qualified as a lineage marker, because most genomes in the 

sub-group do not seem to contain these genes unlike the main group (Fig. 2.3C). 

Furthermore, we anticipate that these two groups harbor different background 

genetic elements, which contribute to the significance of PA2333~PA2336 

alteration in CF adaptation. However, PA2332 alone is sufficient to establish 

significance regardless of the presence of such elements.  

We additionally performed a functional annotation of proteins with 

large-scale mutations using BlastKOALA126. KEGG ontology (KO)142, 

definition, and pathway information of the candidates are listed in Table. 2.3. 
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Almost all of the large-scale mutations are more significantly associated with 

CF isolates. PA2020 is a negative regulator of the MexXY efflux pump, which 

expels antibiotics143. Increased MexXY expression level and antibiotic 

resistance are induced by a disrupted PA2020 regulator. Moreover, CF sputum 

contains mucins, free amino acids, lactate, and glucose as a potential energy 

source. Among various nutrients, PA prefers organic acids and amino acids over 

glucose as an energy source144. For this reason, we speculate that some CF 

isolates have evolved with mutations in glucose catabolism genes (PA2321 and 

PA3193) to avoid spending unnecessary energy in catabolizing a less preferable 

carbon source (glucose). Additionally, mannitol has been used as a therapeutic 

treatment to increase mucociliary clearance in the airway and simultaneously 

induce tobramycin sensitivity in PA by generating a proton motive force145. 

Therefore, we postulate that exposure through the concurrent therapeutic use of 

mannitol and antibiotics in CF patients may be the background from which the 

mutations arose in the gene cassette (PA2338, PA2340, PA2341, and PA2342). 

These large-scale mutations are highlighted in bold in Table. 2.3 and anticipated 

phenotypes of large-scale mutations in these genes are illustrated in Fig. 2.14. 
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Figure 2.3. PA2335 candidate with the lowest lrt p-value in the large-scale 

mutation group. (A) Total amino acid residues of PA2335 are presented and 

each amino acid locus is represented by individual squares. The color of each 

square indicates the lrt p-value assigned to that amino acid residue based on 

Pyseer results and colors are assigned according to the index above the heatmap, 

which was generated based on the negative logs of the maximum and minimum 

lrt p-values from the Pyseer result of amino acid locus. “N” and “C” mark the 

N- and C-terminus of PA2335, respectively. (B) Pyseer result of the PA2335 

cluster is shown. Different conditions used in clustering and the frequency of 

the PA2335 large alteration are described in “condition” and “af” columns. 

Population structure is not considered in the calculation of filter p-values, 
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whereas it is for the calculation of lrt p-values. (C) The phylogenetic tree of 636 

genomes and their associated disease status are shown. Red and black lines in 

the “id” row indicate genomes isolated from CF and non-CF patients, 

respectively. Black lines in the second and third rows indicate that the homolog 

of PA2335 clustered with the PAO1 protein at given clustering options 

(S95L95:S70L95), whereas red lines indicate that the homolog did not cluster 

with the PAO1 protein. Sub-group in Fig. 2.1 is marked as a. 
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Table 2.3. KEGG annotation of candidate proteins with large-scale 

mutation 

Query KO Definition Pathway 
PA0763 K03597 sigma-E factor negative regulatory protein RseA  

PA1091 K20444 O-antigen biosynthesis protein  

PA2020 K18129 TetR/AcrR family transcriptional regulator, mexXY operon 
repressor beta-Lactam resistance 

PA2320 K06145 LacI family transcriptional regulator, gluconate utilization 
system Gnt-I transcriptional repressor 

 

PA2321 K00851 gluconokinase Pentose phosphate pathway 
PA2322 K03299 gluconate:H+ symporter, GntP family  

PA2323 K00131 glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (NADP+) Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis, Pentose 
phosphate pathway 

PA2327 K02050 NitT/TauT family transport system permease protein  

PA2328 K02051 NitT/TauT family transport system substrate-binding protein  

PA2329 K02049 NitT/TauT family transport system ATP-binding protein  

PA2335 K02014 iron complex outer membrane recepter protein  

PA2338 K10227 sorbitol/mannitol transport system substrate-binding 
protein ABC transporters 

PA2340 K10229 sorbitol/mannitol transport system permease protein ABC transporters 
PA2341 K10111 multiple sugar transport system ATP-binding protein ABC transporters 
PA2342 K00045 mannitol 2-dehydrogenase Fructose and mannose metabolism 
PA2343 K00854 xylulokinase  

PA2344 K00847 fructokinase Fructose and mannose metabolism 
PA2345 K17218 sulfide:quinone oxidoreductase Sulfur metabolism 
PA2348 K20938 long-chain alkane monooxygenase  

PA2349 K02073 D-methionine transport system substrate-binding protein ABC transporters 
PA2350 K02071 D-methionine transport system ATP-binding protein ABC transporters 
PA2351 K02072 D-methionine transport system permease protein ABC transporters 
PA2352 K01126 glycerophosphoryl diester phosphodiesterase Glycerophospholipid metabolism 
PA3193 K00845 glucokinase Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis 
PA3540 K00066 GDP-mannose 6-dehydrogenase Fructose and mannose metabolism 
PA3617 K03553 recombination protein RecA Homologous recombination 
PA3687 K01595 phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase Pyruvate metabolism 
PA4216 K20262 dihydrophenazinedicarboxylate synthase Phenazine biosynthesis, Quorum sensing 
PA4701 K07028 uncharacterized protein  

PA4963 K09857 uncharacterized protein  

PA5025 K01740 O-acetylhomoserine (thiol)-lyase Cysteine and methionine metabolism 

All large-scale mutations were annotated by Blastkoala. Proteins with KEGG 

information are listed in the “Query” column, and KEGG ontology (KO), 

definition, and related pathway information are shown. Proteins discussed in the 

results are highlighted in bold.  
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C. Small-scale alterations in protein-coding regions 

In our study, we focused more on the presence of small-scale 

mutations that differ between CF and non-CF isolates, because large-scale 

mutations are anticipated to cause loss-of-function. Based on lrt p-values, the 

top 10 amino acid residues of the small-scale mutations with 31-mers aligned to 

the PAO1 genome are listed in Table. 2.4. 
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Table 2.4. Top 10 amino acid residues of the small-scale mutation group 

with 31-mers aligned to the PAO1 genome 

protein locus af filter-pvalue lrt-pvalue description 
PA5438 272S 0.075 7.03E-20 9.92E-17 Probable transcriptional regulator 
PA5438 273L 0.079 1.20E-19 4.41E-15 probable transcriptional regulator 
PA5438 274R 0.08 6.33E-19 3.36E-14 probable transcriptional regulator 
PA4914 73A 0.05 2.71E-14 7.30E-13 transcriptional regulator, AmaR 
PA3355 384D 0.05 2.71E-14 3.48E-12 hypothetical protein 
PA2354 362G 0.09 3.36E-13 2.27E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 369E 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 370R 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 371A 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 373R 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 

 

Top 10 amino acid residues according to Pyseer results with 31-mers aligned to 

the PAO1 genome are presented. The reference protein corresponding to each 

residue is presented in the “protein” column, and the “locus” column contains 

the locus of the mutation and amino acid residue of the reference protein where 

the mutation is detected. SLR sequences of PA5438 are highlighted in bold. 
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(i) PA5438 

(a) Identification 

Mutations at amino acid loci 272-274 (SLR) of a probable 

transcriptional regulator PA5438 are significantly implicated in CF isolates 

(Table. 2.4). Fig. 2.4A demonstrates the amino acid residues of PA5438, and 

three residues underlined in red represent outstandingly small lrt p-values 

among other amino acid residues. The amino acid sequence ‘SLR’ was deleted 

in the 2,419th gene of the CF isolate 18A_661, a PA5438 homolog (Fig. 2.4B). 

Red lines in the ‘id’ and rows ‘272nd’, ‘273rd’, and ‘274th’ in Fig. 2.4C represent 

CF isolates and deletions at the 272-274 loci, respectively. One exception of this 

is marked with an asterisk-arrow, where the 274th amino acid residue R is 

replaced by C. The SLR deletion in the PA5438 protein exhibits a highly 

positive correlation with CF isolates overall (Fig. 2.4C), and the PA5438 

sequences (except for the SLR sequence region) were exactly identical to the 

reference PA5438 sequence, when checked in a multiple alignment of homolog 

sequences (data not shown). Domain search with SUPERFAMILY 2128 

predicted these amino acids to be a part of a sugar isomerase (SIS) domain (Fig. 

2.4D). Therefore, we constructed an in-frame deletion mutant, PA5438ΔSLR, to 

determine whether these three amino acids affect the transcriptional regulator 

function or not. 
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Figure 2.4. SLR deletion in PA5438 increases the expression level of aceA 

and glcB. (A) Total amino acid residues of PA5438 are presented and each 

amino acid locus is represented by individual squares. The color of each square 

indicates the lrt p-value assigned to that amino acid residue based on Pyseer 

results and colors are assigned according to the index above the heatmap, which 

was based on the negative logs of the maximum and minimum lrt p-values from 

the Pyseer result of amino acid locus. “N” and “C” mark the N- and C-terminus 

of PA5438, respectively. Residues at locus 272-274 of PA5438 presenting 

significantly low lrt p-values are marked with red underline. (B) Comparison of 

the reference PA5438 to a homolog protein from a CF-isolated genome 

(18A_661_02419) is shown. Red arrow indicates deletion of SLR residues in 

PA5438 and corresponds to the red-underlined locus observed in (A). (C) 
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Phylogenetic tree of 636 genomes and their associated disease status are shown. 

Red and black lines in the “id” row indicate genomes isolated from CF and 

non-CF patients, respectively. Red lines in the second, third, and fourth rows 

(272nd, 273rd, and 274th) each correspond to the absence of S, L, R residues, 

respectively. One exception to this is the red line in row 274 (asterisk-arrow), 

which was detected as R substituted by C. (D) Domain search result of PA5438 

by SUPERFAMILY 2 is shown and the position of the SLR sequence inside the 

SIS domain is highlighted in bold. (E) AceA (isocitrate lyase) and GlcB (malate 

synthase) are enzymes involved in the glyoxylate shunt pathway (highlighted in 

red). (F) RNAs of PAO1, the PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the complementation 

strain were extracted at OD600nm ~1.0 in LB medium and relative expression 

levels of aceA and glcB were measured. **p<0.01  
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(b) Experimental validation 

PA5438 is a transcriptional repressor that directly binds to the 

promoter region of the aceA (isocitrate lyase) gene and has been shown to 

repress the expression of the glcB (malate synthase) gene during growth in a 

non-C2 carbon source146. These repressed genes encode enzymes involved in 

the glyoxylate shunt (GS) pathway (Fig. 2.4E). To determine whether the 

suppressive activity of PA5438 is lost in the PA5438ΔSLR mutant, gene 

expression levels of aceA and glcB were measured by quantitative real-time 

PCR (qRT-PCR) using RNA extracted from bacterial cultures grown to OD600nm 

~1.0 in Luria-Bertani (LB) media. The qRT-PCR results show that the 

expression level increased 17-fold for aceA and 5-fold for glcB (Fig. 2.4F). 

Based on these findings, we expect that the deleted SLR sequence in PA5438 is 

a key region for determining aceA and glcB expression levels. 

Further investigation of the PA5438ΔSLR mutant was performed to 

identify phenotypes that may aid in the adaptation of the strain to the CF 

environment. First, we checked the phenotype of the mutant PA5438ΔSLR in 

LB media, as growth rates of diverse CF isolates in LB media closely 

approximated those of CF isolates grown in artificial sputum medium (ASM) 

and synthetic CF sputum medium (SCFM)105. Slower growth in LB was 

observed in the PA5438ΔSLR mutant compared to PAO1 and the 

complementation strain, especially during the exponential phase (Fig. 2.5A). In 

a study by Rosaria et al.147, RccR of Pseudomonas fluorescens, a PA5438 
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homolog, controls pyruvate metabolism as well as the GS pathway. Interestingly, 

pyruvate dehydrogenase (aceE) and aceA were regulated differently in the 

presence of 2-keto-3-deoxy-6-phosphogluconate (KDPG), which is bound to 

RccR147. We measured the relative expression level of aceE at the exponential 

phase (OD600nm ~1.0) because pyruvate metabolism affects growth. The 

expression of aceE in the mutant was suppressed compared to wildtype PAO1 

and the complementation strain (Fig. 2.5B). AceE generates acetyl-CoA from 

pyruvate, which feeds into the TCA cycle (Fig. 2.5C). Therefore, we wondered 

whether the addition of metabolites related to this enzyme reaction (either as a 

precursor or product) would achieve recovery of growth. A defect in mutant 

growth was still observed with the addition of sodium pyruvate and sodium 

citrate (data not shown), but the addition of sodium acetate as a substitute of 

acetyl-CoA resulted in a complete recovery of growth (Fig. 2.5D).  

Since antibiotic tolerance can be caused by slow-growing or 

non-dividing “persister” bacteria148, we measured susceptibilities of PAO1, 

PA5438ΔSLR mutant and the complementation strain to different classes of 

popular antibiotics (tobramycin and ciprofloxacin) commonly used to treat PA 

infection in CF patients. In static cultures with tobramycin or ciprofloxacin, the 

PA5438ΔSLR mutant reached a significantly higher OD600nm in ciprofloxacin 

compared to wildtype PAO1 and the complementation strain, but only slightly 

higher OD600nm in tobramycin (Fig. 2.5E, Fig. 2.6A). Since growth in LB 

recovered with sodium acetate (Fig. 2.5D), we performed antibiotic 
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susceptibility tests with sodium acetate supplementation. A limited increase of 

tobramycin susceptibility was observed in PA5438ΔSLR (Fig. 2.6A), whereas 

susceptibility to ciprofloxacin was fully restored to that of the wildtype PAO1 

and complementation strain (Fig. 2.5E). Therefore, we suspect that slower 

growth is involved in the decreased susceptibility of the PA5438ΔSLR mutant 

to the two antibiotics.  

 Since the composition of nutrients in LB media is drastically different 

from that of the CF sputum, we prepared a synthetic medium that mimics the 

nutritional makeup of CF sputum (SCFM) and used it to measure the growth 

curve. Unlike growth in the LB medium, in SCFM, wildtype PAO1, 

PA5438ΔSLR mutant and the complementation strain showed similar growth 

(Fig. 2.6B). Since the decreased expression level of aceE seemed to be an 

important factor of growth in LB medium, we measured the expression levels of 

aceE in PA cultured in SCFM. The expression level of aceE in the 

PA5438ΔSLR mutant was similar to that of the wildtype PAO1 and 

complementation strain (Fig. 2.6C). In contrast, aceA and glcB expression levels 

were significantly increased in the PA5438ΔSLR mutant compared to the 

wildtype and complementation strain grown in SCFM (Fig. 2.6D).  

PA produces pyocyanin, an important virulence factor derived from 

phenazine and it forms blue-green pigments. Pyocyanin induces reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) generation by transferring electrons to oxygen and 

increasing neutrophil apoptosis as a way of disrupting the host immune 
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system149. As such, the supernatant color of a PA culture can function as a proxy 

for the virulent nature of the bacterium. Interestingly, we observed the 8 hours 

culture supernatant of PA5438ΔSLR in SCFM to be greener than that of the 

PAO1 and the complementation strain culture supernatants (Fig. 2.7A). When 

we confirmed the relative pyocyanin levels of this bacterial culture, the 

PA5438ΔSLR mutant in SCFM resulted in 6~7 times more pyocyanin than 

PAO1 and the complementation strain (Fig. 2.7A). Pyocyanin stimulates iron 

removal from transferrin in bacteria incubated under low oxygen conditions150, 

and the level of transferrin is increased in the bronchoalveolar fluid from CF 

patients compared to that of healthy individuals151. Therefore, we measured 

biofilms in which oxygen is limited, using the iron-saturated holo-transferrin. 

Compared to PAO1 and the complementation strain, the PA5438ΔSLR mutant 

produced less biofilm in SCFM, as demonstrated by a decreased OD550nm 

absorbance value. However, in the presence of transferrin, the mutant produced 

a similar level of biofilm whereas the PAO1 and the complementation strain 

produced less biofilms than in SCFM (Fig. 2.7B). 
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Figure 2.5. SLR deletion in PA5438 affects antibiotic susceptibility in LB 

medium. (A) Growth curves of PAO1, PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the 

complementation strain in LB were observed over 12 hours. **p<0.01; 

***p<0.001 (B) RNAs of PAO1, PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the 

complementation strain were extracted at OD600nm ~1.0 in LB and relative 

expression levels of aceE were measured. **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 (C) AceE 

(pyruvate dehydrogenase) is an enzyme involved in the entrance of The Krebs 

Cycle (highlighted in red). (D) Growth curves of PAO1, PA5438ΔSLR mutant, 

and the complementation strain in LB supplemented with 10mM sodium acetate 

were observed over 12 hours. (E) Antibiotic susceptibility tests against 

ciprofloxacin (Cip) and 10 mM sodium acetate (SA) were performed. Initial 
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OD600nm of PAO1, mutant, and the complementation strain were adjusted to 

0.005, and OD600nm was measured after 20 hours of static incubation in LB 

supplemented with Cip. The concentration of antibiotic was 0.125 μg/ml. 

***p<0.001 
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Figure 2.6. Phenotypes of the PA5438ΔSLR mutant (A) Antibiotic 

susceptibility test with tobramycin (Tob) and Tob with 10 mM sodium acetate 

(SA) were performed. Initial OD600nm of PAO1, PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the 

complementation strain were adjusted to 0.005, and OD600nm was measured after 

26 hours of static incubation in LB supplemented with Tob. The concentration 

of antibiotic was 1 μg/ml. **p<0.01 (B) Growth curves of PAO1 and 

PA5438ΔSLR mutant in SCFM were observed over 8 hours. (C) RNAs of 

PAO1, the PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the complementation strain were 
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extracted at OD600nm ~0.9 in SCFM and relative expression levels of aceE were 

measured. (D) Relative expression levels of aceA and glcB of the same RNA 

used in (C) were measured. ***p<0.001 (E) After bacterial culture of PAO1, 

PA5438ΔSLR mutant, and the complementation strain in SCFM for 8 hours 

with shaking, an elastase assay was performed with culture supernatant. 

**p<0.01
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Figure 2.7. SLR deletion in PA5438 affects virulence and biofilm 

production in SCFM. (A) After bacterial culture of PAO1, PA5438ΔSLR 

mutant, and the complementation strain in SCFM for 8 hours with shaking, a 

pyocyanin assay was performed with culture supernatant, and relative 

pyocyanin level was calculated using PAO1 pyocyanin level. Bacterial cultures 

used in pyocyanin assay are shown. **p<0.01 (B) After 32 hours of static 

culture of PAO1, PA5438ΔSLR mutant and the complementation strain in 

SCFM and SCFM supplemented with holo-transferrin, biofilm was measured 

spectrophotometrically. **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 
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(C) Potential implications in CF airway infections 

An altered fatty acid profile was found in the airways of CF patients 

compared with non-CF patients. For example, higher concentrations of palmitic 

acid and oleic acid were detected in the CF airway samples152. Fatty acid 

degradation upregulates the GS pathway153, and PA isolated from the CF lungs 

induced the expression of genes involved in fatty acid metabolism and GS 

pathway as determined by microarrays154. Furthermore, mucin is a major energy 

source in the CF lung environment in addition to fatty acids, and the GS 

pathway is important for mucin degradation and consumption155. 

Meta-transcriptomic analysis of several CF sputum samples in another study 

similarly found that aceA was upregulated and genes associated with glucose 

transporters and glycolysis were significantly downregulated156. Based on these 

previous studies, we assumed that the activation of the GS pathway may 

provide an advantage for PA proliferation in CF lungs. 

The upregulation of the GS pathway observed previously by 

microarray and meta-transcriptomic analysis is probably due to the presence of 

CF isolates that contain the abnormal PA5438 gene. In the PA5438ΔSLR 

mutant, aceA and glcB expression levels were increased not only in LB but also 

in SCFM. To check whether the end products of the upregulated expressions of 

aceA and glcB are functional, we examined the sequences of AceA and GlcB 

from genomes that harbor ΔSLR. Both promoters and proteins of AceA and 

GlcB were highly conserved (Table. 2.5, Table. 2.6). This indicates that the 
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“SLR” deletion solely contributes to the transcriptional regulation of these two 

genes. 

In a study by Rosa et al.105, several CF isolates have similar growth 

rates in LB and SCFM105. Based on these findings, we chose LB as the medium 

in which to investigate phenotypic differences between the wildtype and mutant 

PA. However, we observed a marked difference between the growth of the 

PA5438ΔSLR mutant cultured in LB and SCFM. In addition, the bacterial 

culture appeared considerably greener when SCFM was used (Fig. 2.7A) than 

when LB was used (data not shown). Given that PA5438 is involved in energy 

metabolism147, we hypothesized that the mutant and wildtype phenotypes may 

vary depending on the type of medium used (LB or SCFM). Therefore, 

virulence phenotypes of the mutant, such as the increased pyocyanin levels 

observed in SCFM, are more likely to occur in the CF environment than the 

decreased antibiotic susceptibility observed in LB cultures. We also examined 

the genes involved in pyocyanin biosynthesis in the genomes that carry the 

PA5438ΔSLR mutation. Whereas several genomes were found to carry 

mutations in several of these genes when compared with the PAO1 sequences, 

other genomes possess a highly conserved gene set (Fig. 2.8). Based on this 

finding, we anticipate that virulent phenotypes such as that of the PA5438ΔSLR 

mutant are likely to manifest in the CF lung environment. 

Despite differences in the nutrient compositions of LB and SCFM, the 

mutant phenotypes observed in LB cultures provide evidence that PA5438 
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works as a transcriptional regulator. In a study by Rosaria et al.147, RccR of 

Pseudomonas fluorescens, a PA5438 homolog, was shown to possess a SIS 

domain and it was reported that 2-keto-3-deoxy-6-phosphogluconate (KDPG) 

regulates its binding affinity. This KDPG-dependent moderation of PA5438 

binding affinity is additionally dependent on the gene with which PA5438 binds. 

In the absence of KDPG, the binding affinity of PA5438 to aceE is increased, 

whereas its binding affinity to aceA is decreased147. A domain search using the 

SUPERFAMILY 2 database detected the SLR amino acid sequence of PA5438 

to be inside the SIS domain (Fig. 2.4D). The qRT-PCR results showed a 

decreased aceE gene expression level and an increased aceA gene expression 

level in LB (Fig. 2.4F, Fig. 2.5B). Based on these findings, we propose that the 

SLR amino acid sequence may be a key region to which KDPG binds. In 

contrast to LB culture, in SCFM culture the relative aceE gene expression of the 

PA5438ΔSLR mutant is similar to that of wildtype PAO1 and the 

complementation strain. This observation may be attributed to the preferential 

use of amino acids over glucose in SCFM, which may lead to a decreased 

intracellular level of KDPG in the exponential phase of PA cultured in SCFM, 

unlike in LB. Further investigations are needed to conclusively determine 

whether KDPG indeed binds to the SLR region of PA5438. 

Furthermore, elastase and pyocyanin are well-characterized virulence 

factors regulated by quorum sensing. We performed an elastase assay to test 

whether quorum sensing is related to the increased pyocyanin level108. Similar 
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to the pyocyanin assay results, which showed a significant increase in 

pyocyanin in the PA5438ΔSLR mutant, relative elastase activity was mildly 

increased in the mutant compared to wildtype PAO1 and the complementation 

strain (Fig. 2.6E). Therefore, we anticipate the increased pyocyanin level to be 

mediated by the quorum-sensing system.  

Pyocyanin stimulates iron removal from transferrin when PA is grown 

under low oxygen condition150, and increased levels of transferrin were 

observed in CF patients151. Biofilm is a matrix of extracellular polymeric 

substances which protects the bacterial cells beneath, and oxygen supply is 

limited in developed biofilms157. Biofilm production of the PA5438ΔSLR 

mutant is decreased compared to PAO1 and the complementation strain in 

SCFM. In SCFM with transferrin, the mutant maintains the level of biofilm 

production, whereas PAO1 and the complementation strain produced less 

biofilms (Fig. 2.7B). We anticipate that the mutant maintenance of biofilm 

production level in the presence of transferrin may confer greater fitness in the 

transferrin-enriched CF environment. 

Based on our experimental results, we speculate that the appearance of 

this mutant in the lung may be problematic due to its increased virulence and 

biofilms in CF-associated PA infection. Further studies are needed to elucidate 

the mechanisms behind the increased pyocyanin. 
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Table 2.5. Blastp results of AceA and GlcB 

A        

  genomes pident(%) Length 
coverage(%) 

 genomes pident(%) Length 
coverage(%) 

  14650_3305 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06d_2830 99.812 100 
  18A_661 99.81 100  Pae_CF67_06e_2831 99.812 100 
  AU17965_3981 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06f_2832 99.812 100 
  AU5471_3926 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06g_2833 99.812 100 
  AZPAE12137_2384 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06j_2720 99.812 100 
  AZPAE12149_2393 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06l_2835 99.812 100 
  AZPAE12153_2399 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06m_2836 99.812 100 
  AZPAE12409_2402 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06n_2837 99.812 100 
  AZPAE13757_2337 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06o_2847 99.812 100 
  AZPAE14816_2554 99.623 100  Pae_CF67_06p_2846 99.812 100 
  COPD6d_6641 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06q_2838 99.812 100 
  DK2_174 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06r_2839 99.812 100 
  LES400_667 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_06s_2840 99.812 100 
  LESlike4_669 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_07p_2729 99.812 100 
  LESlike7_666 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_08d_2732 99.812 100 
  PA102_7194 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_08f_2734 99.812 100 
  PA59_6015 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_08n_2742 99.812 100 
  PA66_5826 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_08q_2745 99.812 100 
  Pae_CF67_01r_2634 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_08t_2748 99.812 100 
  Pae_CF67_02a_2645 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_09l_2760 99.812 100 
  Pae_CF67_05i_2710 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_10t_2787 99.812 100 
  Pae_CF67_05p_2716 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_11c_2790 99.812 100 
  Pae_CF67_06b_2829 99.812 100  Pae_CF67_12a_2799 99.812 100 
  Pae_CF67_06c_2828 99.812 100  SCH_ABX04_5128 99.812 100 
 

B        

  genomes pident(%) Length 
coverage(%) 

 genomes pident(%) Length 
coverage(%) 

  14650_3305 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_06d_2830 99.862 100 
  18A_661 99.72 100  Pae_CF67_06e_2831 99.862 100 
  AU17965_3981 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_06f_2832 99.862 100 
  AU5471_3926 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_06g_2833 99.862 100 
  AZPAE12137_2384 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_06j_2720 99.862 100 
  AZPAE12149_2393 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_06l_2835 99.862 100 
  AZPAE12153_2399 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_06m_2836 99.862 100 
  AZPAE12409_2402 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_06n_2837 99.862 100 
  AZPAE13757_2337 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_06o_2847 99.862 100 
  AZPAE14816_2554 99.724 100  Pae_CF67_06p_2846 99.862 100 
  COPD6d_6641 100 100  Pae_CF67_06q_2838 99.862 100 
  DK2_174 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_06r_2839 99.862 100 
  LES400_667 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_06s_2840 99.862 100 
  LESlike4_669 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_07p_2729 99.862 100 
  LESlike7_666 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_08d_2732 99.862 100 
  PA102_7194 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_08f_2734 99.862 100 
  PA59_6015 100 100  Pae_CF67_08n_2742 99.862 100 
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  PA66_5826 100 100  Pae_CF67_08q_2745 99.862 100 
  Pae_CF67_01r_2634 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_08t_2748 99.862 100 
  Pae_CF67_02a_2645 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_09l_2760 99.862 100 
  Pae_CF67_05i_2710 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_10t_2787 99.862 100 
  Pae_CF67_05p_2716 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_11c_2790 99.862 100 
  Pae_CF67_06b_2829 99.862 100  Pae_CF67_12a_2799 99.862 100 
  Pae_CF67_06c_2828 99.862 100  SCH_ABX04_5128 99.862 100 
 

Each column includes genomes (genomes containing SLR deletion in PA5438 

homologs), pident (% of identical matches between reference PAO1 protein and 

its homolog), and length coverage (% of reference PAO1 protein sequence 

covered by its homolog). Black boxes indicate non-CF genomes and red boxes 

indicate CF genomes. (A) Blastp results were conducted with the PAO1 AceA 

and its homologs from genomes containing SLR deletion in the PA5438 

homologs. (B) Blastp results were conducted with the PAO1 GlcB and its 

homologs from genomes containing SLR deletion in the PA5438 homologs. 
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Table 2.6. Blastn results of promoter regions (upstream 200 bp) of aceA and 

glcB  

A      

  genomes pident(%)   genomes pident(%) 

  14650_3305 100   Pae_CF67_06d_2830 100 
  18A_661 99.5   Pae_CF67_06e_2831 100 
  AU17965_3981 100   Pae_CF67_06f_2832 100 
  AU5471_3926 100   Pae_CF67_06g_2833 100 
  AZPAE12137_2384 100   Pae_CF67_06j_2720 100 
  AZPAE12149_2393 100   Pae_CF67_06l_2835 100 
  AZPAE12153_2399 100   Pae_CF67_06m_2836 100 
  AZPAE12409_2402 99.5   Pae_CF67_06n_2837 100 
  AZPAE13757_2337 100   Pae_CF67_06o_2847 100 
  AZPAE14816_2554 99.5   Pae_CF67_06p_2846 100 
  COPD6d_6641 100   Pae_CF67_06q_2838 100 
  DK2_174 100   Pae_CF67_06r_2839 100 
  LES400_667 100   Pae_CF67_06s_2840 100 
  LESlike4_669 100   Pae_CF67_07p_2729 100 
  LESlike7_666 100   Pae_CF67_08d_2732 100 
  PA102_7194 100   Pae_CF67_08f_2734 100 
  PA59_6015 100   Pae_CF67_08n_2742 100 
  PA66_5826 100   Pae_CF67_08q_2745 100 
  Pae_CF67_01r_2634 100   Pae_CF67_08t_2748 100 
  Pae_CF67_02a_2645 100   Pae_CF67_09l_2760 100 
  Pae_CF67_05i_2710 100   Pae_CF67_10t_2787 100 
  Pae_CF67_05p_2716 100   Pae_CF67_11c_2790 100 
  Pae_CF67_06b_2829 100   Pae_CF67_12a_2799 100 
  Pae_CF67_06c_2828 100   SCH_ABX04_5128 100 

 

B      

  genomes pident(%)   genomes pident(%) 

  14650_3305 100   Pae_CF67_06d_2830 100 
  18A_661 100   Pae_CF67_06e_2831 100 
  AU17965_3981 99.5   Pae_CF67_06f_2832 100 
  AU5471_3926 100   Pae_CF67_06g_2833 100 
  AZPAE12137_2384 100   Pae_CF67_06j_2720 100 
  AZPAE12149_2393 100   Pae_CF67_06l_2835 100 
  AZPAE12153_2399 100   Pae_CF67_06m_2836 100 
  AZPAE12409_2402 100   Pae_CF67_06n_2837 100 
  AZPAE13757_2337 100   Pae_CF67_06o_2847 100 
  AZPAE14816_2554 100   Pae_CF67_06p_2846 100 
  COPD6d_6641 100   Pae_CF67_06q_2838 100 
  DK2_174 100   Pae_CF67_06r_2839 100 
  LES400_667 100   Pae_CF67_06s_2840 100 
  LESlike4_669 100   Pae_CF67_07p_2729 100 
  LESlike7_666 100   Pae_CF67_08d_2732 100 
  PA102_7194 100   Pae_CF67_08f_2734 100 
  PA59_6015 100   Pae_CF67_08n_2742 100 
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  PA66_5826 100   Pae_CF67_08q_2745 100 
  Pae_CF67_01r_2634 100   Pae_CF67_08t_2748 100 
  Pae_CF67_02a_2645 100   Pae_CF67_09l_2760 100 
  Pae_CF67_05i_2710 100   Pae_CF67_10t_2787 100 
  Pae_CF67_05p_2716 100   Pae_CF67_11c_2790 100 
  Pae_CF67_06b_2829 100   Pae_CF67_12a_2799 100 
  Pae_CF67_06c_2828 100   SCH_ABX04_5128 99.5 

 

Columns parallel to those in Table. 2.5. (A) Blastn results were conducted with 

the aceA promoter region in the PAO1 genome and its homologous promoters 

from genomes containing SLR deletion in the PA5438 homologs. (B) Blastn 

results were conducted with the glcB promoter region in the PAO1 genome and 

its homologous promoters from genomes containing SLR deletion in the 

PA5438 homologs. 
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Figure 2.8. Blastp results of genes associated with pyocyanin biosynthesis. 

Each row represents a genome containing an SLR deletion in PA5438 homologs 

and color indicates whether it is included in CF or non-CF. Columns contain 

PAO1 proteins associated with pyocyanin biosynthesis and similarity (S), % of 

identical matches between reference PAO1 protein and its homolog, and length 

coverage (L), % of reference PAO1 protein sequence covered by its homolog. 

Gray box indicates there is no homolog under e-value 0.01 in the blastp search.
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(ii) YecS (PA0313) 

(a) Identification 

The top 10 amino acid residues with corresponding 31-mers that do not 

align to the PAO1 genome are described in Table. 2.7. A major limitation of 

aligning the 31-mers to the PAO1 genome as a reference is that the 31-mers that 

do not align due to insertion mutations are overlooked. Hence, additional 

analysis was performed to identify insertion mutations significantly implicated 

in either CF or non-CF isolates. To determine the reference genes for such 

insertion mutations, 31-mers that failed to align to the PAO1 genome were de 

novo assembled, and the contigs that formed were aligned to 635 genomes 

(PAO1 was excluded). For instance, the contig constructed from 31-mers that 

included nine extra nucleotides encoding the additional SLI sequence (Table. 

2.7), aligned to the 4951st protein of AU17965_3981 genome (a YecS homolog). 

Hence, AU17965_3981_04951 was selected as the reference protein.   

Lrt p-values of the individual amino acid residues of the 

AU17965_3981_04951 protein are depicted in Fig. 2.9A. Three amino acid 

residues at loci 162-164 (underlined in red) had significant lrt p-values 

compared to other amino acid residues. At these loci, the YecS homolog had 

insertions of three amino acid residues, SLI (Fig. 2.9B). Moreover, there was an 

additional copy of SLI in the AU17965_3981_04951 protein, comprising a total 

of three stretches of ‘SLI’, in contrast to a total of two stretches in the PAO1 

YecS (Fig. 2.10). A strong positive correlation between CF isolates (represented 
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by red “id” lines) and insertion of ‘SLI’ (indicated in red at lines 162,163, and 

164) was detected across the genomes illustrated in the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 

2.9C). Furthermore, the YecS homolog sequences of these SLI 

insertion-carrying CF isolates were exactly identical to the reference 

AU17965_3981 sequence, except for the additional ‘SLI’, in comparison to the 

PAO1 YecS (data not shown). The AU17965_3981_04951 protein is a 

cytoplasmic-membrane transporter, and the additional ‘SLI’ sequence was 

predicted to span both cytoplasmic and transmembrane regions (Fig. 2.11A, Fig. 

2.11B) by Phobius129.  
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Table 2.7. Top 10 amino acid residues of the small-scale mutation group 

whose 31-mers did not align to the PAO1 genome  

protein locus af filter-pvalue lrt-pvalue homologue 
(PAO1) description 

AU17965_3981_04951 162S 0.0708 1.27E-19 3.80E-16 PA0313 L-cystine transporter 
of ABC system YecS 

AU17965_3981_04951 163L 0.0708 1.27E-19 3.80E-16 PA0313 L-cystine transporter 
of ABC system YecS 

AU17965_3981_04951 164I 0.0708 1.27E-19 3.80E-16 PA0313 L-cystine transporter 
of ABC system YecS 

105738_3985_01941 57G 0.95 2.71E-14 1.12E-12 PA1384 UDP-glucose 
4-epimerase 

AZPAE14712_2411_01394 206G 0.928 2.19E-16 1.38E-09 PA2353 conserved hypothetical 
protein 

AZPAE14712_2411_01394 198P 0.0739 1.01E-15 4.72E-09 PA2353 conserved hypothetical 
protein 

AZPAE14712_2411_01394 200R 0.0739 1.01E-15 4.72E-09 PA2353 conserved hypothetical 
protein 

AZPAE15072_2259_00589 283T 0.0503 2.71E-14 1.70E-08 PA3848 hypothetical protein 

AZPAE15072_2259_00888 176D 0.0503 2.71E-14 1.70E-08 PA3594 probable transcriptional 
regulator 

AZPAE15072_2259_02084 305K 0.0503 2.71E-14 1.70E-08 PA0242 hypothetical protein 

 

Top 10 amino acid residues according to Pyseer results whose 31-mers did not 

align to the PAO1 genome are shown. Reference proteins from genomes other 

than PAO1 and the PAO1 homolog of this reference protein are presented in 

columns “protein” and “homolog”. Column “locus” contains the locus of the 

mutation and amino acid of the reference protein where the mutation is detected. 

The reference protein name in the “protein” column is composed of the genome 

id, connected by the latter underscore sign, to gene number within that genome. 

All sequences of the reference proteins in Table. 2.7 are provided in 

Supplementary data. 2.4. 
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Figure 2.9. SLI insertion in YecS reduces L-cystine utilization activity. (A) 

The amino acid residues of CF-derived AU17965_3981_04951 protein are 

presented and each amino acid locus is represented by individual squares. The 

color of each square indicates the lrt p-value assigned to that amino acid residue 

based on Pyseer results and colors were assigned according to the index above 

the heatmap. The color index was generated based on the negative logs of the 

maximum and minimum lrt p-values from the Pyseer result of the amino acid 

locus. “N” and “C” mark the N- and C-terminus of AU17965_3981_04951, 

respectively. Residues presenting especially low lrt p-values are marked with a 

red underline and were found at loci 162-164 of the AU17965_3981_04951. (B) 

Comparison of the reference AU17965_3981_04951 to its PAO1 homolog YecS 
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(PA0313) is shown. Red arrow indicates insertion of SLI residues in 

AU17965_3981_04951 and corresponds to the red-underlined locus observed in 

(A). (C) Phylogenetic tree of 636 genomes and their associated disease status 

are shown. Red and black lines in the “id” row indicate genomes isolated from 

CF and non-CF patients, respectively. Red lines in the second, third, and fourth 

rows indicate the presence of SLI insertion in PAO1 YecS. (D) Growth curves 

of PAO1, YecSΩSLI mutant and the complementation strain cultured in M9 

minimal media with MgCl2 instead of MgSO4, supplemented with glucose and 

L-cystine as the sole sulfur source were measured over 30 hours. **p<0.01; 

***p<0.001 (E) After bacterial culture of PAO1, YecSΩSLI mutant, the 

complementation strain and the ΔpchΔpvd mutant, a pyochelin- and pyoverdine- 

deficient strain, in SCFM for 6 hours with shaking, the pyochelin in the bacterial 

culture supernatant was measured. *p<0.05; **p<0.01 
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Figure 2.10. Multiple alignment of YecS and its homologs. Multiple 

alignment of YecS and its homologs is visually represented. Names of the 

genomes are shown to the left of the multiple alignment. PAO1 and 

AU17965_3981 are representative genomes of non-CF and CF groups, and 

genomes labeled with red or blue belong to the CF or non-CF groups, 

respectively. Black arrow marks where the additional SLI insertion occurs 

(162nd to 164th residues) compared to the YecS protein. Regions marked by 

asterisks are regions of SLI amino acid repeat sequences in YecS. Genomes in a 

contain a deletion of SLI, resulting in a single copy of SLI, and genomes in b 

present large deletions in YecS. 
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Figure 2.11. Transmembrane domain prediction and growth curves of the 

YecS mutant. (A) Predicted transmembrane domains of the 

AU17965_3981_04951 protein are portrayed. Numbers below the figure 

indicate the amino acid loci. (B) Detailed amino acid ranges of the predicted 

transmembrane domains are listed. The SLI insertion in the 

AU17965_3981_4951 protein is present within the region highlighted in bold. 

(C) Growth curves of PAO1 and YecSΩSLI mutant in SCFM were measured 

over 8 hours. (D) Growth curves of PAO1 and YecSΩSLI in M9 minimal media 
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supplemented with glucose, L-cystine, and MgSO4 were recorded over 21 

hours.  
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(b) Experimental validation 

To find out whether the ‘SLI’ insertion results in any phenotypic 

change, we constructed an in-frame mutant with the additional ‘SLI’ sequence 

inserted into the corresponding locus of PAO1 YecS. No difference in growth 

was observed between the wildtype PAO1 and the YecSΩSLI mutant when both 

strains were grown in SCFM (Fig. 2.11C). However, in M9 minimal media 

supplemented with glucose and L-cystine as the sole sulfur source, the mutant 

grew slower than PAO1 and the complementation, whereas growth in M9 media 

with an additional sulfur source present (MgSO4) showed no difference (Fig. 

2.9D, Fig. 2.11D).  

In Escherichia coli, two L-cystine transporters exist; ATP-binding 

cassette (ABC) importer FliY-YecSC and symporter YdjN158. In a study by 

Ohtsu et al.158, both YecS and YdjN single deletion mutants exhibited the same 

growth rate as wildtype in M9 minimal media containing glucose and L-cystine 

as the sole sulfur source. In contrast, a double deletion mutant showed no 

growth in the same media158. These findings imply that the presence of either of 

the two transporters is sufficient to meet the L-cystine requirement for normal 

growth when L-cystine is used as the sole sulfur source. We performed a blastp 

search of 636 genomes using the database of 238 Ydjn homologs downloaded 

from Uniprot159 and the top hits with the highest bit-score were extracted. From 

this, we concluded that 635 out of 636 genomes do not seem to encode a Ydjn 

homolog. Therefore, based on our blast search and experimental result (Fig. 
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2.9D), we hypothesize that PAO1 only possesses the ABC importer system for 

L-cystine uptake. Moreover, the decreased growth of the SLI insertion mutant is 

attributed to the decreased activity of the ABC transporter rather than a 

complete loss of function. A comparison of growth between a YecS clean 

deletion mutant and our SLI insertion mutant would help in better 

understanding the assortment of L-cystine transporters present in PA. 
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(c) Potential implications in CF airway infections 

In addition to the SLI insertion mutation, we focused on other patterns 

of mutation in YecS that were observed across the CF isolate genomes. One 

such pattern is the deletion of an ‘SLI’ sequence at the locus indicated by an 

asterisk in a of Fig. 2.10, and this results in CF isolates encoding just one ‘SLI’ 

sequence in YecS homologs (Fig. 2.10). Another pattern of mutation observed 

by multiple alignment of YecS homologs is the deletion of long stretches of 

amino acid residues in b of Fig. 2.10. Since the SLI insertion mutant exhibited a 

decreased L-cystine transporter activity (Fig. 2.9D), we anticipate that such 

large deletions in the YecS protein would incur a complete loss of function.  

In a study by Palmer et al.130, amino acid concentrations in the sputum 

vary across individual CF patients. Among the sputum collected from patients 

and analyzed, there were cases where cysteine level was relatively low or even 

undetectable130. Considering that cysteine is oxidized to cystine, a low level of 

cysteine may indicate a low level of cystine present in the CF lung. Therefore, 

large deletions in YecS may provide a survival advantage by allowing the CF 

isolate to avoid the energy cost of expressing an unnecessary transporter in the 

cysteine-deficient CF lung environment.  

Intracellular cystine converts to cysteine through reduction, and 

cysteine contributes to ROS production in E. coli160. We expect small-scale 

mutations in YecS may be a result of evolution that protects the CF isolates 

from ROS stress in the cysteine-enriched CF lung environment. 
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Additionally, pyochelin is a well-known siderophore produced by PA. 

Pyochelin may inflict tissue damage in the CF lung by inducing a continuous 

inflammatory response. Interestingly, cysteine is a precursor molecule required 

for the production of pyochelin161. Therefore, we wondered if the SLI insertion 

in YecS affects pyochelin production. We measured the pyochelin production 

level of PAO1, the YecSΩSLI mutant, the complementation strain, and a 

ΔpchΔpvd mutant that does not produce pyochelin and pyoverdine162. The SLI 

insertion mutant exhibited decreased pyochelin production compared to the 

wildtype and the complementation strain (Fig. 2.9E). A decreased level of 

pyochelin may be associated with a less virulent phenotype of the mutant, 

which may be an adaptation strategy for establishing a chronic infection in the 

CF lung environment. Whereas several genomes were detected to carry 

mutations in pyochelin biosynthesis genes. when compared with the PAO1 

sequences, other genomes do possess a highly conserved gene set (Fig. 2.12). 

Thus, we anticipate that the less virulent phenotype such as that of the 

YecSΩSLI mutant likely proliferates in the CF lung environment.  
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Figure 2.12. Blastp results of genes associated with pyochelin biosynthesis. 

Each row represents a genome containing an SLI insertion in YecS homologs 

and color indicates whether it is included in CF or non-CF. Columns contain 

PAO1 proteins associated with pyochelin biosynthesis and similarity (S), % of 

identical matches between reference PAO1 protein and its homolog, and length 

coverage (L), % of reference PAO1 protein sequence covered by its homolog. 

Gray box indicates there is no homolog under e-value 0.01 in the blastp search. 
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D. Small-scale alterations in intergenic regions: phuS and phuR 

Comparison of genomes using k-mer analysis is advantageous in that it 

enables the investigation of intergenic regions. Of all contigs assembled from 

significantly different 31-mers between CF and non-CF groups, 29 contigs 

aligned to the non-coding regions of the PAO1 genome. The regions that most 

of these 29 contigs align to are either contained within the hs region or rDNA 

sequences, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2A. Since we suspect that mutations located in 

the hs region cause gene deletions, and rDNA sequence regions were excluded 

from analysis due to difficulties in interpretation, we selected regions other than 

these loci. Among several such intergenic regions, we found one intergenic 

region between phuR and phuS operons, which are involved in the 

pseudomonas heme utilization (phu) systems (Fig. 2.13A). The function of such 

a system is the acquirement of iron from the heme group of hemoglobin163. To 

evaluate the potential role of these mutations in CF adaptation, we performed 

Pyseer analysis using the nucleotide sequences of this intergenic region from 

PAO1 and other isolates as input. The top 5 mutations in increasing order of lrt 

p-value are listed in Fig. 2.13B. The top hit with the smallest lrt p-value in this 

list is the transition of the 117th residue on the forward strand from cytosine (C) 

to thymine (T) (Fig. 2.13B). Two mutations (C117T and C122T) are included in 

the phuR promoter region (from -35 region to transcriptional initiation site (+1)) 

(Fig. 2.13C).  

Consistent with our findings, the frequency of mutations within this 
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intergenic region in a CF isolate was found to increase significantly compared 

to the expected mutation rate by chance, and the mutated intergenic region 

increased phuR promoter activity164. Yellow lines in Fig. 2.13D indicate the 

deletion of the intergenic region, and thus the promoter activity is probably 

absent in these cases. When such cases of promoter deletion are excluded from 

consideration, a stronger correlation between the mutations of this region and 

CF isolates is expected, and thus lrt p-values are expected to decrease. To 

examine whether the C117T point mutation affects the expression of phuR, we 

performed a promoter activity assay by measuring β-galactosidase activity. 

Promoters with this mutation exhibited increased activity (Fig. 2.13E). 

Therefore, we anticipate that the increased phuR promoter activity will 

ultimately result in increased phu system activity. We speculate that the C117T 

mutation is an important strategy for iron uptake and thus survival in the CF 

environment. 
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Figure 2.13. One SNP in the phuR promoter region increases expression 

level. (A) The region encompassing the intergenic region of phuR and phuS is 

shown, and the length of the intergenic region is 180 bp. (B) Top 5 SNPs 

detected by Pyseer within this intergenic region are listed. The number in the 

“residue of mutation” column indicates the forward strand-based locus of 

mutation. The nucleotide in front of the locus number indicates the reference 

base in the intergenic region, whereas the nucleotide following the locus 

number indicates the changed base. Information contained in the following 

three columns is similar to those described in Fig. 2.3B. (C) Promoter region of 

phuR (region from -35 to +1) based on the PRODORIC database165 is visualized 
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with WebLogo166 , and SNPs listed in (B) are marked by asterisks. The height of 

a stack reflects the degree of sequence conservation at that position, while the 

height of symbols within a stack indicates the relative frequency of each 

nucleotide at that position. The upper sequence is derived from the intergenic 

regions of CF genomes and the sequence below is based on intergenic regions 

of non-CF genomes. (D) Red and black lines in the “id” row indicate genomes 

of CF and non-CF isolates, respectively. Red lines in the bottom five rows 

indicate mutations at each locus, shown in (B), and yellow lines indicate that 

this intergenic region is missing from the genome. (E) Culture of phuR::lacZ 

and phuRC117T::lacZ grown to OD600nm ~0.25 were used in a β-galactosidase 

assay, to compare phuR promoter activity. ***p<0.001 
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Figure 2.14. Schematic diagram with candidate genes. Gene products of both 

(1-4) large- and (5-7) small-scale mutations significantly found in CF are 

illustrated with BioRender.com. We anticipate several phenotypic changes to 

arise as result of these mutations: 1) Large-scale mutations in the MucA protein 

stimulate alginate production which is an important component of biofilm; 2) 

PA2321 and PA3193 are involved in glucose catabolism. Disruption of PA2321 

and PA3193 may be results of evolution in the CF environment which is 

enriched in free amino acids, nutrients preferred by P. aeruginosa; 3) 

Large-scale mutations in the PA2020 regulator upregulates expression level of 

MexXY, which may in turn result in increased antibiotic resistance; 4) 

Mutations in mannitol utilization gene cassette may aid in defence against the 

combined treatment of aminoglycoside and mannitol; 5) SLR deletion in 

PA5438 induces the glyoxylate shunt pathway, pyocyanin production and 
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maintenance of biofilm in the presence of transferrin; 6) SLI insertion in YecS 

decreases cystine uptake and pyochelin production; 7) Mutation in phuR 

promoter region increases phuR expression. 
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Supplementary data 2.1. CF isolates information from 636 genomes 

Strain Sample 
Accession 

Strain Sample 
Accession 

Strain Sample 
Accession 

B3-CFI SAMEA2271953 Pae_CF67.06l SAMN03566336 AU24526 SAMN04436511 
B3-1811 SAMEA2272243 Pae_CF67.06m SAMN03566337 AU10756 SAMN04436512 
B3-208 SAMEA2272348 Pae_CF67.06n SAMN03566338 AU20671 SAMN04436513 

18A SAMEA2272507 Pae_CF67.06o SAMN03566339 AU24807 SAMN04436514 
B3-20M SAMEA2272763 Pae_CF67.06p SAMN03566340 AU17965 SAMN04436516 
C 763 SAMN02142557 Pae_CF67.06q SAMN03566341 AU1215 SAMN04436518 
C 1334 SAMN02142558 Pae_CF67.06r SAMN03566342 AU7511 SAMN04436519 
C 1426 SAMN02142559 Pae_CF67.06s SAMN03566343 AU13626 SAMN04436520 
PA 17 SAMN02142563 Pae_CF67.07p SAMN03566360 AU22632 SAMN04436521 

PA 17SCV SAMN02142564 Pae_CF67.08d SAMN03566368 AU24787 SAMN04436522 
CF27 SAMN02360662 Pae_CF67.08f SAMN03566370 Pa538 SAMN05194774 
CF5 SAMN02360663 Pae_CF67.08n SAMN03566378 TNCF_3 SAMN05272422 

SCV20265 SAMN02415141 Pae_CF67.08o SAMN03566379 TNCF_4M SAMN05272423 
CI27 SAMN02471979 Pae_CF67.08q SAMN03566381 TNCF_6 SAMN05272424 
CIG1 SAMN02471988 Pae_CF67.08t SAMN03566384 TNCF_7M SAMN05272425 

C2773C SAMN02485457 Pae_CF67.09l SAMN03566396 TNCF_10 SAMN05272426 
2192 SAMN02595211 Pae_CF67.10t SAMN03566424 TNCF_10M SAMN05272427 

CF_PA39 SAMN02602860 Pae_CF67.11c SAMN03566427 TNCF_12 SAMN05272428 
C7447m SAMN02603588 Pae_CF67.12a SAMN03566444 TNCF_13 SAMN05272429 

RP73 SAMN02603771 PASS1 SAMN04041441 TNCF_14 SAMN05272430 
DK2 SAMN02603895 PASS2 SAMN04041443 TNCF_16 SAMN05272431 

LESlike7 SAMN03081516 PASS4 SAMN04041445 TNCF_23 SAMN05272432 
LES400 SAMN03081517 AU6462 SAMN04436460 TNCF_23M SAMN05272433 
LESlike4 SAMN03081520 AU9381 SAMN04436461 TNCF_32 SAMN05272434 

AZPAE12135 SAMN03105380 AU10014 SAMN04436462 TNCF_32M SAMN05272435 
AZPAE12136 SAMN03105381 AU10015 SAMN04436463 TNCF_42 SAMN05272436 
AZPAE12137 SAMN03105382 AU11866 SAMN04436465 TNCF_42M SAMN05272437 
AZPAE12138 SAMN03105383 AU2342 SAMN04436466 TNCF_49M SAMN05272438 
AZPAE12140 SAMN03105384 AU5471 SAMN04436467 TNCF_68 SAMN05272439 
AZPAE12142 SAMN03105385 AU10241 SAMN04436468 TNCF_69 SAMN05272440 
AZPAE12143 SAMN03105386 AU6854 SAMN04436469 TNCF_76 SAMN05272441 
AZPAE12144 SAMN03105387 AU9739 SAMN04436470 TNCF_85 SAMN05272442 
AZPAE12145 SAMN03105388 AU20916 SAMN04436471 TNCF_88M SAMN05272443 
AZPAE12146 SAMN03105389 AU6923 SAMN04436472 TNCF_101 SAMN05272444 
AZPAE12147 SAMN03105390 AU12175 SAMN04436473 TNCF_105 SAMN05272445 
AZPAE12148 SAMN03105391 AU13212 SAMN04436474 TNCF_106 SAMN05272446 
AZPAE12149 SAMN03105392 AU13213 SAMN04436475 TNCF_109 SAMN05272447 
AZPAE12150 SAMN03105393 AU16960 SAMN04436476 TNCF_130 SAMN05272448 
AZPAE12151 SAMN03105394 AU7032 SAMN04436477 TNCF_133 SAMN05272449 
AZPAE12152 SAMN03105395 AU15431 SAMN04436478 TNCF_133_1 SAMN05272450 
AZPAE12153 SAMN03105396 AU10583 SAMN04436480 TNCF_151 SAMN05272451 
AZPAE12154 SAMN03105397 AU18068 SAMN04436481 TNCF_151M SAMN05272452 
AZPAE12155 SAMN03105398 AU24156 SAMN04436482 TNCF_154 SAMN05272453 
AZPAE12156 SAMN03105399 AU7198 SAMN04436483 TNCF_155 SAMN05272454 
AZPAE12409 SAMN03105400 AU10272 SAMN04436484 TNCF_155_1 SAMN05272455 
AZPAE12410 SAMN03105401 AU10409 SAMN04436485 TNCF_165 SAMN05272456 
AZPAE12411 SAMN03105402 AU10410 SAMN04436486 TNCF_167 SAMN05272457 
AZPAE12413 SAMN03105404 AU10836 SAMN04436487 TNCF_167_1 SAMN05272458 
AZPAE12414 SAMN03105405 AU16821 SAMN04436488 TNCF_174 SAMN05272459 
AZPAE12415 SAMN03105406 AU8251 SAMN04436489 TNCF_175 SAMN05272460 
AZPAE12416 SAMN03105407 AU17907 SAMN04436491 TNCF_176 SAMN05272461 
AZPAE12417 SAMN03105408 AU9017 SAMN04436492 SCH_ABX01 SAMN06289359 
AZPAE12418 SAMN03105409 AU10502 SAMN04436493 SCH_ABX04 SAMN06289362 
AZPAE12419 SAMN03105410 AU11990 SAMN04436494 SCH_ABX06 SAMN06289364 
AZPAE12420 SAMN03105411 AU11991 SAMN04436495 SCH_ABX10 SAMN06289368 
AZPAE12421 SAMN03105412 AU12424 SAMN04436496 SCH_ABX11 SAMN06289369 
AZPAE12422 SAMN03105413 AU18274 SAMN04436497 SCH_ABX15 SAMN06289373 
AZPAE12423 SAMN03105414 AU25116 SAMN04436498 SCH_ABX16 SAMN06289374 
Pae_CF67.01r SAMN03566246 AU9899 SAMN04436499 SCH_ABX17 SAMN06289375 
Pae_CF67.02a SAMN03566248 AU13210 SAMN04436500 SCH_ABX18 SAMN06289376 
Pae_CF67.05i SAMN03566314 AU19803 SAMN04436501 SCH_ABX20 SAMN06289378 
Pae_CF67.05p SAMN03566321 AU10658 SAMN04436503 PA57 SAMN08435069 
Pae_CF67.06b SAMN03566327 AU17091 SAMN04436504 PA59 SAMN08435070 
Pae_CF67.06c SAMN03566328 AU21076 SAMN04436505 PA66 SAMN08435072 
Pae_CF67.06d SAMN03566329 AU25210 SAMN04436506 PA92 SAMN08435074 
Pae_CF67.06e SAMN03566330 AU10713 SAMN04436507 PA100 SAMN08435075 
Pae_CF67.06f SAMN03566331 AU17550 SAMN04436508 PA102 SAMN08435076 
Pae_CF67.06g SAMN03566332 AU18132 SAMN04436509 FLR01 SAMN08559939 
Pae_CF67.06j SAMN03566335 AU19319 SAMN04436510 
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Supplementary data 2.2. Non-CF isolates information from 636 genomes 

Strain Sample Accession Strain Sample 
Accession 

Strain Sample 
Accession 

NCGM257 SAMD00020552 AZPAE14856 SAMN03105555 AZPAE15053 SAMN03105750 
NCGM2.S1 SAMD00061003 AZPAE14857 SAMN03105556 AZPAE15054 SAMN03105751 

MH19 SAMEA2786265 AZPAE14858 SAMN03105557 AZPAE15055 SAMN03105752 
Pae221_ST274 SAMEA2795755 AZPAE14859 SAMN03105558 AZPAE15056 SAMN03105753 

MH38 SAMEA3139010 AZPAE14860 SAMN03105559 AZPAE15057 SAMN03105754 
PSE305 SAMEA3139100 AZPAE14861 SAMN03105560 AZPAE15058 SAMN03105755 
WS394 SAMEA3158454 AZPAE14863 SAMN03105562 AZPAE15059 SAMN03105756 
X24509 SAMN02360664 AZPAE14864 SAMN03105563 AZPAE15060 SAMN03105757 

UDL SAMN02360665 AZPAE14866 SAMN03105565 AZPAE15061 SAMN03105758 
S54485 SAMN02360666 AZPAE14867 SAMN03105566 AZPAE15062 SAMN03105759 
19660 SAMN02360669 AZPAE14868 SAMN03105567 AZPAE15064 SAMN03105761 
6077 SAMN02360670 AZPAE14869 SAMN03105568 AZPAE15065 SAMN03105762 
DH01 SAMN02383553 AZPAE14871 SAMN03105570 AZPAE15066 SAMN03105763 

PABL056 SAMN02470713 AZPAE14873 SAMN03105572 AZPAE15067 SAMN03105764 
39016 SAMN02471834 AZPAE14874 SAMN03105573 AZPAE15069 SAMN03105766 
HB15 SAMN02471890 AZPAE14875 SAMN03105574 AZPAE15070 SAMN03105767 
PA45 SAMN02471971 AZPAE14876 SAMN03105575 AZPAE15071 SAMN03105768 

VRFPA04 SAMN02472098 AZPAE14877 SAMN03105576 AZPAE15072 SAMN03105769 
VRFPA08 SAMN02472103 AZPAE14878 SAMN03105577 ST260 SAMN03271886 

UCBPP-PA14 SAMN02603591 AZPAE14879 SAMN03105578 MRSN 317 SAMN03486516 
PAO1 SAMN02603714 AZPAE14882 SAMN03105581 MRSN 321 SAMN03486517 

F22031 SAMN02673269 AZPAE14883 SAMN03105582 UM-01 SAMN03610562 
MRSN18971 SAMN02673308 AZPAE14884 SAMN03105583 BK2 SAMN03770910 

F34365 SAMN02700179 AZPAE14885 SAMN03105584 BK3 SAMN03775026 
P2-L230/95 SAMN02720832 AZPAE14889 SAMN03105588 BK4 SAMN03776115 
P7-L633/96 SAMN02720833 AZPAE14891 SAMN03105590 BK5 SAMN03776163 
PA_ST235 SAMN02738247 AZPAE14892 SAMN03105591 BK6 SAMN03776167 

X9820 SAMN02887035 AZPAE14893 SAMN03105592 FDAARGOS_121 SAMN03996267 
W70322 SAMN02887037 AZPAE14894 SAMN03105593 RNS_PA1 SAMN04038435 
W25637 SAMN02887038 AZPAE14895 SAMN03105594 Ps1 SAMN04054213 
T36994 SAMN02887039 AZPAE14897 SAMN03105595 Ps2 SAMN04054214 
T6313 SAMN02887040 AZPAE14898 SAMN03105596 14650 SAMN04128839 
RM1 SAMN02887041 AZPAE14899 SAMN03105597 14651 SAMN04129507 

M74707 SAMN02887042 AZPAE14900 SAMN03105598 SMC4386 SAMN04335864 
F5677 SAMN02887043 AZPAE14901 SAMN03105599 SMC4386_delta_CRISPR_Cas SAMN04335865 

X78812 SAMN02894342 AZPAE14902 SAMN03105600 SMC4389 SAMN04335866 
W60856 SAMN02894343 AZPAE14903 SAMN03105601 RNS_PA65 SAMN04566205 
W45909 SAMN02894344 AZPAE14904 SAMN03105602 PA_D2 SAMN04910045 
W36662 SAMN02894345 AZPAE14905 SAMN03105603 PA121617 SAMN05006707 
W16407 SAMN02894346 AZPAE14908 SAMN03105606 Pa58 SAMN05020321 
T38079 SAMN02894349 AZPAE14910 SAMN03105608 Pa84 SAMN05020322 
S86968 SAMN02894350 AZPAE14911 SAMN03105609 Pa1207 SAMN05020325 
M1608 SAMN02894352 AZPAE14914 SAMN03105612 Pa1242 SAMN05020326 
H27930 SAMN02894354 AZPAE14917 SAMN03105615 ET02 SAMN05150790 
H5708 SAMN02894355 AZPAE14918 SAMN03105616 PAC08 SAMN05559828 
F63912 SAMN02894356 AZPAE14919 SAMN03105617 FDAARGOS_340 SAMN06173353 
F23197 SAMN02894358 AZPAE14920 SAMN03105618 Kasamber SAMN06233741 

PDR SAMN03014600 AZPAE14921 SAMN03105619 COPD2a SAMN06279731 
PS3 SAMN03031237 AZPAE14922 SAMN03105620 COPD2d SAMN06279744 

105880 SAMN03069734 AZPAE14924 SAMN03105622 COPD6a SAMN06279745 
105777 SAMN03076164 AZPAE14925 SAMN03105623 COPD6d SAMN06279746 
105819 SAMN03076165 AZPAE14927 SAMN03105625 E6130952 SAMN06349407 
105738 SAMN03076167 AZPAE14928 SAMN03105626 ICB10P SAMN06434887 

AZPAE13756 SAMN03105415 AZPAE14930 SAMN03105628 M26 SAMN06480269 
AZPAE13757 SAMN03105416 AZPAE14931 SAMN03105629 ICBDVIM-2 SAMN06562970 
AZPAE14352 SAMN03105430 AZPAE14933 SAMN03105631 S49_C01_BS SAMN06761120 
AZPAE14353 SAMN03105431 AZPAE14934 SAMN03105632 S53_C01_BS SAMN06761121 
AZPAE14372 SAMN03105433 AZPAE14936 SAMN03105634 S57_C01_BS SAMN06761122 
AZPAE14373 SAMN03105434 AZPAE14938 SAMN03105636 S137_C02_RS SAMN06761125 
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AZPAE14379 SAMN03105435 AZPAE14939 SAMN03105637 S143_C02_RS SAMN06761126 
AZPAE14381 SAMN03105436 AZPAE14941 SAMN03105639 S220_C06_RS SAMN06761127 
AZPAE14393 SAMN03105438 AZPAE14942 SAMN03105640 S247_C06_RS SAMN06761128 
AZPAE14395 SAMN03105440 AZPAE14943 SAMN03105641 S252_C06_RS SAMN06761129 
AZPAE14398 SAMN03105441 AZPAE14945 SAMN03105643 S292_C06_RS SAMN06761130 
AZPAE14402 SAMN03105442 AZPAE14946 SAMN03105644 S402_C09_RS SAMN06761131 
AZPAE14403 SAMN03105443 AZPAE14947 SAMN03105645 S422_C09_BS SAMN06761132 
AZPAE14404 SAMN03105444 AZPAE14948 SAMN03105646 S426_C09_BS SAMN06761133 
AZPAE14410 SAMN03105445 AZPAE14950 SAMN03105648 S432_C09_RS SAMN06761134 
AZPAE14415 SAMN03105446 AZPAE14951 SAMN03105649 S434_C09_BS SAMN06761135 
AZPAE14437 SAMN03105448 AZPAE14952 SAMN03105650 S440_C09_BS SAMN06761137 
AZPAE14441 SAMN03105449 AZPAE14953 SAMN03105651 S461_C10_RS SAMN06761140 
AZPAE14442 SAMN03105450 AZPAE14954 SAMN03105652 S518_C10_BS SAMN06761141 
AZPAE14443 SAMN03105451 AZPAE14955 SAMN03105653 S558_C10_BS SAMN06761142 
AZPAE14453 SAMN03105452 AZPAE14956 SAMN03105654 S567_C10_BS SAMN06761143 
AZPAE14499 SAMN03105454 AZPAE14957 SAMN03105655 S611_C13_RS SAMN06761144 
AZPAE14505 SAMN03105455 AZPAE14958 SAMN03105656 S626_C13_RS SAMN06761147 
AZPAE14509 SAMN03105456 AZPAE14960 SAMN03105658 S650_C13_BS SAMN06761148 
AZPAE14526 SAMN03105457 AZPAE14961 SAMN03105659 S658_C13_RS SAMN06761149 
AZPAE14533 SAMN03105458 AZPAE14962 SAMN03105660 S668_C14_BS SAMN06761150 
AZPAE14538 SAMN03105460 AZPAE14963 SAMN03105661 S669_C14_BS SAMN06761151 
AZPAE14550 SAMN03105461 AZPAE14964 SAMN03105662 S708_C14_RS SAMN06761153 
AZPAE14554 SAMN03105462 AZPAE14967 SAMN03105664 S742_C15_BS SAMN06761154 
AZPAE14557 SAMN03105463 AZPAE14968 SAMN03105665 S769_C16_RS SAMN06761156 
AZPAE14566 SAMN03105464 AZPAE14969 SAMN03105666 S787_C16_RS SAMN06761158 
AZPAE14570 SAMN03105465 AZPAE14971 SAMN03105668 S794_C17_BS SAMN06761159 
AZPAE14687 SAMN03105466 AZPAE14972 SAMN03105669 S819_C17_BS SAMN06761161 
AZPAE14690 SAMN03105469 AZPAE14973 SAMN03105670 S823_C17_RS SAMN06761162 
AZPAE14691 SAMN03105470 AZPAE14974 SAMN03105671 S827_C17_BS SAMN06761163 
AZPAE14694 SAMN03105473 AZPAE14975 SAMN03105672 S829_C17_RS SAMN06761164 
AZPAE14695 SAMN03105474 AZPAE14976 SAMN03105673 S830_C17_BS SAMN06761165 
AZPAE14697 SAMN03105475 AZPAE14977 SAMN03105674 S854_C18_BS SAMN06761166 
AZPAE14698 SAMN03105476 AZPAE14980 SAMN03105677 FFUP_PS_37 SAMN07171778 
AZPAE14700 SAMN03105478 AZPAE14981 SAMN03105678 FFUP_PS_105 SAMN07171779 
AZPAE14701 SAMN03105479 AZPAE14982 SAMN03105679 PAS1 SAMN07175293 
AZPAE14705 SAMN03105483 AZPAE14985 SAMN03105682 PAS2 SAMN07175294 
AZPAE14708 SAMN03105486 AZPAE14986 SAMN03105683 PAS3 SAMN07175295 
AZPAE14710 SAMN03105487 AZPAE14987 SAMN03105684 PAS4 SAMN07175296 
AZPAE14711 SAMN03105488 AZPAE14988 SAMN03105685 PAS7 SAMN07175299 
AZPAE14712 SAMN03105489 AZPAE14989 SAMN03105686 PAS10 SAMN07175302 
AZPAE14715 SAMN03105492 AZPAE14991 SAMN03105688 PA3 SAMN07229645 
AZPAE14717 SAMN03105494 AZPAE14992 SAMN03105689 PA4 SAMN07229646 
AZPAE14718 SAMN03105495 AZPAE14993 SAMN03105690 PA5 SAMN07229647 
AZPAE14719 SAMN03105496 AZPAE14995 SAMN03105692 PA6 SAMN07229648 
AZPAE14722 SAMN03105499 AZPAE14996 SAMN03105693 CLJ3 SAMN07372048 
AZPAE14724 SAMN03105501 AZPAE14998 SAMN03105695 CLJ1 SAMN07372049 
AZPAE14726 SAMN03105503 AZPAE14999 SAMN03105696 97 SAMN07692776 
AZPAE14727 SAMN03105504 AZPAE15001 SAMN03105698 140 SAMN07692778 
AZPAE14730 SAMN03105507 AZPAE15003 SAMN03105700 142 SAMN07692779 
AZPAE14731 SAMN03105508 AZPAE15004 SAMN03105701 LIM4447 SAMN08278662 
AZPAE14732 SAMN03105509 AZPAE15005 SAMN03105702 LIM4293 SAMN08278665 
AZPAE14809 SAMN03105510 AZPAE15008 SAMN03105705 LIM1030 SAMN08278673 
AZPAE14810 SAMN03105511 AZPAE15010 SAMN03105707 LIM1166 SAMN08278674 
AZPAE14811 SAMN03105512 AZPAE15012 SAMN03105709 DLL7525 SAMN08374130 
AZPAE14812 SAMN03105513 AZPAE15013 SAMN03105710 I1-408 SAMN08383999 
AZPAE14813 SAMN03105514 AZPAE15014 SAMN03105711 D2-463 SAMN08384000 
AZPAE14814 SAMN03105515 AZPAE15016 SAMN03105713 F2-1206 SAMN08384001 
AZPAE14816 SAMN03105517 AZPAE15017 SAMN03105714 H2-9me SAMN08391251 
AZPAE14817 SAMN03105518 AZPAE15020 SAMN03105717 PA17 SAMN08435055 
AZPAE14818 SAMN03105519 AZPAE15021 SAMN03105718 PA40 SAMN08435062 
AZPAE14820 SAMN03105521 AZPAE15022 SAMN03105719 PA82 SAMN08435063 
AZPAE14823 SAMN03105524 AZPAE15023 SAMN03105720 PA149 SAMN08435064 
AZPAE14825 SAMN03105526 AZPAE15024 SAMN03105721 PA157 SAMN08435065 
AZPAE14826 SAMN03105527 AZPAE15026 SAMN03105723 PA171 SAMN08435066 
AZPAE14827 SAMN03105528 AZPAE15027 SAMN03105724 MRSN12280 SAMN08776459 
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AZPAE14828 SAMN03105529 AZPAE15028 SAMN03105725 HIAE_PA01 SAMN08913629 
AZPAE14829 SAMN03105530 AZPAE15030 SAMN03105727 HIAE_PA02 SAMN08913630 
AZPAE14831 SAMN03105532 AZPAE15032 SAMN03105729 HIAE_PA06 SAMN08913632 
AZPAE14832 SAMN03105533 AZPAE15033 SAMN03105730 HIAE_PA07 SAMN08913633 
AZPAE14836 SAMN03105537 AZPAE15034 SAMN03105731 HIAE_PA08 SAMN08913634 
AZPAE14837 SAMN03105538 AZPAE15035 SAMN03105732 HIAE_PA09 SAMN08913635 
AZPAE14838 SAMN03105539 AZPAE15036 SAMN03105733 HIAE_PA10 SAMN08913636 
AZPAE14839 SAMN03105540 AZPAE15038 SAMN03105735 HIAE_PA11 SAMN08913637 
AZPAE14840 SAMN03105541 AZPAE15040 SAMN03105737 HIAE_PA12 SAMN08913638 
AZPAE14841 SAMN03105542 AZPAE15041 SAMN03105738 HIAE_PA13 SAMN08913639 
AZPAE14844 SAMN03105545 AZPAE15042 SAMN03105739 HIAE_PA14 SAMN08913640 
AZPAE14845 SAMN03105546 AZPAE15043 SAMN03105740 HIAE_PA15 SAMN08913641 
AZPAE14846 SAMN03105547 AZPAE15044 SAMN03105741 HIAE_PA16 SAMN08913642 
AZPAE14847 SAMN03105548 AZPAE15046 SAMN03105743 HIAE_PA17 SAMN08913643 
AZPAE14848 SAMN03105549 AZPAE15047 SAMN03105744 HIAE_PA18 SAMN08913644 
AZPAE14850 SAMN03105550 AZPAE15048 SAMN03105745 HIAE_PA22 SAMN08913648 
AZPAE14851 SAMN03105551 AZPAE15049 SAMN03105746 TUEPA7472 SAMN09389195 
AZPAE14852 SAMN03105552 AZPAE15050 SAMN03105747 Y31 SAMN09469677 
AZPAE14855 SAMN03105554 AZPAE15052 SAMN03105749 Y89 SAMN09469733     

nmrcch-6-2018 SAMN09695392 
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Supplementary data 2.3. Pyseer results 

(i) Large variant proteins from PAO1 

Protein condition af filter-pvalue lrt-pvalue description 
PA2335 S70L95 0.302 9.72E-01 2.02E-22 probable TonB-dependent receptor 
PA2335 S95L95 0.302 0.972 2.02E-22 probable TonB-dependent receptor 
PA0763 S70L95 0.186 8.19E-39 1.73E-21 anti-sigma factor MucA 
PA0763 S95L95 0.186 8.19E-39 1.73E-21 anti-sigma factor MucA 
PA2332 S70L95 0.088 1.61E-21 5.20E-16 probable transcriptional regulator 
PA2332 S95L95 0.088 1.61E-21 5.20E-16 probable transcriptional regulator 
PA2334 S70L95 0.289 0.296 4.00E-15 probable transcriptional regulator 
PA2334 S95L95 0.289 0.296 4.00E-15 probable transcriptional regulator 
PA2336 S70L95 0.303 0.78 6.48E-15 hypothetical protein 
PA2336 S95L95 0.303 0.78 6.48E-15 hypothetical protein 
PA4469 S70L95 0.124 1.96E-26 7.58E-15 hypothetical protein 
PA4469 S95L95 0.124 1.96E-26 7.58E-15 hypothetical protein 
PA2333 S70L95 0.296 0.47 1.01E-14 probable sulfatase 
PA2333 S95L95 0.296 0.47 1.01E-14 probable sulfatase 

PA2341 S70L95 0.165 1.13E-33 1.01E-12 probable ATP-binding component of ABC 
maltose/mannitol transporter 

PA2341 S95L95 0.165 1.13E-33 1.01E-12 probable ATP-binding component of ABC 
maltose/mannitol transporter 

PA2331 S70L95 0.08 9.98E-18 2.36E-12 hypothetical protein 
PA2331 S95L95 0.082 4.53E-17 2.40E-12 hypothetical protein 
PA2337 S70L95 0.099 4.69E-17 2.49E-12 transcriptional regulator MtlR 
PA2337 S95L95 0.099 4.69E-17 2.49E-12 transcriptional regulator MtlR 

PA2338 S70L95 0.11 2.20E-16 7.34E-12 probable binding protein component of ABC 
maltose/mannitol transporter 

PA2338 S95L95 0.11 2.20E-16 7.34E-12 probable binding protein component of ABC 
maltose/mannitol transporter 

PA2321 S70L95 0.088 7.99E-17 4.08E-11 GntK 
PA2321 S95L95 0.088 7.99E-17 4.08E-11 GntK 
PA2346 S70L95 0.094 1.35E-14 4.48E-11 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA2305 S70L95 0.156 9.63E-06 5.49E-11 AmbB 
PA2305 S95L95 0.156 9.63E-06 5.49E-11 AmbB 
PA2322 S70L95 0.088 7.99E-17 9.24E-11 GntP 
PA2322 S95L95 0.09 3.11E-16 9.35E-11 GntP 
PA2327 S70L95 0.102 2.99E-12 1.17E-10 probable permease of ABC transporter 
PA2327 S95L95 0.104 7.84E-12 1.18E-10 probable permease of ABC transporter 
PA2323 S70L95 0.096 4.54E-15 1.33E-10 GapN 
PA2323 S95L95 0.097 1.47E-14 1.34E-10 GapN 
PA4963 S70L95 0.06 8.85E-15 1.94E-10 hypothetical protein 
PA4963 S95L95 0.061 2.79E-15 1.97E-10 hypothetical protein 
PA2328 S70L95 0.094 1.07E-12 2.03E-10 hypothetical protein 
PA2328 S95L95 0.096 3.04E-12 2.05E-10 hypothetical protein 
PA2349 S70L95 0.102 5.39E-15 5.62E-10 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA2349 S95L95 0.102 5.39E-15 5.62E-10 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA2325 S95L95 0.112 1.73E-11 9.83E-10 hypothetical protein 
PA2348 S70L95 0.097 8.33E-12 9.95E-10 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA2348 S95L95 0.097 8.33E-12 9.95E-10 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA3540 S70L95 0.053 5.11E-14 1.19E-09 GDP-mannose 6-dehydrogenase AlgD 
PA3540 S95L95 0.055 2.74E-13 1.21E-09 GDP-mannose 6-dehydrogenase AlgD 
PA2320 S70L95 0.094 1.35E-14 1.34E-09 transcriptional regulator GntR 
PA2320 S95L95 0.094 1.35E-14 1.34E-09 transcriptional regulator GntR 
PA1339 S70L95 0.09 2.25E-27 2.12E-09 AatP 
PA1339 S95L95 0.091 1.58E-26 2.17E-09 AatP 
PA2346 S95L95 0.102 3.93E-13 6.24E-09 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA2351 S70L95 0.086 2.75E-12 1.08E-08 probable permease of ABC transporter 
PA2351 S95L95 0.088 8.13E-12 1.09E-08 probable permease of ABC transporter 

PA1238 S70L95 0.197 3.66E-14 1.13E-08 probable outer membrane component of 
multidrug efflux pump 

PA3687 S70L95 0.079 6.65E-14 1.34E-08 phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase 
PA3687 S95L95 0.08 2.37E-13 1.35E-08 phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase 
PA1238 S95L95 0.198 7.38E-14 1.58E-08 probable outer membrane component of 
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multidrug efflux pump 
PA2342 S70L95 0.129 1.53E-24 1.67E-08 mannitol dehydrogenase 
PA2342 S95L95 0.129 1.53E-24 1.67E-08 mannitol dehydrogenase 
PA2324 S70L95 0.112 1.06E-10 1.80E-08 hypothetical protein 
PA2324 S95L95 0.112 1.06E-10 1.80E-08 hypothetical protein 

PA2340 S70L95 0.096 4.31E-14 2.20E-08 probable binding-protein-dependent 
maltose/mannitol transport protein 

PA2340 S95L95 0.096 4.31E-14 2.20E-08 probable binding-protein-dependent 
maltose/mannitol transport protein 

PA2330 S95L95 0.159 5.46E-11 2.39E-08 hypothetical protein 
PA2325 S70L95 0.107 4.89E-11 2.76E-08 hypothetical protein 
PA2330 S70L95 0.153 3.12E-12 2.92E-08 hypothetical protein 
PA0359 S70L95 0.042 1.44E-10 3.58E-08 hypothetical protein 
PA0359 S95L95 0.042 1.44E-10 3.58E-08 hypothetical protein 

PA2352 S70L95 0.088 9.66E-13 4.39E-08 probable glycerophosphoryl diester 
phosphodiesterase 

PA2352 S95L95 0.088 9.66E-13 4.39E-08 probable glycerophosphoryl diester 
phosphodiesterase 

PA3193 S70L95 0.06 1.39E-13 8.00E-08 glucokinase 
PA3193 S95L95 0.068 1.22E-10 8.51E-08 glucokinase 

PA2350 S95L95 0.097 3.82E-10 1.69E-07 probable ATP-binding component of ABC 
transporter 

PA2345 S70L95 0.097 1.32E-13 2.55E-07 conserved hypothetical protein 

PA2350 S70L95 0.096 9.81E-10 4.04E-07 probable ATP-binding component of ABC 
transporter 

PA2020 S95L95 0.256 8.80E-05 4.38E-07 MexZ 
PA5025 S70L95 0.035 4.68E-06 4.48E-07 homocysteine synthase 
PA5025 S95L95 0.035 4.68E-06 4.48E-07 homocysteine synthase 
PA2345 S95L95 0.099 3.88E-13 4.65E-07 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA2343 S70L95 0.121 2.10E-09 9.45E-07 xylulose kinase 
PA0659 S70L95 0.038 0.000254 1.07E-06 hypothetical protein 
PA0659 S95L95 0.046 0.00728 1.10E-06 hypothetical protein 
PA2347 S70L95 0.107 8.84E-09 1.51E-06 hypothetical protein 
PA2347 S95L95 0.108 1.84E-08 1.52E-06 hypothetical protein 

PA2329 S70L95 0.113 6.54E-12 2.22E-06 probable ATP-binding component of ABC 
transporter 

PA2329 S95L95 0.115 1.58E-11 2.23E-06 probable ATP-binding component of ABC 
transporter 

PA2020 S70L95 0.245 1.26E-04 2.27E-06 MexZ 
PA4216 S70L95 0.255 7.66E-01 2.85E-06 probable pyridoxamine 5'-phosphate oxidase 
PA4216 S95L95 0.255 7.66E-01 2.85E-06 probable pyridoxamine 5'-phosphate oxidase 
PA4701 S70L95 0.096 9.81E-10 3.05E-06 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA4701 S95L95 0.097 2.29E-09 3.08E-06 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA1091 S70L95 0.741 0.000363 3.64E-06 flagellar glycosyl transferase, FgtA 
PA1091 S95L95 0.741 3.63E-04 3.64E-06 flagellar glycosyl transferase, FgtA 
PA1334 S95L95 0.035 6.45E-03 7.98E-06 probable oxidoreductase 
PA1334 S70L95 0.025 2.25E-04 8.49E-06 probable oxidoreductase 
PA2344 S70L95 0.11 2.69E-10 1.05E-05 fructokinase 
PA2344 S95L95 0.11 2.69E-10 1.05E-05 fructokinase 
PA2343 S95L95 0.123 4.28E-09 1.29E-05 xylulose kinase 
PA3617 S70L95 0.064 9.71E-10 1.90E-05 RecA protein 
PA3617 S95L95 0.066 2.93E-09 1.92E-05 RecA protein 
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(ii) Small deletion variants from PAO1  

protein locus af filter-pvalue lrt-pvalue description 
PA5438 272S 0.075 7.03E-20 9.92E-17 probable transcriptional regulator 
PA5438 273L 0.079 1.20E-19 4.41E-15 probable transcriptional regulator 
PA5438 274R 0.08 6.33E-19 3.36E-14 probable transcriptional regulator 
PA4914 73A 0.05 2.71E-14 7.30E-13 transcriptional regulator, AmaR 
PA3355 384D 0.05 2.71E-14 3.48E-12 hypothetical protein 
PA2354 362G 0.09 3.36E-13 2.27E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 369E 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 370R 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 371A 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 373R 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 374L 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 375S 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 
PA2354 376I 0.08 2.20E-14 3.33E-11 SfnR1 
PA4268 59N 0.052 8.52E-15 6.69E-11 30S ribosomal protein S12 
PA3622 268L 0.05 2.71E-14 1.02E-10 sigma factor RpoS 
PA2354 372V 0.082 7.98E-14 1.09E-10 SfnR1 
PA2354 363G 0.079 6.65E-14 3.56E-10 SfnR1 
PA2354 364Q 0.112 6.04E-10 5.40E-10 SfnR1 
PA2354 368G 0.071 1.26E-13 8.33E-10 SfnR1 
PA4268 77H 0.057 2.58E-16 4.00E-09 30S ribosomal protein S12 
PA4284 958G 0.053 5.11E-14 5.61E-09 exodeoxyribonuclease V beta chain 
PA5284 111T 0.093 1.74E-07 1.42E-08 hypothetical protein 

PA4091 216D 0.057 5.08E-15 1.82E-08 4-hydroxyphenylacetate 
3-monooxygenase large chain 

PA4903 137A 0.053 8.53E-13 1.90E-08 probable major facilitator 
superfamily (MFS) transporter 

PA2353 233T 0.297 0.249 3.08E-08 conserved hypothetical protein 

PA1316 220G 0.057 1.76E-11 4.07E-08 probable major facilitator 
superfamily (MFS) transporter 

PA2353 231A 0.294 0.3 4.17E-08 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA4588 321T 0.055 4.07E-12 8.86E-08 glutamate dehydrogenase 
PA2353 246H 0.302 0.131 1.10E-07 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA0023 307R 0.063 2.99E-11 1.38E-07 quinone oxidoreductase 
PA4848 68A 0.063 2.99E-11 1.71E-07 biotin carboxylase 
PA3036 228T 0.064 1.05E-10 1.80E-07 hypothetical protein 
PA4785 148K 0.079 5.75E-11 3.99E-07 probable acyl-CoA thiolase 

PA3545 379E 0.046 8.57E-13 8.28E-07 alginate-c5-mannuronan-epimerase 
AlgG 

PA2353 240H 0.086 2.75E-12 1.00E-06 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA2302 765A 0.137 9.33E-10 1.04E-06 AmbE 
PA2872 2T 0.064 1.02E-11 1.30E-06 hypothetical protein 
PA2353 243L 0.094 6.09E-11 1.63E-06 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA2353 242P 0.091 6.22E-11 2.14E-06 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA2353 236I 0.09 2.90E-12 2.64E-06 conserved hypothetical protein 
PA2353 312D 0.097 5.87E-11 2.77E-06 conserved hypothetical protein 
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(iii)  Small insertion variants from isolates other than PAO1 

protein locus af filter-pvalue lrt-pvalue Homologue 
(PAO1) description 

AU17965_3981_04951 162S 0.0708 1.27E-19 3.80E-16 PA0313 L-cystine transporter of 
ABC system YecS 

AU17965_3981_04951 163L 0.0708 1.27E-19 3.80E-16 PA0313 L-cystine transporter of 
ABC system YecS 

AU17965_3981_04951 164I 0.0708 1.27E-19 3.80E-16 PA0313 L-cystine transporter of 
ABC system YecS 

105738_3985_01941 57G 0.95 2.71E-14 1.12E-12 PA1384 UDP-glucose 
4-epimerase 

AZPAE14712_2411_01394 206G 0.928 2.19E-16 1.38E-09 PA2353 conserved hypothetical 
protein 

AZPAE14712_2411_01394 198P 0.0739 1.01E-15 4.72E-09 PA2353 conserved hypothetical 
protein 

AZPAE14712_2411_01394 200R 0.0739 1.01E-15 4.72E-09 PA2353 conserved hypothetical 
protein 

AZPAE15072_2259_00589 283T 0.0503 2.71E-14 1.70E-08 PA3848 hypothetical protein 

AZPAE15072_2259_00888 176D 0.0503 2.71E-14 1.70E-08 PA3594 probable transcriptional 
regulator 

AZPAE15072_2259_02084 305K 0.0503 2.71E-14 1.70E-08 PA0242 hypothetical protein 

AZPAE15072_2259_03267 216N 0.0503 2.71E-14 1.70E-08 PA4091 
4-hydroxyphenylacetate 
3-monooxygenase large 

chain 
AZPAE15072_2259_00011 111N 0.0519 1.61E-13 1.75E-08 PA5284 hypothetical protein 
AZPAE15072_2259_00161 307K 0.0519 1.61E-13 1.75E-08 PA0023 quinone oxidoreductase 
AZPAE15072_2259_01307 562V 0.0519 1.61E-13 1.87E-08 PA4476 hypothetical protein 

AZPAE15072_2259_03078 220S 0.0566 1.76E-11 4.07E-08 PA1316 
probable major 

facilitator superfamily 
(MFS) transporter 

AZPAE14712_2411_01394 202S 0.888 1.59E-08 3.82E-07 PA2353 conserved hypothetical 
protein 

AZPAE15072_2259_03600 242L 0.0566 1.33E-12 5.13E-07 PA1448 flagellar biosynthetic 
protein FliR 

AZPAE15072_2259_02833 242Q 0.0487 8.61E-14 7.76E-07 PA1072 
branched-chain amino 
acid transport protein 

BraE 

AZPAE15072_2259_04340 358V 0.0487 8.61E-14 7.76E-07 PA3047 
probable 

D-alanyl-D-alanine 
carboxypeptidase 
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Supplementary data 2.4. Amino acid sequences of candidate proteins in 

supplementary data 2.3. (iii) 

>105738_3985_01941 UDP-glucose 4-epimerase 

MRVLVTGGAGFIGSHVLVELLGQGAKVVVLDNLVNGSSESLKRVERITG

HPVGFVLGDIRDSLLVERLLIDEKVDAVIHLAGLKAVGESVDDPLEYYES

NVQGTISLLRAMQRVGVFKIVFSSSATIYQMPGTLPISESSKVGGVASPY

GRTKLTAEHMLDDLARSDARWSIAVLRYFNPIGAHESGLIGEDPCGTPNN

LLPYIAQVAVGRLSRLTVHGGDYPTIDGTGVRDYIHVCDLAAGHTRALE

YLRQGHGYHVWNLGTGTGYSVLQIIEAFERVSGRRIPFTVSGRRPGDVA

ECWADVSKAERELGWKAGLGLECMIADAWRWQVSNPSGYS 

>AU17965_3981_04951 L-cystine transport system permease protein YecS 

MNSLQKLLEWLANLVELLGMAWPFLLQGAMYTVLFAAVSMVLGLILG

FSVAVVRVTKVPVVSQIAAVYVSAFRGTPLLVQIFVLYYGLPSVGIEFTPV

TAGILALTLNVAAYLSESMRGAILGIDKGQWEAGLSVGLTWGQTLWNII

TPQALRLAVPSLSNSLISLISLIKDTSLISVITVTELMLATKEVIAETFQPLP

LYLAAAGIYWLLSALFERVQKALENRLTAPLRR 

>AZPAE14712_2411_01394 Cell division protein ZapE 

MTVVAVDGDQDHRLHPGRAEQRYWVVEAGQAGGFAELFARLSAGEVV

SAQPIELAHRPLAVRRHSESVLWCSYAQLCEVPLSALDFIGLCDRYRAIL

MDDLPCLSASQREGRIARGTEDGVQLVEAGDRELPQLSVHDDGVRRFIA

LVDECYDRKVPLYLEARVPLEALYTEGYLAFAFRRTLSRLREMQLARFG
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XAPRRRSGNCGWPPALIRRPGRGSVAVPAQQRVHVLRRRAALELQQFRG

AVGEETVDAGRA 

>AZPAE15072_2259_00011 hypothetical protein 

MEFKTFRRTLLLAAVLFVPAGTSMAANLYAFGGRDIAVPSILPEGSVMSR

YTFTPMQLCGKPSCDLIGVSLYNKGSVWDPVDGPDLNTNVPGLSVRLL

LDGIPASSRFKGNFSQIAEIQLFRNSTPLSDGQFASGAFNSYFLITYKDGLI

ASGTSSIRLTGSVTTINATCQVADQTVKLQSIAAARLNGVGTYAAVTPFN

LVVAGCPRGYNRVGYSLQAVGGAVAEGSGVLPRLAGSTATGVSIRVTDE

AGVPLRMGLSLPVTAYDKNTGGAYWIPMKASYVQTAEKITPGSVLAAM

VILLDYQ 

>AZPAE15072_2259_00161 Quinone oxidoreductase 1 

MAKRIQFAAYGGPEVLEYRDYQPAEPGPREVRVRNRAIGLNFIDTYYRS

GLYPAPGLPSGLGSEGAGEVEAVGSEVTRFKVGDRVAYATGPLGAYSEL

HVLAEEKLVHLPDGIDFEQAAAVMLKGLTTQYLLRQTYELRGGETILFH

AAAGGVGLFACQWAKALGVQLIGTVSSPEKARLARQHGAWETIDYSHE

NVARRVLELTDGKKCPVVYDSVGKDTWETSLDCVAPRGLLVSFGNASG

PVTGVNLGILSQKGSLYVTRPTLGSYADTPEKLQAMADELFGLIERGDIR

IEINQRFALAEAAKAHTELAARRTTGSTVLLP 

>AZPAE15072_2259_00589 hypothetical protein 

MNRIKHLLKDLAILIRANLWLIPVIAALVAAVFYFVAPPPPMSATMATGA

EGGGYAVFAGKLREKLKEQGFELKLVPSAGSRDNLERLLGTGEVDIALV
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QSGQERQLEAGQARQLQTLGAVYQEPLWLFHRNNVHIDQLSDLLHLRL

AIGSDGSGTRAATEAILQANDIAPGHYPITWEARGGNAVVDDLLAGKLD

AAFIVGPAENPAIQKLADNDQLRLVNFRRSAAYEARLPFLKRVEVGEGL

LNLPRNVPERNISTLSPVATLVINERFHPALIPLVLETAREVMKDGSLLDK

PGAFPSAEPRTLRLHEDAERYYKSGLPLLQRYLPFRIASLADRYIILLIPFI

AILIPLMKSIGPLYRWRIRARIYRWYRYIRDIDRKLDSGTDAEQLRSEIER

LEKLESELNTVEVPLSYYHELYELHLHLNFVIKRLHGLQERQATQAEAG

NLG 

>AZPAE15072_2259_00888 HTH-type transcriptional regulator BenM 

MDLRQLRYFIAVAEELHFGRAAARLFISQPALSFDIKKLEEQLGTQLLLR

NNKSVKLTGAGQVLLVEARNLLLQAEKVKRLTQLSAEGDVGQLRVGFV

NSMLYRGLPRAMSRFEREHPNMEVVLGEMNSAEQAQALQRGQIDLGF

VHWGRLPAEIVSEPLISDPFLCCLPAGHRLDGQARLDLAELRDEDFILFPR

HVSPHYHDLIIARCVDAGFSPRIRHEARLWQTVAAMVGLGMGVALIPET

LCLAWRNEVRYLEIEPAGARSEIHAILPASEPSRAAQAFLATLKSGLDDA 

>AZPAE15072_2259_01307 hypothetical protein 

MADVGSLGTRLLRIVLGLCALVLVLLALYVSLGRQLVPLVAEYRQQLED

EAGKQLGIPVRIAELTGSWRGFEPLVVARDIQVGDGEQSLRLARVRLAP

DLLGSLLARQVRIGSLELEGLKLTLREGEDGQWSLDGLPHSDKPSDPRK

LLQFLLQTQRISLLDSQLEVAPRGSAALSLSAVGATLRSSSVGGQSLDAR

LQLPDGQPLALHAEGRIDSEDWPRSSARFYLSLPQSDWAQWLPAGLTQE
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WKIVRAKAGGDFWFDWRDGKAQRLVARLLAPQLKASYAARKPVEIND

LGMNLFFDREAQGWKVRVGDLAANFGEQRWGEVELLLRRDQQNNEP

HWKLQADRVDLTPLVPAIEALAPLPDAAAEWVAGLKPKGILHNLNADF

WPQREVPERVSYATNLEKVGISAFHEVPAVENVSGTLTGTLAGGQLDAS

AQDFMLHLAKVFPEPWRYREARTRMFWSLDDRAFTLGSHLMRVEGEE

GRLAGDMLIRLMRDPGAEDYMDLQVGLSDGDARFTAKYLPTQLPGMN

KSLANWLKTAIRSGHVEQGYFQWQGSLNRGAVAEAHVMNLYFKVRDG

ELAYQPGWPALSKTVGEVFVEDSGVRVLASSGNLLNSRVSDVKVDIPLG

RPGQTPHLYVDGAVDSNLKDGIKLLQEAPIPTRKIFAGWEGDGPLQGHL

KLDIPLDHDEAGKTGVVVDFSTVGATLKMPSPKLDMSEVKGDFRFDLA

KGLSAPAVQARVLGSEVRGRIVAEGRGDARTRLLLNGQVAVKSLSDWLG

AGQRPLPVSGRLPFQLNLLLDGKDSQLQIDSDLKGAVVDLPAPFGKTAA

QARPTQWRMTLDGAERRYWARYDGLASLAYAAPADKPLNGRGALRLG

GDPALLPSAQGLRVRGRLAELDWDAWQATLKRYGNGDQAASSAAGLL

RGADLRIDSFKGFGQELKNLTVDLARQERAWQLVLVSDLASGRLVLPDA

RGAPIVVDLDRLNLPKSTLPDENKVEDSDPLAAVDPRSLPAVDVKIGQVA

LGGQPLGAWSLKVRPGSNGVAFNDLDLDLRGLHVNGSLRWDGSPGNT

RSTYQGRIEGKNLADVLKAWNFAPSATSERFRMDINGQWPGSPAYMAL

KRFSGSMDASLRKGQFVEVEGSAQALRVFGLLNFNAINRRLRLDFSDIL

GKGLSYDRVKGGLSATDGVYVTREPLKLEGPSSNLELNGTLDLAHDRID

AKLLVTLPLTNNLTLAALIVGGPAVGGAVFVVDKLLGDRVSRFASVQYS

VKGPWQDPKISFDKPFEKPR 
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>AZPAE15072_2259_02084 hypothetical protein 

MQRSIATVSLSGTLPEKLEAIAAAGFDGVEIFENDLLHYDGSPRDVRRLC

ADLDLEILLFQPFRDFEGCRRERLERNLERAERKFDLMQELGTDLVLVCS

NVAADALGEPALLADDLRQLAERAAVRGLRIGYEALAWGRQVNTWEQ

AWDLVRRADQANLGLILDSFHTLSLDGDPRGIADLPGEKIFFVQMADAP

LLAMDVLEWSRHFRCFPGQGGFDLAGFLAPVVASGYRGPLSLEVFNDG

FRAAPTRANAVDGLRSLLYLEEKTREHLQRQTPHVAVDELFAPPPASLCD

GIEFLEFAVDKTLSARLGQWLQRLGFARAGEHRSKNVSLLRQGDINLVL

NAEPYSFAHGFFEAHGPSLCATALRVRDAGQALERARAYGGQPYRGLL

GPNEREIPAVRALDGSLLYLVERHTEGRSIYDSDFVTNDADTSGLGLRRV

DHVALALPAEGLDSWVLFYKSLFDFGADDEVVLPDPYGLVTSRAVRSPC

GSVRLPLNISEDRNTAIARSLSSYRGSGVHHIAFDCADIFAAVAQAKEAG

VALLEIPLNYYDDLAARFDFDDEFLSELAYYNVLYDRDAQGGELFHVFT

EPFEERFFFEILQRRHGYAGYGAANVPVRLAAMAQARRGVRRVKL 

>AZPAE15072_2259_02833 hypothetical protein 

MSQSLKRALFSALLVILVSYPILGLKLRTVGIKLEVLGADAQTLWTIAAA

ALAMFVWQLFRDRIPLKLGRGVGYKVNGSGLKNFLSLPSTQRWAVLAL

VVVAFVWPFFASRGAVDIATLILIYVMLGIGLNIVVGLAGLLDLGYVGFY

AVGAYTYALLAEYAGFGFWTALPIAGMMAALFGFLLGFPVLRLRGDYL

AIVTLGFGEIIRILLRNMTEITGGPNGIGSIPKPTLFGLTFERRAQEGMQTF

HEFFGIAYNTNYKVILLYVVALLLVLLALFVINRLMRMPIGRAWEALRED
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EVACRALGLNPTIVKLSAFTIGASFAGFAGSFFAARQGLVTPESFTFIESA

MILAIVVLGGMGSQLGVILAAVVMVLLQEMRGFNEYRMLIFGLTMIVM

MIWRPQGLLPMQRPHLELKP 

>AZPAE15072_2259_03078 Multidrug resistance protein Stp 

MNPSRRVALVAAIYLGTFIASLDISIVNLALPTLQYALDTDLAGLQWVVD

AYALCLSAFMLSSGPLSDRYGRKLTWLLGVGLFSFGSLLCALATSLPLLL

FGRAVQGIAGALLIPGALSILTQAFHDPGQRAQVIGGWTSFSALSLILGPL

LGGLLVEHAGWQSIFLINLPLGLLALALGLWGIEETAHPEHAAFDPLGQL

LSVVWLGALTYALIAAGESGWLSPTAWPALLLAGVGLLGFLFVERRTAR

PLLPLGLFRQAGFAVCNLASFVLGFSGYASLFFLSLFFQQVQGASAQQAG

FYLAPQFLAMGALSMLFGRLQRHVPLRRLLVLGYLVIGLAMLALAACG

TGTAYPWVGLLLVALGLGMGLAVPGTGLAVMASVARERSGMASATMN

TLRQAGMAVGIALLGALLSGRAIVVLGDRLEELGIADAQRLATQAITAH

RLPGSLAGLDAELPAALAEGFRLAMLVAGASALLAAALLWRLRVSAGP

AADTVGASGRTAGVQLQADRR 

>AZPAE15072_2259_03267 4-hydroxyphenylacetate 3-monooxygenase 

oxygenase component 

MKPEDFRASATRPFTGEEYLASLRDDREIYIYGDRVKDVTSHPAFRNAA

ASMARLYDALHDPQSKEKLCWETDTGNGGYTHKFFRYARSADELRQQ

RDAIAEWSRLTYGWMGRTPDYKAAFGSALGANPGFYGRFEDNAKTWY

KRIQEACLYLNHAIVNPPIDRDKPVDQVKDVFISVDEEVDGGIVVSGAK
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VVATNSALTHYNFVGQGSAQLLGNNTDFALMFIAPMNTPGMKLICRPSY

ELVAGIAGSPFDYPLSSRFDENDAILVMDKVFIPWENVLIYRDFERCKQW

FPQGGFGRLFPMQGCTRLAVKLDFITGALYKALQCTGSLEFRGVQAQV

GEVVAWRNLFWSLTDAMYGNASEWHSGAFLPSAEALQAYRVLAPQAY

PEIKKTIEQVVASGLIYLPSGVRDLHNPQLDKYLSTYCRGSGGMGHRERI

KILKLLWDAIGSEFGGRHELYEINYAGSQDEIRMQALRQAVGSGAMKG

MLGMVEQCMGDYDENGWTVPHLHNPDDINVLDRIRQ 

>AZPAE15072_2259_03600 hypothetical protein 

MLELTNAQIGGWIASFVLPLFRVAALLMTMPVIGTQLVPVRVRLYLALG

VCVVLVPNLPPMPQVDALSMKAMLLIGEQILVGALLGFSLQLLFHAFVI

AGQIISMQMGLGFASMVDPANGVSVPVLGQFFTMLVTLLFLAMNGHLV

VFEVIAESFVTLPVGEGLSGNHFWIIAGKLGWVMGAALLLALPAITALLV

VNLAFGAMTRAAPQLNIFSIGFPLTLVLGLVILWIGTADLLSQYQLLAGE

ALQFLRELVRAK 

>AZPAE15072_2259_04340 D-alanyl-D-alanine carboxypeptidase DacB 

MFKSLRTLAFATLLPFALPTLAQVNATLPANVQKALQTNKLTGNDLSLVL

IPLDGPGNPTYYNADVSVNPASTMKLFTTYAALEMLGPTYQWKTEFYT

DGQLKNGVLNGNLYLKGGGDPKLNMEKLWLLMRDLRANGVTKVTGD

LVLDRSYFNIPQLPVFNDDGGDDTKPFLVGPDSLLVNLKSVRMVVRTDG

NKVNVQMDPPLANVRIDNQVKMTAPATCPAWPKLRFSPVTQFDGTTLL

ATGQIPQGCSAQTYMSLLDHPGYTAGAVRGIWQELGGSILGKDRQGSVP
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RNATLIAKAFSPDLVEIIRDINKYSNNTMARQLFLSIGAQFRNSADGDDA

QAAQRVVRQWLARKGITVPRLVMENGSGLSRQERVSAREMAAMLQAA

WHSPYAPEYISSLPLAGLDGTMRKRLRRTALVGEAHVKTGTLNTVRAL

AGFSRDASGHNWVVVAILNSPRPWGASAILDQVLLSLHARK 
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Chapter III. CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, this study utilized genome-based analyses to obtain new 

insights regarding antibiotic resistance and chronic infection, which are two of 

the biggest clinical issues with Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA). The first chapter 

describes the avirulent nature of multidrug-resistant PA and the action 

mechanism of their antibiotic resistance genes. In the second chapter, mutations 

significantly associated with PA isolates from cystic fibrosis (CF) patients were 

found through a genome-wide association study, which analyzed more than 

1,000 PA genomes from CF and non-CF isolates. Furthermore, phenotypic 

changes that arise from several of these CF-associated mutations were 

experimentally investigated These studies reveal new insights that advance our 

understanding of PA antibiotic resistance mechanisms and its chronic infection, 

and will hopefully aid in solving these problems. 
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ABSTRACT(IN KOREAN) 

 

녹농균의 유전체를 이용한 

항생제 저항성과 만성 감염에 대한 연구 

 

< 지도교수 윤상선 > 

연세대학교 대학원 의과학과 

황원태 

 

녹농균 (Pseudomonas aeruginosa)은 토양, 물, 피부와 같은 

다양한 장소에서 흔히 발견되지만 면역력이 약한 환자에서도 기회 

병원균으로 발견된다. 이 균은 폐렴 및 혈류 감염과 같은 급성 

증후군뿐만 아니라 낭포성 섬유증 (Cystic Fibrosis) 환자의 만성기도 

감염을 유발할 수 있다. 낭포성 섬유증은 CFTR (Cystic fibrosis 

transmembrane conductance regulator)에 돌연변이가 생겨 유발되는 유전 

질환이다. CFTR의 변이는 폐 상태를 탈수된 점성 점액층으로 만들고 

이런 환경은 녹농균과 같은 여러 병원체에 유리한 서식지가 된다. 

녹농균을 제거하기 위해 다양한 항생제가 사용되고 있지만 녹농균은 
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다른 병원균에 비해 기본적으로 높은 항생제 저항성을 가지고 있을 

뿐만 아니라 더 높은 내성을 위해 유전적 돌연변이 또는 항생제 

저항성 유전자를 획득하기도 한다.  

이러한 문제가 되는 녹농균에 대한 깊이 있는 이해를 위해 본 

연구는 시퀀스 기반 분석을 사용하여 녹농균과 관련된 두 가지 주요 

문제를 다뤘다. 첫 번째 chapter에서는 다양한 항생제에 저항성을 

가지는 다제내성 녹농균 임상분리균을 통해 항생제 저항성 

메커니즘에 대해 연구했다. 두 번째 chapter에서는 낭포성 섬유증 

환자로부터 분리된 녹농균 유전체를 이용하여 이 균이 만성 감염 

환경에 적응하기 위한 유리한 유전적 변이들에 대해 조사했다.  

첫 번째 chapter에서 항생제 저항성 메커니즘을 이해하기 위해 

다제내성 임상분리 녹농균의 유전체 및 전사체를 분석했다. 본 

연구에선 또한 항생제 내성과 관련된 유전자의 전사체 분석을 통해 

항생제 스트레스가 있을 때 항생제 내성 유전자의 발현 매커니즘을 

밝히는 것을 목표로 했다. 다제내성 녹농균와 항생제 감수성 

녹농균의 유전체 분석을 통해 다양한 항생제 저항성 유전자의 존재 

및 잠재적인 항생제 내성 유전자를 밝혀 냈고 전사체 분석을 통해 

독성과 관련된 quorum sensing 및 type VI secretion system 관련된 

유전자의 발현 정도가 다제내성 녹농균에서 감소된 것을 확인했다. 
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항생제 저항성 유전자 및 잠재적 항생제 저항성 유전자는 정상적인 

녹농균 배양 조건에서 전사 발현이 활발했고 항생제 스트레스가 

주어져도 발현에 변화가 없었다. 따라서 항생제 저항성 유전자들은 

항생제가 있는 조건에서 반응하여 발현하기보다 항생제 스트레스가 

없는 조건에서도 활발히 발현된다. 따라서 첫 번째 chapter에서 

다제내성 녹농균의 유전체 및 전사체 분석을 통해 독성 관련 표현형 

및 다제내성 녹농균의 항생제 저항성 메커니즘에 대한 새로운 관점을 

제시한다.  

두 번째 chapter에선 낭포성 섬유증 환자의 만성 감염이 

일어나는 폐 환경에서 녹농균의 적응을 이해하기 위해 첫 번째 

chapter의 소규모 유전체를 이용한 연구와 반대로 대규모 유전체를 

이용한 분석을 수행했다. 이를 위해 낭포성 섬유증 환자에서 

분리되거나 그렇지 않은 녹농균의 1,001개 유전체로 GWAS 

(Genome-Wide Association Study)를 진행했다. 낭포성 섬유증 환자에서 

분리된 녹농균에서 sulphatase 및 TonB-dependent receptor를 포함하는 

유전자들 (PA2332~PA2336), L-cystine transporter (yecS, PA0313)와 

transcriptional regulator (PA5438) 유전자에 돌연변이가 대조군과 

비교하여 의미있게 존재함을 확인했다. 또한 철 이온의 흡수와 

관련된 phuR 유전자의 프로모터 부분에도 변이가 발견됐다. Chapter 
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2에서의 분석은 낭포성 섬유증에서의 만성 감염에 녹농균이 적응하고 

진화하는데 있어 새로운 정보를 제공한다.  

앞서 언급한 두 가지의 연구의 시사점은 녹농균의 항생제 

내성과 만성 감염을 극복하는데 도움이 될 새로운 통찰력을 

제공한다.   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

핵심되는 말 : 녹농균(Pseudomonas aeruginosa), 항생제 저항성, 만성 

감염, 유전체, 전사체, gwas 
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